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It’s All Centennial !
It is both a pleasure and a privilege to dedicate

this issue to the British Columbia Centennial Com-
mittee, who are doing such a fine job to make 1958
the most, memorable year in our history.

‘The people of Powell River are co-operating with
the provincial committee and many outstanding
events are being arranged for the months ahead. A
Pioneers’ Dinner will be a prominent event at which
many original residents of Powell River will be
present. Many of them will travel from widely
separated corners of the world.

Powell River Company has a definite place in
rhe Centennial observations. As the first producer
of newsprint in Western Canada, its place in the
industrial history of the century 1s assured. ‘The
Company has also been privileged to present two
totem poles, both cut on its own limits in the Queen
Charlottes, to the Centennial Committee. One of
these will be shipped to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
(see page 19).

Outstanding in the many special attractions will,
of course, be the visit of Her Royal Highness, Princess
Margaret, who will arrive in Vancouver on July [2
for a two-week visit to British Columbia.

We hope our many old friends from outside
Canada will enjoy this issue, and if opportunity
permits, visit us during the year.

The Cover Picture
Mule or horse-drawn stage coaches had to
pick their way over many rugged paths and
dangerous turns in B.C.’s pioneer days. The
cover shows a typical scene on the Cariboo

Road in the 80's.
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YOUR HOSTS IN B.C.
RITISH Columbia’s two outstanding citizens will
yy be hosts for this our Centennial year, 1958.

Both have thrown their personal and official support
behind the Centennial Committee, which, in itself
almost enstires the success of the elaborate and varied
celebrations planned in all parts of British Columbia.
His Honor Lieutenant-Governor Frank Ross, the
highest dignitary of the Crown in B.C., will represent
the Queen and speak to the people of the province on
her behalf. He and Mrs. Ross will appear in person
at. celebrations in all parts of the province and par-
ticipate actively in the ceremonies.

Representing the people of British Columbia 1s
the Premier, the Honorable W. A. C. Bennett, who
will also be among the official visitors at principal
events during the year. The British Columbia
Government has made substantial donations to the
Centennial Committee and its ministers are actively
associated with many projects.

To prospective visitors from far and near, -the
Province—in the name of the Crown and people of
British Columbia — extends to you all a cordjal
welcome to our Centennial celebrations. Make 1958
your year to see B.C.!
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Century Sam presents British Columbia’s

O many special events have been arranged to mark
British Columbia's Centenary that 1t would be

impossible to list them all in the Digester. [he best
we can hope to do 1s to pick out some of the high-
lights in the various fields of entertainment, sports,
arts and historic pageantry which promise to make
1958 a memorable year for B.C. residents and visitors
alike.

Possibly the greatest single Centennial attractionwill be the first visit to British
Columbia of Her Royal Highness
Princess Margaret this summer.
She will appear publicly in Van-
couver July 12, beginning her
two-week stay in B.C.

In a colourful re-enactment of
explorer Simon Fraser's journey of
150 years ago, eighteen adventur-
ers in three Indian canoes wil!
travel down the mighty Fraser
from Prince George to Vancouver,
stopping at many river communi-
ties for welcoming celebrations.
‘The canoeists will leave on May 28
and are expected to reach Van-
couver on July 2.

Recently restored as the
birthplace of British Columbia's
Mainland Colony, historic Fort
Langley, 30 miles east of Van- |
couver, will be open to visitors
daily throughout the year.

An authentic stage coach mail
run is planned from Victoria, the
provincial capital, to Barkerville
of Gold Rush fame. The old-time stage run will
coincide with the issuance of the British Columbia.
Centennial postage stamp on May 8.

Treasured historical exhibits from the B.C.
Provincial Archives and Museum will be brought to
300 centres in British Columbia by two modern
caravans touring from April 28 to October 4.

Between June 15 and September 19, the world's
only museum train will travel throughout the prov-
ince reviving the gas-lit glory of Canadas early
railroading days. Three of the train’s six cars have
been perfectly restored to their old-time state. "The
other three will contain displays of more than 100
years of railway progress.

The ultimate in professional horsemanship, the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police musical ride, will

be presented in several British Columbia communities
during July and August. Acclaimed in Europe and
the United States, the intricate ride will be accom-
panied by the 45-piece R.C.M.P. Band, which will
also appear in concerts that have made it famous in
its own right.

Warships of fifteen countries will rendezvous on
Canada’s Pacific Coast for a thrilling naval review
during the last week in July.

Canada’s three armed services
will join forces to stage strikingmilitary displays with all the

“pomp and = circumstance’ of
. British and Canadian _ military

tradition.
Vancouver and Victoria Sym-

phony Orchestras, two of the West
Coast’s outstanding musical aggre-
gations, will feature music by the
worlds greatest composers in adozen B.C. communities. Vic-
torias beautiful Butchart Gardens
for example will form the back-
ground for two such concerts on
July 10 and 17.

Canadas internationally fa-
mous dance band, Mart Kenney
and His Western Gentlemen, will
entertain in 65 B.C. communities
during September and October.

The musical entertainment of
yesteryear —- including songs and
comedy from the Gay Nineties,
vaudeville and Broadway hits —
will be brought to life in .‘‘B.C.

Centurama_ by a talented cast of West Coast artists
who will tour the entire province.

Dramatic incidents in the early history of British
Columbia form the basis of a Lister Sinclair play
which will be premiered at the Vancouver Festival
of the Arts. The three-act stage vehicle will then
tour the province from July 19 to August 10.

One of British Columbia's best known choirs,
the Cariboo Chorus, will perform Canadian folk
songs and popular choral selections in the province's
major centres, July 6 to 12.

‘The above events are but a few of the widely
varied and colorful happenings arranged throughout
British Columbia. | [he complete list is contained in
the folder enclosed with this issue and which has
been especially provided for the Digester by courtesy
of the Centennial Committee.

H.R.H. Princess Margaret
is coming to British Columbia on July 12.
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Funereal Totem or authentic Haida Pole?
Controversy focuses attention on the

Centennial
ollar
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NE hundred years ago, on November 5, 1858,
at historic Fort Langley, on the lower Fraser

River, the name of British Columbia was officially
added to the history books of the world. On that
date, as the Union Jack was hoisted to the top of
the fort's flagpole, Governor James Douglas officially
proclaimed the existence of the “‘Colony of British
Columbia.’ —

Courageous Duilder of British
Columbia was Governor James
Douglas of Vancouver Island. The
giant Douglas fir is well named
after this great man. He founded
Fort Victoria in 1843. Picture
above shows how Victoria, B.C.‘s
present capital, looked 100 years

ago.

British’ Columbia's

Colorful 100 Years |
In this year 1958, the people of British Columbia

from the Rockies to the Pacific and from the 49th
parallel to the Arctic Ocean are commemorating this
historical event with impressive, elaborate and pic-
turesque ceremonies.

There is one important factor that should be
noted and which has been perhaps overlooked by
Centennial visitors. We are celebrating the founding
of the ‘‘Colony of British Columbia,’’ not the Prov-
ince of British Columbia. When Governor Douglas
issued the 1858 proclamation, it brought British
Columbia into existence as a colony of the British
‘Crown, not as a province of the Dominion of Canada.
The latter event did not materialize until July. 20,
18/1.

The history of the territory now known as
British Columbia begins in the early days of the 18th
century, when Vitus Bering, a Dane in the service of
Peter the Great of Russia, passed through Bering
Straits, and after several unsuccessful voyages reached

the mainland of North America. From the last
voyage in 1741, originated the history of fur trading
posts and seal fisheries in the north.

e

From 1774 onward, the various Spanish ex-
plorations and the voyages of Captains Cook and
Vancouver focussed the spotlight more and more on
the west coast of North America. ‘These were the

Fort Langley, where Douglas was
installed Governor of Britain's new
colony in 1858, is now open to

Centennial visitors.
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days of the maritime fur traders, and many posts
were established by the North West Fur ‘Trading and
Hudson's Bay Companies.

By the turn of the 19th century, overland
explorations from the east were exploring the area,
swinging down the great arteries of the Fraser and
Thompson Rivers. Alexander MacKenzie, on July
Z, 1/793, reached the Pacific Ocean at. Bella Coola,
the first overland expedition to cross British Colum-
bia. Simon Fraser, after whom the Fraser River 1s
named, established the first fur trading post in British
Columbia tn 1805. In 1808 he completed his famous
voyage of discovery by traversing the entire length of
the Fraser to within sight of the Gulf of Georgia.

From 1811 to 1858, British Columbia history is.
largely dominated by the activities of the Hudson’s
Bay and North West Fur ‘Trading Companies. Some
small industries had made hesitant beginnings. A
sawmill had been established at Parsons Bridge in
1846 for domestic purposes, land was being tilled by

The territory of Vancouver Island and its rela-
tions with the mainland was another problem which
vexed the early law makers. ‘There were disputes
between the two separated areas which led, in 1864,
to the separate Colony of Vancouver Island. ‘The
two colonies were amalgamated in 1866 and the way
was paved for the entry of British Columbia into
Confederation five years later.

The year 1858 is the most significant in the
history of British Columbia. Not only. because of
its creation as a recognized colony, but for the dis-
covery of gold in the Cartboo, which led to the first
great ingress of settlers into the area. Prospectors
and gold seekers rushed to the colony, in numbers
exceeding 25,000. ‘The Royal Engineers, under
Colonel Moody, started construction of the famous
Cariboo Road, which opened up communications
with the interior. Thousands of immigrants re-
mained as permanent settlers, who hewed out homes
for themselves and their families along the line of

One of Powell River's earliest citizens was logger Jim Springer
who lived on Powell Lake.

Vancouver's first real estate office used this choice. location
at Georgia and Granville Streets.

settlers and a seal and fishing industry started in thenorth. But until 1858, with the discovery of gold
in the Cariboo, the country was the domain of thefur trader. Fur trading posts were located at many
widely scattered points—Fort McLeod in the Peace
River, Fort Vancouver on the Columbia, Fort St.
James, Fort Fraser in the Kootenay area and Fort
Victoria, now the capital city of British Columbia.Until 1846 the area north of the Columbia
River was claimed by the British Crown, and
cessive negotiations and near wars featured the
struggle for possession of this area. In 1844, U.S.
Democrats raised the famous cry fifty-four forty
or fight.’’ In 1846, by the treaty of Washington,the border between British Columbia and United
States was drawn along the 49th parallel “to the
middle of the channel which separates the continent
from Vancouver Island, and there in a southerly
direction through the middle of Pard Channel andof Fucas Straits to the Pacific Ocean.”’

the Fraser and Thompson Rivers. The great cattle
ranges of the Cariboo, the rich fruit orchards of the
Okanagan and the famous dairying expanses of the
Fraser Valley saw their first dawn in the opening up
of British Columbia by the historic gold stampedeof 1858. And spurred by world fascination in the
gold-infested rivers, the prospects of copper, iron and
other minerals, and the rich soil of the river valleys,
more and more settlers flocked in from east, west
and south.

The demand for transportation facilities became
more pronounced with the entry of British Columbia
into Confederation in 1871. tven then, the Cana-
dian government had laid plans for a transcontinental
railroad. The last spike, linking the east with Port
Moody on Burrard Inlet, was driven at Cragallachie
in November, 1885—and in May, 1887, with the
line completed to Vancouver, the first transcontinental
train pulled into this Canadian ‘‘city of destiny on
the Pacific Coast.’’
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lf gold made B.C. grow, then
trees. assured its future. One
of the first sawmills in Van-
couver was the Hastings Mill,
seen here in 1886, a year after

it was built.

In the 90’s gold was discovered in the Kootenay
aArcd. In 1890, the- Yukon territory in the far north
was invaded by the great Klondyke gold rushers to
start development of the central and northern parts
ot B.C.

With an expanding population came the demand
for expanded transportation. The Canadian National
Railway was pushed through to Prince Rupert on
the Pactfic Coast. In the meantime, starting in the
late 80's, the sleek Empress boats had begun the run
across the Pacific from Vancouver to the Orient.

Thus, by the turn of the century, the Port of
Vancouver was established as the gateway to Western
Canada and its future as one of the worlds great
seaports became ensured.

Since the beginning, the vast softwood forests ofBritish Columbia have been the backbone of the
provinces economy. From the middle of the 19th
century, the forest industries have grown and ex-
panded. Sawmills and logging camps dot the map
of B.C.—and from 1912 onwards, when Powell
River Company built the first newsprint mill in the
west, pulp and paper has played an increasinglydominant role tn B.C.

From the early days of Captain Bering and his

seal hunting in the north, the fishing industry of
British Columbia is today the largest producer of
fishing wealth in Canada.

Mineral resources, dating back to the Cariboo gold
rush, are focussing the eyes of the world on the west.
Vast new projects are underway in the north and
central areas where new discoveries are being made
almost daily—and new areas opened up for develop-
ment.

In the yet unexplored areas of the Peace River,
big oil and gas discoveries have been made and this
section of the province is attracting world-wide
attention and its oil wealth is being carried by newly
installed pipe lines to the large cities of. the continent.

It has been a tremendous century. for British
Columbia, and no outline sketch such as this can
hope to do justice to its romance and development.
Today it is the fastest growing and one of the richest
provinces in Canada. The products of its forests,
mines, sea and farms are shipped to the seven corners
of the world. With an unlimited future for devel-

- opment, when another future generation celebrates
its second Centennial, it will be a saga of achievement,
progress and power, probably unequalled in the for-ward march of civiltzation.

Today’s “Gateway to Vancouver Island,” the coal-mining town of
Nanaimo dates back to 1851, and was incorporated as a city in 1874.
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Gold centre of the world was Barkerville in the 1860's—then the
biggest, gayest city north of San Francisco and west of Chicago.

aga of Mining

(Adapted from a booklet of same name prepared for
C. M. Oliver 6 Co. Ltd. by Bruce Ramsey. )
OLD has made many a man, just as it has broken

many aman, but it did make British Columbia.
And it all started on account of a2 woman!

It seems that Susan, the squaw of Chief Or-wat
of the Haida Indians, who lived on the west coast
of Moresby Island in the Queen Charlottes, showed
her husband a nugget weighing nearly five ounces.She had found it on the earthen floor of her house
while doing her spring cleaning in 1850. It was a
momentous event in the life of the chief, for it
meant the dazzling trinkets displayed at the Hudson’s
Bay Co. post at Fort Simpson might at last be his.

When the traders at Fort Simpson glimpsed the
precious nugget, plans were laid to investigate its
source. In July of the following year, the HBC
vessel Uma’ with eight miners aboard, set sail for
the Charlottes and by bartering, obtained about 60
ounces of gold.

A second trip was made by the HBC men, and
a seven-inck vein of free gold was discovered at
Miutchell Harbour, but unfriendly Indians forced the
men to leave. But gold is gold, and a third expedition
set out in October, this time equipped with blasting

apparatus. But again, the natives were hostile, and
the miners were forced out. rlowever, before they
left they harvested between $20,000 and $30,000
worth of gold which was shipped to Victoria on
the Uma. Near Neah Bay in the Strait of Juan de
Fuca disaster struck: the Uma was sunk and her
golden carge lost.

Undaunted, the company sent the schooner Re-
covery to the scene with enough men to repel Indian
attack. By this time, the natives themselves had
caught the gold fever and scrambled with the miners
to obtain the best ore.

Word of the discovery spread down the coast to
California, and soon the Stars and Stripes appeared

Flume and water wheel in Barkerville, where large scale mining
activities first began in B.C.
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in the Charlottes; but it was no El Dorado, and they
returned in disgust.

On British Columbias mainland it was the
Fraser River which first drew white men to -its
gravels. Within four months of the news reaching

‘San Francisco in April, 1858, that Fraser sandbars
contained gold, the population of Vancouver Island
and’ the mainland soared to nearly 30,000.

In the fall of that year miners from the U.S.
moved up into the Similkameen and Okanagan
valleys, sampling the creeks as they went with mod-
erate success. ‘The country was rough enough and
the Indians were often rougher, but still the hardy
adventurers pressed on.

In 1859 they struck the first Cariboo diggings
on the Quesnel River and the following year Keithley,
Antler, Harvey and Cunningham Creeks were dis-
covered.

It wasn’t until 1861 that William ‘“‘Dutch Bill’
Dietz first saw Williams Creek, which became the
richest creek in the world. As luck would have it,
though, Dutch Bill staked the poorest section of the
ground and reaped nothing.

Gold on Williams Creek, however, lay 50 to 60
feet below the surface—a secret unlocked by Bill
Barker, after whom fabulous Barkerville was named.
From 1862 to 1869 Barkerville was the biggest“city west of Toronto. In 1863 alone nearly

Mistoric church in Barkerville, now
a ghost town, holds religious
services to this day.

. ‘wienBi ~~~~-. 3
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in British Columbia
$4,000,000 was recovered in bullion from its
environs.

Despite incredible difficulties and a staggering
$2,000,000 cost, the Cariboo Road was built from
Yale to Barkerville in 1865 and, as equipment and
men poured in, large scale mining activities began for
the first time in British Columbia.

Many other discoveries of gold have occurred
since, some of them resulting in the founding of such
communities as Rossland, Trail, Hedley, Bralorne,
Bridge River and others. The last gold rush to date
was at Zeballos on the west coast of Vancouver
Island. Jhis occurred in 1937 and was, by the
standards set in the Cariboo, Cassiar, Atlin and all
the others, the most amazing of all . . . the miners
went in by plane!

Lhe Indians, who first discovered gold in British
Columbia, also found its coal deposits on Vancouver
Island. There, at a place called Suquash, B.C.’s first
coal mining operation began in 1854. A journal of
the Hudson’s Bay Company reveals that.in 1846 the
Indians mined better than 90 tons within a few days.

In 1869 the great’ Wellington mine was discov-
ered by James Dunsmuir near Departure Bay, justnorth of Nanaimo on the east coast of Vancouver
Island. Out of it came one of the greatest personal
fortunes ever amassed in B.C., and such prosperous
Island communities as Wellington, Cumberland and
Ladysmith grew as a result.

As coastal shipping expanded, demand for coal
increased and the coal output kept pace. In 19272
production of the Wellington-Nanaimo field reached
1,750,000 tons.

‘To William Fernie, a former Cariboo miner, goes
the credit for prospecting the Coal Creek in the
Crow's Nest Pass. ‘Through his associate, Colonel
James Baker, founder of Cranbrook, Fernie pur-
suaded the Canadian Pacific Railway and the govern-
ment to build the. Crow’s Nest Pass Railway. By
the time the first train arrived at Coal Creek on
August 1, 1898, a pile of coal was ready for ship-
ment. Fernie was thus born as a coal town. In
successive years mines at Michel, Morrissey and [on-
kin began to ship coal and coke, not only to the
smelters in B.C., but also into the United States.

(Continued on Page Twenty)

The famous Mucho Oro Mine at Stout’s Gulch in the latter half of
the 19th century.
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First sawmill on British Columbia's mainian
uke thine

d was built at Moodyville in 1864.

BC's Lumb
UST how far back into the twilight of history
we can trace the first crude beginnings of the log-

ging industry in British Columbia will long remain
a mystery to challenge the curiosity of geologists and
excite the interests of historians.

The tangible thread of history, however, traces
the first known export of lumber from this province
in 1788, when Captain John Meares, sailing from
Nootka, on the west coast of Vancouver Island, to
China with a cargo of furs, included a deck load of
spars in his bartering stores. Later navigators, British
and Spanish probably, shipped small cargoes of sparsin their vessels from time to time.

The first actual sawmill 1n the province was

Oxen did most of the “bull” work in B.C.’s early logging days.

er Industry Is as
erected at Parsons Bridge, near Victoria, in 1846. It
was built solely to supply the domestic demand of
settlers and made no attempt to develop an export
business. In the years following a few other small
mills, again wholly catering to the domestic demand,
were in evidence. In 1858, when the gold stampede
on the Fraser began, tiny plants sprung up here and
there, but died when the “‘‘yellow fever’’ had subsided.

The first export mill in British Columbia was
established at Port Alberni, on Vancouver Island, in
1861. It was conceived by Anderson and Company
of England, who had heard glowing reports of the
rich stands of virgin timber on Vancouver Island. In
1859, their agent, Captain Stamp——a name famous
in the history of logging in B.C. —— recommended
Alberni as the most strategic site for the new venture.
The mill operated until 1866, when 1t was razed
by fire.

Many a wide chasm has been bridged since the
beginnings of this export trade in British Columbia
lumber in the sixties and seventies. During the early
Colonial days, from the date of the first white. settle-
ment until the entry of British Columbia into
Confederation in 1871, the estimated cut totalled
250 million feet, board measure. ‘Today, the yearly
cut approximates 4/4 billion feet. Where in 1867
twelve sawmills were in operation, in 1958 approxi-
mately 2,500 saw and shingle mills are established
in the province. The foreign trade in lumber for a
decade following the Alberni venture averaged about
25 million feet annually; today in the neighborhood
of 950 million feet of British Columbia lumber is
carried to the overseas markets of the world.
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With the conclusion of the Alberni project, the
centre of lumbering gravity swung to the mainland,
and in 1864 the first mill on Burrard Inlet appeared
at Moodyville. Followed in 1865 the now famous
Hastings Mill, which has had a long and honorable
connection with the industrial life of British Colum-
bia. Other mills soon swung into line and the export
trade became a definite part of the lumbering industry.
By 1867 twelve sawmills were in operation, which
number had been increased to fifteen in 18/73.

The dawn of the twentieth century ushered in
the beginning of the modern period. ‘The construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway opened up new
markets in the east and even on the Atlantic seaboard.
The change from sail to steam was another factor in
stimulating and speeding up exports. It 1s difficult
to realize that .as late as 1906, the late R. H. Alex-
ander, in an address before the Canadian Forestry
Convention, made the significant statement that
steam is now beginning to compete for the lumber
business. _ Fifty years ago, practically all our over-
seas shipments were transported in windjammers.
The sight of several trim, or otherwise, sailing vessels
loading lumber in Burrard Inlet is still fresh in the
minds of many Vancouver citizens. In those days a
cargo of 400,000 feet was considered a heavy load.
‘To supply a million feet,’’ said Mr. Alexander in
1906, ‘‘was an undertaking so colossal as to make a

Old as the Province
mill manager stand aghast. ‘loday steamers carry-
ing cargoes of 4 to 5 million feet are not uncommon.
In 1887, when the first transcontinental train steamed
into Vancouver, the entire output of the coast mulls
was less than 80 million feet per annum. ‘Today
it is 614 billion, and our own sawmill at Powell
River consumes annually 240 million feet in the
production of pulp for its nine paper machines.

Improvements in logging methods have advanced
hand in hand with improvements in transportation.
Sturdy teams of oxen drew the logs to the original
Alberni Mill, and for many years following they
were the stalwarts of the woods. In 1865, a steam

tractor, the forerunner of the modern donkey engine,
was used in logging operations at English Bay, Van-
COUVeT. The donkey came into general use about
189Q. Logging methods continued to show steady

advancement and 1915 brought in the high lead and
overhead systems, a distinguishing feature of modern
logging operations in the west.

Today, producing products to the value of
$600,000,000 annually, lumbering leads British Co-lumbia’s basic industries.

Hardy logger types near
Powell River stood proudly on
this 237-foot log which became a
flagpole in London’s famed Kew Gardens.
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B.C.’s Transportation Has

Stagecoach

Ox teams were the popular haulers of the freight and passengers tn
the days of the Cariboo gold rush.

HEN the Crown Colony of British Columbia
was incorporated in 1858, transportation was

a very simple matter. You either walked with your
worldly goods on your back, or if you were among
the fortunate few you might have located a horse or
a mule to help you along. Or if you were travelling
through the interior, you could do quite a lot with
a canoe—if you could borrow or steal one.

If you approached the colony from the sea, you
probably came in a windjammer, because while the
steamship had been invented then, there were few, if
any, on the west coast of British Columbia.

With the gold rush as a propelling factor, the
next advance in transportation saw the stage coach
enter from the wings—a stout and reliable contriv-
ance that persisted in the interior areas for over sixty
years. It was not until after the first decade of the
19th century that the stage coach outlived its long
and useful life. The history of the Cariboo Road
and the lower reaches to the Fraser abounds in tales
of romance and hardships that are not surpassed by
the legends of the covered wagon or the Pony Express.

In the 90’s and the early 1900's, the famous
river boats churned the rivers and lakes of British
Columbia carrying settlers, prospectors, gamblers and
merchandise to the mining camps, newly opened log-
ging areas or prospective farming or ranching sites.
The old lake boats have now made their last voyages,
and the chugging stern wheelers that struggled bravely
through the shoals and rapids of the Fraser and
Thompson have yiélded to the automobile and
aeroplane.

From the seaward side, the windjammer slowly
gave way to steam. The S.S. Beaver, built for the
Hudson’s Bay Company, was the first steamer to
ever disturb the placid waters of the Pacific. For
forty years she sailed up and down the coast, carrying
furs and merchandise up the Columbia and Fraser.
She was wrecked off Prospect Point in Vancouver
in 1888.

About.a decade later the Canadian Pacific opened
up its. passenger and freight service to the Orient.
These were the days of the first and most famous of
the Empress boats, the beautiful clipper-bowed Em-
press of Japan, Empress of India and Empress of
(hina.

The oriental run was a direct result of the com-
pletion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the

combination road and sea route saved travellers many
thousands of miles and many weeks of voyaging
around Cape Horn.

The Canadian National Railway, which reached
the coast in 1914, brought two great railway systems
to the Pacific. ‘The stage coach ‘disappeared, the river
boats gradually lost their popularity as the ratlroad
age swung into full production.

A third railway system was started in 1914—
the Pacific Great Eastern, with North Vancouver as
its southern and Prince George as its northern ter-
minus. After forty years of political vicissitudes the
road was finally completed and now forms a vital
part of British Columbia's communication system.
As we write, the road is being extended into the
Peace River country, where oil and gas, minerals and
wheat lands await further exploration.

Roads have always been a problem in British
Columbia, where construction costs are among the
highest on the continent. A comparatively sparse
population of just over one million people, scattered

Many of B.C.’s coasta! waters were explored in sailing ships like
Captain George Vancouver's “Discovery, below.
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Come All the Way from the

to Airlines
over an area of 375,000 square miles, much of it
through mountainous country, creates a builder's
headache that has taxed the ingenuity of our engineers
and the financial resources of the province.

The famous Cariboo Road, built by the Royal
Engineers between 1858-1863, was the first great
arterial highway in the province. It 1s only 1n the
past quarter of a century, when the rapidly expanding
economy of British Columbia has permitted increased
road allotments, that communications on a modern
scale have been opened up. Successive governments
in the past three decades have carried out well con-
ceived road programmes, and today, at long last,
Canada's last frontier province is beginning to have
provincial highways worthy of its destiny. Well
paved and first-class highways now carry the tourist,
the business man or the resident to all parts of lower
and central British Columbia. New highways are
opening up in the north, following the same trails
that carried the gold seeker and his mule to the creeks
of the Klondyke. Fine surfaced roads lead direct to
the fertile fruit farms of the Okanagan, to the vast
cattle ranges of the Cariboo—and to the rich mineral-
ized areas of the Kootenays.

With road development came the automobile and
the modern version of the old stage
coach, the smart gas-driven coaches
carrying fifty or so passengers, at fifty
miles an hour. [hey whirl past many
ghost towns left by the miner and
prospector in the sixties and seventies,
forgetting in the busy rush of modernlife that these men and their decen-
dants first slogged over the same trails
on foot and pack horse to make pos-
sible the luxury travel of today.

The aeroplane, too, has invaded
and brought the most remote lakes
or inlets within a few hours of civil-
ization. The old bush pilots who
blazed the sky trails in the early twen-
ties have yielded place to the scheduled
skyliners of operating companies. Save
in the still remote regions of the
north, where the bush pilot still sur-
vives, well spaced airfields dot the
hinterland of the province and the
adjacent islands. Ihe modern trapper,

Except in remote areas of 8.C., the scheduled airliner has replaced
the bush pilot who pioneered Canada's far-flung air routes.

prospector or salesman can reach and leave any spot
in the province the same day. Only recently history
was made when a giant skyliner, inaugurating sched-
uled freight and passenger service, flew the Polar route
from Vancouver to Amsterdam, a further extension
of the great international air routes originating from
Vancouver, Canada’s busiest airport.

While much of B.C. still awaits the adventurer
and the explorer, modern transportation is bringing
the last frontier even closer. Pack mules, back-weary
prospectors, river boats and stage coaches have receded
into the history books and family legends. British
Columbia in: its first Centennial year has not yet

grown to full maturity, but it 1s
a lusty youth who, with accelerated
momentum, will burst into vigor-
ous and aggressive manhood.

Vancouver welcomed its first
trans-Canada train in 1887 dur-
ing Queen Victoria’s Jubilee.
Two years earlier the steel had
reached Moodyville, now Port
Moody, just east of Vancouver.
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FISHING
in British Columbia

ROM the abundant resources of the Pacific Ocean
that washes B.C. s fjord-like coastline, and from

the provinces many rivers, lakes and streams, comes
an annual harvest of fish that helps place Canada
among the top fish-producing nations of the world.

Since the earliest dawn of habitation in British
Columbia, the fishing industry has been'a source of
food and sustenance to the people of the province.
The Eskimos and Indians, who first greeted the
arrival of the white man on the Pacific coast, lived
largely on fish. Fishing and hunting were the two
main occupations of the native males, and their large
wooden canoes were the first ships to sail-on Pacific
wafers. When the white man touched down on the
Pacific seaboard, the Indians were already in the fish
business and had developed their own primitive
methods of curing and tater cooking their catches. ©

‘The crews of Captain Cook, Captain Vancouver
and the many Spanish explorers of the 18th century
found in the fish-laden waters of our coast a welcome
change from the weevil-ridden biscuits and salt pork
of shipboard.

Ihe fishing industry was a natural development
for a sea-girded coastline, stretching from the 49th
parallel to the Arctic Ocean. Fish of all kinds, whale
4nd seal were found in abundance and were needed
for the world’s fur and food markets.

‘Today British Columbia leads all the provinces
of Canada in respect to the production of fisheries
wealth. ‘There are approximately twenty-eight dif-

ferent species of fish caught commercially in British
Columbia. The three principal ones are salmon,
herring and halibut. Other species of importance
are cod, sole, oysters, clams and shrimps.

There are a total of eighty-five plants licenced in
British Columbia during the current season, which
include the following: 20 salmon canneries, 8 herring
reduction, 16 fish cold storage, 6 tierced salmon, 14
miscellaneous fish processing, 6 fish offal reduction,
5 fish liver reduction. 6 shellfish canneries. 1 tuna
fish, cannery, 2 herring dry salteries and 1 whalereduction. |

In addition to the above, 412 fish buyers are
licenced to operate in British Columbia. Altogether
a total of 687 licences were issued by the Fisheries
Branch, including 184 net-fishing licences in the non-
tidal waters of the province.

Probably the most significant features of the
salmon-canning operations in 1957 were the small
packs of sockeye and chum salmon when compared
with the last cycle year, four years ago in 1953. ‘The
canned-salmon pack of 1,443,267 cases, as of De-
cember 4, 1957, showed an increase, however, when
compared with the total pack of 1,112,844 cases for
the 1956 season.

Out of the nearly 2 billion pounds of fish caught
in Canada annually, British Columbia produces

600,000,000 pounds.value of the >
nadian catch is around
580,000,000 annually,
of which British Colum-
bias share with its rich

salmon, herring and hal-
ibut catch 1s approxi-
mately $33,000,000.

In addition to the
fame of its commercial
fishing industry, British
Columbia is recognized
as a fisherman’s paradise.
The glory and size of
its mighty Tyee salmon
have attracted anglers
from all parts of the
world; while its rivers
and lakes abounding in
Kamloops, Cutthroat
and Rainbow trout, are
veritable tourist meccas.

One of the old salmon traps at
the turn of the century.
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GRICULTURE in
RITISH

Covumeia
FE beginnings of agriculture in B.C., as else-

where, go back to the twilight of history. Fromthe earliest known times the coast Indians cultivated
a species of corn and maize. ‘The first explorers from
the ships of Captain Cook, and the fur traders who
followed in their wake, brought their seeds and plants
to the province. In the coastal areas, particularly,
the climate was very similar to that of the United
Kingdom; and almost every specie of common vege-
table was planted and successfully grown.

As settlers gradually spread through the lower
mainland and into the interior sections of B.C., they
brought with them a few sheep, cattle and pigs for
their own subsistence. Certain areas were found
particularly receptive to various farming impulses,
and in these parts the agricultural life of British
Columbia centers today.

There are three main areas of agricultural devel-
opment. In the flat lands of the lower Fraser Valley,
irrigated by the silt and freshets of the Fraser River,
is the great dairying industry of the province. The
Chilliwack area is the hub of the industry. Located
within two hours’ drive by car to the ports of New
Westminster and Vancouver, the valley produces
100,000,000 pounds of milk annually. About
50,000 acres of flat land are under cultivation, with
over 3,000 acres producing cannery corn, peas and
beans alone. The finest dairy herds on the North
American continent — Guernseys, Holsteins, Jerseys
and Ayrshires—graze on. these fertile plains.

A second world-famous agricultural district is
the Okanagan Valley, located largely in the areas.
around the cities of Kamloops, Kelowna, Vernon,
Penticton, Oliver, etc. Here. are the great tree-fruit
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This rare picture depicts the first threshing machine in
operation in British Columbia.

farms with the internationally-renowned ‘‘MacIntosh
Red” apples as their front showpiece.

Third on the agricultural role is cattle raising,
largely centered in the Cariboo area, from Kamloops
through to Williams Lake and Quesnel. The big
ranches of the west, with over one-half of the
200,000 head of beef cattle in British Columbia, are
found in this region. Over 8,000 head of dairy
cattle also roam the Cariboo ranges, along with
25,000 sheep, one-third of the entire herd in the
province. More than 50,000 acres of irrigated land
are comprehended in this area, containing about 40%
of all irrigated acreage in B.C.

A fourth area, which has drawn comparatively
small attention from the agricultural world, 1s the
Dawson Creek district in the Peace River country.
Most of this area lies east of the Rockies and its soll
and climate closely resemble that of Alberta. Some
of the finest wheat in the world is grown in the
Peace River, and farmers have consistently been
awarded international prizes for their crops.

The production of spring grains is expanding by
leaps and bounds and beef cattle and dairy products
are being shipped to world markets. About 200,000
acres are under cultivation and—-with its oil and gas
reserves—the Peace River lands will, when the next
Centennial rolls round, be one of the great agricul-
tural and, perhaps, manufacturing districts of the
wes.



[N the progress and development of British Columbiaduring the last 100 years, the pulp and paper
industry has exercised an important and _ steadily
expanding influence.

Today the industry employs over 10,000 men
and women in its mill and woods operation, and
many thousands of others are directly or indirectly
dependent on it for their livelihoods.

British Columbia produces approximately 700,-
000 tons of newsprint, equal to about one-half of all
the newsprint manufactured in the entire United
States. [he industry pays out in wages over
$50,000,000 each year, and produces products to the
value of $200,000,000 annually. Investment in
pulp and paper approximates $350,000,000 for
plants and equipment. Its expansion during the past
decade is by far the greatest in Canada.

As a pioneer in this vast development, the name
of Powell River Company appears prominently on
the Centennial industrial roll. Our company pro-
duced the first roll of newsprint ever manufactured
in Western Canada in April, 1912. The total
production of newsprint in the province in 1912 was
about 25,000 tons, all of it from Powell River.
Today, the Powell River plant alone has an annual
capacity of 500,000 tons.

Pulp and paper in British Columbia is a product
of the 20th century, although a plant operating on
a temporary basis between 1892-1894 at Alberni,
Vancouver Island, turned out a species of building
paper. The plant used rags, not wood; its machinery
was old and second-hand; its personnel lacked ex-
perience, and the venture died an early death.

The real history of the industry in British
Columbia dates back to 1901. In that year the
Provincial Government—to encourage the introduc-
tion of pulp and paper manufacturing in the province
—granted, on liberal terms, what were called “pulp
leases.” These leases were let out to corporations
who, in return for the privileges, agreed to commence
development work within a stipulated period.

Farly in 1902, four companies, each of which
was granted certain pulp limits, were formed. ‘They

Canadian Industrial Co., who obtained 134,551
acres for their operations. (This is the concession
since taken over by the Powell River Company direct
from the original syndicate).

Top—Powell River's wharf in 1911. Ship brought first paper
machines.

Centre—Powell River produced Western Canada’s first news-
print in 1912,

Bottom—Original newsprint rolls at Powell River were moved
by real horse power.

were.



Oriental Pulp & Paper Company, with 84,180
acres on what is known as the Swanson Bay Leases.

Bella Coola Development Co., 80,000 acres, now
the Ocean Falls limits.

Quatsino Pulp & Paper Company, 55,869 acres,
later taken over by the Whalen interests and after-
wards by B.C. Pulp ©% Paper Co., and today
operated by Alaska Pine © Cellulose.

The story of B.C.’s pulp and paper industry for
ten years following the granting of the pulp leases 1s
a confusing tale. The holding of leases, often for
speculation rather than for actual development, was
all] too common. Although the leases stipulated a
certain period for the commencement of operations,
this condition was frequently ignored by the lessees,
and not enforced by the government for many years.

Meanwhile, selling and re-selling of the leases
took place. One syndicate, ostensibly formed for
development, sold their rights to another organized
for the same purpose. Paper profits were taken, but
no pulp mills erected. Some attempts at development
there were, some exploitation of the pulp leases oc-
curred, but until 1910 no definite progress was
recorded.

Space prohibits the detailed story of the ultimate
disposition of the original pulp leases. ‘There were
spasmodic attempts at Port Mellon and Swanson Bay
to start the manufacture of pulp prior to 1912—
but, again, results were largely negative.

The history of successful pulp and paper pro-duction in British Columbia starts with the Powell
River Company turning out its first roll of newsprint
in April, 1912.

The early struggles, the heartbreaks, frustrations
and final triumphs of Powell River's early story have
been retold many times on these pages—and we will
not repeat them. The record appears in the history
of the industry in British Columbia, where the
Powell River plant is recognized as the largest indi-
vidual producer of newsprint in the world, with 9
machines and a daily output of 1,500 tons — as
compared to its two-machine mill and 100 tons early
in 1912.

There are nine pulp and paper plants in British
Columbia as the province ends its first 100 years of
existence. These turn out 1,500,000 tons of pulp
and paper products, and plans are prepared for further
spectacular advances in the years and decades ahead.

Top—Modern wharf storage and year-round port facilities
greet newsprint carriers from the U.S. and across the seas.
Centre—With its nine paper machines Powell River is

capable of producing 500,000 tons of newsprint a year.
Bottom—One of several specially built ships that call regu-

larly at the “world’s newsprint centre.”



DALEFACE HEAP LIKE
INJUN SWEATER

Inspired by the real thing, as
worn by Jeanette Deaiti, on top
of the totem pole, “Indian”
sweaters are in great vogue in
Powell River—especially among

curling enthusiasts.

HEEP kept by Indians at the Cowichan Reserve
on Vancouver Island may not be aware of it,

but a celebrated fate. awaits their fleece.
Knit into weatherproof pullovers by the women

of the tribe, Cowichan sweaters grace the wardrobes
of such celebrities as former Prime Minister St.
Laurent, ex-President Harry Truman, Canada’s for-
mer Governor-General Lord Alexander and a golfer
named Bing Crosby.

Black sheep, scorned elsewhere in the wool tn-
dustry, are highly prized in the Cowichan flocks, for
the undyed fleece is used to form the bold distinctive
designs on the sweaters.

Tightly knit with undyed yarn, so that the
natural oils are retained, the sweaters are wind and
rain repellent.

Indian women fleece the sheep, prepare the wool,
and let their ingenuity dictate in the intricate patterns
they knit. The heavy wool must be smoothly spun
to a uniform thickness—a job that calls for plenty
of practical experience.

One small store in the village of Koksilah, B.C.,
is the only wholesale outlet for the sweaters on the
continent, and since the women only knit when they
feel like it, the store 1s never overstocked.

But, as in other Centennial fields, the paleface 1s
stealing the Indian's thunder. a

In Powell River—as in most of British Columbia
today—these original. Cowichan sweaters are being
given a real race in popularity among the white

residents by the “home-made Indian’’ cardigans and
pullovers, as displayed by the menfolk pictured
alongside.

The white man’s processed wool 1s naturally
much whiter and his multi-colored patterns run the
gamut of seasonal sports favored by the wearer to
variegated snowflakes, totems and modernistic designs
limited only by the maker’s flights of fancy.

But while the white man’s handiwork may look
brighter and certainly more colorful, when it comes
to plain ordinary wearability and weather repellence,
the real Injun sweater still has it over its modernized
counterpart like a wigwam.
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A Totem
Fit for a

| ¢t -Governor F. M. Ross watches
as Mungo Martin makes the
first cut in the royal totem.

TOTEM to the Queen's taste! That is how Mungo Martin
of Victoria; B.C., most famous of all Indian totem carvers,

describes the pole he has just completed.
For this particular pole is the Queen's totem. Next month,

carefully packed by loving hands, it will be shipped to Great Britain
for official presentation to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth as British
Columbia’s Centennial gift to the Crown.

This pole was cut on Powell River Company limits in the Queen
Charlotte Islands, and is a successot of many famous “sticks” logged,
over the years, from Company areas. One such world-famous tree,
the 214-foot flag pole at Kew Gardens, London, was cut thirteen
miles from Powell River and is still the tallest flag pole in the world.
Other famous staffs stand at the Court House in Vancouver (198
feet) and at the University of British Columbia.

The royal totem is 105 feet long, measures six ‘feet, six inches
at the base and twenty-six to twenty-eight inches at the top. ‘The
totem log was brought down from the harlottes, loaded on top of
a deepsea Davis raft, and off-loaded in Howe Sound near Vancouver.
From there is was carried by barge to Victoria, where it was entrusted
to the skilled and experienced hands of Chief Mungo Martin, carver
extraordinary of the Kwakiutl tribe. é

Mungo Martin and his totem workshop have been among
Victoria’s greatest tourist attractions since 1952. He and members
of his family have drawn an average of 20,000 visitors during the
summer months.

Museum anthropologist Duff Wilson considers Mungo Martin
the greatest wood carver in Canada—a skilled and creative artist.

The timber cut by Powell River Company was the finest available
in the West’s top lumber tracts, and Her Majesty will receive a
first-class specimen of British Columbia timber ornamented by one
of the world’s greatest Indian carvers.

It is truly a totem fit for a Queen.

Against the dome-shaped Parliament Buildings the log that was
destined to become a royal totem is seen arriving in B.C.’s capital

Part of the finished pole with its intricate Indiancity of Victoria.
design is shown at right.
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John Liersch on Royal Commission for Education
N British Columbia, as in many parts of this
continent, the problem of modern educational

methods and training has drawn widespread public
interest. ‘In what direction are we heading?”’ ‘“ Are
there too many fields which attenuate concentration
on basic academic subjects?’’ ‘‘Is the present curricu-
lum too all-embracing and too rigidly enforced?’
“Ts the quality of teachers and instructors suffering?’

‘These are some of the questions the public rightly
or wrongly are asking. As a result, the Government
of British Columbia has appointed a Royal Com-
mission to study, report on, and make recommenda-
tions for changes in the Education Act, which will
embrace the above and other factors that bear on the
education of children up to university entrance classes.

Powell River Company’s Executive Vice-Presi-
dent John E. Liersch has been honored by being
selected as a member of the three-man board consisting
of Dean Chant of the Faculty of Arts and Science,
University of British Columbia; Mr. Riley Walrod
and Mr. Lersch. Mr. Liersch brings to the board a
wide experience in the industrial and educational life
of British Columbia. One of the early graduates
from the newly-formed Forestry Department at
U.B.C., he was later in charge of the department.
He is recognized as one of Canada’s leading authori-
ties On forestry, and was largely responsible for the
preparation of Powell River Company's extensive
brief before the Sloan Commission on Forestry. A

' leader in both the industrial and educational fields,
Mr. Liersch’s background and administrative experi-
ence will be a valuable asset in the very important
project he has undertaken.

THE SAGA OF MINING IN B.C.
(Continued from Page Nine)

Other vast coalfields were discovered in the Bulk-
ley Valley, near Hazelton on the old Yukon telegraph
line, Cassidy (nine miles south of Nanaimo) and
Merritt——_to mention a few of the towns that have
made B.C. history. |

It was James Jameson, a Kentuckian, who acci-
dentally discovered a copper outcropping near Prince-
ton while hunting for deer in 1884. He failed to
stake a claim, but word leaked out and soon Copper
Mountain was crawling with miners. Construction of
a 2,000-ton mill began in 1918 by B.C. Copper at
Copper Mountain. ‘Twelve years later—after several
setbacks—Granby Consolidated Mining © Smelting
took over the mine.

Another Granby operation was at Anyox in the
Portland Canal area, where Lieut. Mosier, U.S.N..,
discovered copper at Hidden Bay in 1896.

The largest copper producer in B.C. has been the
Britannia Mining © Smelting Company property at

Britannia Beach on Howe Sound. It was discovered
by Oliver Furry, a trapper, in 1898.

Other B.C. copper producers of note have been
located in the Boundary country, where forests were
transformed into the mining camps of Deadwood,
Greenwood, Phoenix and Grand Forks: on the east
coast of Vancouver Island; and, more recently, in the
Ashcroft-Merritt-Kamloops area, near Hope and at
the head of the Portland Canal. ‘lhe latter property,
known as Granduc, along with the giant Frobisher
development, foretells a great mining future forBritish Columbia.

Silver, lead, iron ore, nickel, uranium, molyb-
denite, palladium, platinum, tin, tungsten, zinc, etc.,
have all come from B.C. mines. Natural gas is now
being piped throughout the province. The northland
of B.C. 1s presently the scene of unpredecented mining
activity, largely through the announced intentions of
the Frobisher-Ventures development in the Taku
area, near the Alaska panhandle, and: the Wenner-
Gren scheme for the Rocky Mountain Trench area.
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It’s not that Powell River’s earliest papermakers couldn't
afford footwear—it was just their tradition to work bare-
footed. With the changing tempo, their wearing habits
have also changed. But making quality newsprint continues
to be a tradition with Powell River papermakers to this day.
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CJ ilsion taken seconds apart Show whaexplosion taken seconds apart show what
Nappened when 1,375 tons of high ex-
plosives erupted within the rock's sub-
merged twin peaks. Vertical streaks at
right of the cover picture are rockets
fired by scientists to gauge concussion
from the blast.

B.C. MAINLAND

Location of the $3,000,000 biast
in Seymour Narrows in relation to
Powell River, some 40 miles away,
iS illustrated in this map.

PawEtLi RIVER

Apprehension and
suspense were aimost
greater than one of

NGAN'S 3166 mee oe:
mm @

ON-ATOMIC I3IASTS
C¢ NE of the biggest non-atomic blasts ever

fired by man!” That is how scientists and
newspaper reporters heralded the blowing

up of Ripple Rock, Saturday, April 5, at 9:31 a.m.
For the previous month, newspaper headlines

had anticipated in language verging from pessi-
mistic to optimistic, the gigantic explosion, which
(it was hoped) would remove for all! time one of
the worst navigational headaches facing mariners
along the “inside passage” to Alaska.

The blast, some declared, might equal the
volume of an atomic explosion. it might be felt
for 30 miles on all sides, others prophesied.
Residents within a 20 to 35-mile area were warned
to be on the alert. House foundations could be
shaken. Windows might be shattered. Chimneys

would collapse. Estates in the area might be
Tlooded by gigantic tidal waves!

Thus, suspense was building up. The Royal
Canadian Mounted Police blocked off all vantage
points, by land or sea, within five miles of the
blast. Big industrial plants in the vicinity sus-
pended operations for the morning, fearful of the
effects of the burst on running machinery. Even
in Powell River, 40 miles away, residents awaited
the shock. And so it went, with the entire pop-
ulation of the Lower Mainland of British Columbia
in a state of near apprehension or uncertain
expectancy.

For Ripple Rock in Seymour Narrows, 100 miles
north of Vancouver, was a household word to
navigators of British Columbia inland waters. Its
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Reason the freighter hugs the east bank can be seen in the sketch
below, which also indicates the engineers’ approach to removing the
cangerous peaks. Since 18/5 Ripple Rock has claimed 20 large ships

and 114 lives.

TWIN PEAKS OF RIPPLE ROCK
WITH 1,375 TONS OF EXPLOSIVES

twin peaks, lying about nine feet below the surface
of the water at slack tide, had become part and
parcel of marine superstition or apprehension along
the Pacific Coast. And not without reason. On
these jagged, deceptively submerged rocks, disaster
and death had struck on many occasions.

Since 1873——83 years after Captain Vancouver
edged a precarious way through these treacherous
waters—a long tale of disaster has unfolded. In
1875 two U.S. warships, Saranac and Wachusetts,
piled into Ripple Rock and sank together. In 1884
the Royal Navy’s “Satellite” came to grief on the
Same spot. Equally embarrassing to the Canadian
Government was the loss of tne hydrographic survey
ship, William J. Stewart, while taking soundings
at the Rock. In all, 20 big ships were wrecked
and 114 lives lost since 18/5.

In the past |5 years repeated efforts have been
made to eliminate this nazard. Over $1,000,000
and nine lives were spent in 1943 in fruitless
attempts to knock off the tops of the rocks by
blasting.

The present plan, evolved in 1955, presented
a new approach. The job would be done from
below, not from above, as previously attempted.

It involved tunnelling from dry land under the sea
(see diagram) and up into the rocks themselves.
The job would take two and a half years and
require an expenditure of $3,100,000.

The twin pinnacles of Ripple Rock were some
nine to 20 feet beneath the surface. to get inside
the peaks, 450 feet apart, miners sank a shaft on
Maude Island to a depth of 5/2 feet—about equa!
to the height of a 30-storey building. Then they
drove a 2,15Q-foot tunnel under the channel and
drilled two 300-foot shafts up into the two pin-
nacles. Smaller tunnels were driven sideways and
packed with explosives.

All toid, more than 250,000 tons of rock had
to be displaced, and this took——in all—1,375 tons
or 2,/50,000 pounds of high explosives, called
Nitramex 2H by Du Pont. The amount of explo-
sives was figured on the basis of 10 pounds for
each cubic yard of rock and three to five pounds
for each yard of overlying water.

By Saturday morning, April 5, all arrangements
were complete. he explosives were in place.
“Dry” runs had been made. if weather conditions
and winds were right, the go-ahead signal would
be given. |One-half hour before the blast a wave of
excitement gripped the entire Lower Mainland.
Residents were glued to radios and television sets.
Cameramen, not sure whether they would survive
the ordeal, were in their ““bunkers’’ 7,000 feet
away. A few selected quests were crouched in
protected dug-outs further back. Not since “D-Day”’
had the public been seized by such feelings of
uncertainty, wonderment, excitement, and even
anxiety.

Five minutes before “‘zero hour,’’ rockets were
fired as preliminary warnings. Tensions mounted.
Radio audiences fell silent. Spectators five miles
away focussed their field glasses on the rock area.
Mounted Police issued last-minute instructions. I/n
Campbell River and nearby hamlets first-aid crews,
orderlies and nurses awaited with stretchers and
ambulances.

One minute to go. Announcers called off theseconds... five... four... three. ..two....
One...

A second'’s silence, and a swelling disturbance
inflated the water in Seymour Narrows. Another
seCONnG. The waters erupted, and a gigantic fan,
not dissimilar to an atomic ““mushroom,” spread
over the area. For fully 10 seconds everyone held
his breath waiting for the unknown. Then people
looked a bit sheepishly at each other and said,
“Well, that’s it!”

it was an anti-climax to the pent-up excitement
and expectation of weeks. A few miles away in
Campbell River no one heard the explosion! No
flying debris swamped the chosen onlookers. No
gigantic tidal wave engulfed anything or anybody.
The waiting ambulances, the first-aid men and the
nurses left the scene within five minutes. The
Ripple Rock explosion was over!

it was a perfect. Dliast.
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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Washed up by the wind and tide. logs of all shapes and sizes await the beachcomber or salvageman.

Beachcombing im B.C. makes
$$ and sense

OR many years the seas have cast up on the
beaches of British Columbia logs which have
drifted loose from the countless tows moving

from logging camps to manufacturing piants. Ihe
picture on this page, taken near Powell River,
might have been photographed at any one of the
hundreds of bays and fjords making up the western
coastline.

This rich harvest naturally brought torth
beachcombers specializing in the salvage of logs.
But for many years log salvaging went on withvery little control. This lack of control led to
illegal practices, such as removing the owner's
mark which, by legislation, is required to be
stamped on both ends of every log; or loosening
the chains holding the logs in the boom and allow-
ing the logs to float away and be picked up later
as salvage.

Since most of the logs were insured in transit,
the insurance companies were paying more and
more claims for losses which were not accidental.
in 1954 a group of insurance underwriters, along
with members of the forest industry, persuaded the
B.C. Government—through its Ministry of Forests
—to set up rules and regulations covering log
salvage.

A trial area involving tne waters in and around
the harbours of Vancouver, Victoria and New
Westminster was set up as a log salvage district.
Anyone wishing to salvage logs in this area had to
pay for a permit issued by the Forest Service. At
the same time, the insurance and industry group
formed an association, also licenced by the Gov-
ernment, to operate a log receiving station.

The regulations require all logs salvaged in the
area to be turned in to the station. they are
accumulated and scaled by a Government official
to calculate the footage. If any of the logs are
marked, the owner is notified and may enter a
claim. The logs are then sold on the open market
and the proceeds are distributed, firstly to the
Government for their royalty, and then to the
receiving station for operating expenses. The
balance remaining is divided between the owner,
or the insurance company which bore the loss, and
the beachcomber, according to a percentage plan
set up in the regulations.

This program nas worked so well that the
boundaries of. the log salvage district were recently
enlarged to take in the whole lower coastal area
of British Columbia.
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Though still a babe,
B.C."s Sports Car Cub
is largest in West
north of California

ANCOUVER’S “four hundred’’ has a new mean-
ing today. Fine car enthusiasts all, they are
members of British Columbia’s young but fast-

growing Sports Car Club, already considered the
largest of its kind on the Pacific Coast north of
Colifornia.

Three hundred of these British Columbians own
sports cars whose total worth exceeds a million
dollars. The remainder have joined the club out
of common penchant for cars in general and the
desire to meet people with similar interests in car
races, rallies and allied social events.

Incorporated in 1951, the Sports Car Club of
British Columbia holds monthly meetings at the
Pacific National Exhibition theatre in Vancouver,
offering films and general information on the
organization's activities.

But the club’s prime function is to promote and
stage car races under properly organized conditions.

Usually neld on Sundays, such races and com-
petition events attract average crowds of /,»00—
a sure index of the sport's popularity.

All competing cars are rigidly inspected before
racing, and all are required to carry special safety
equipment. Marshals guard every corner of the
circuit, reporting poor driving or behaviour.

Races are divided into classes based on engine
size, and drivers must adhere to rules laid down by
the international governing body on motoring—
iq Federation Internationale de |!’ Automobile
(F1!A)—whose headquarters are in Paris.

Because the cars are privately owned and are
comparatively expensive, few fender-denting epi-
sodes occur during the races. All events are
covered by full liability insurance and the local
police are invariably present to assist the club’s
management in handling the day’s program.

While the club’s present track record is 86.2
m.p.h., and the straightaway mark is 125 m.p.h.,
the accent is ever on good, clean, safe sport and
skilful competitive driving.

Popular with all members, too, are the Club’s

B.C. sports car enthusiasts publish their own
magazine with occasional spoofs at the overly
ornate autos, as in this cartoon by Spence.
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Crowds averaging 7,500 watch the club’s races,
admiring the latest in European and U.S. sport cars

and the way the drivers handle them at speed.

special rallies (or navigational reliability runs, as
the sport car experts call them), during which
predetermined routes and speeds are followed over
public roads. Such rallies aren’t restricted to the
sleek sports cars, enabling occupants of various
stock cars to enjoy the driving and social aspects
of these gatherings.

At the moment club members are all excited
about their club’s plans for the longest sports car
rally in the world on August 18.

Patterned after the Monte Carlo Rally and
called the ““Gold Rush Rally’’ in honor of British
Columbia’s Centennial, it will involve a 4,000-mile

run from Vancouver to Whitehorse in the Yukon
and return.

Prizes totalling several thousands are expected
to attract some factory entries from European car
firms as well as sports car enthusiasts from all
parts of Canada and the United States.

The only longer car event in the world is the
Australian Trial, but it is not considered a rally.

The Sports Car Club of British Columbia its
affiliated with eleven smaller clubs in Washington
and Oregon and B.C., and is a member of the
International Northwest Conference of Sports Car
Clubs, representing more than 1,000 members.

Although the B.C. Club's straight-away
record is 125 m.p.h., the emphasis is
solidly on safety. High cost of sports

cars is in itself a sound caution.
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Vancouver Post Office,
Canada’s finest, ‘‘handles’’

A ton of mail
MEN Vancouver's new “‘push-button’’ Post
office was officially opened on March 14 byFederal Works Minister Howard Green and

Postmaster-General William Hamilton, it added
several significant ‘firsts’’ to Canada’s postalfacilities.

Occupying a full square block in downtown
Vancouver, the $10,000,000 edifice can lay just
claim to the following:

Thanks to its ingenious mechanical sorting of
mail, its speedy conveyor system can carry a ton
of mail every minute.

it is equipped witn the world’s first parcel
conveyor control console of 28 push buttons oper-
ated by one man.

lt is Canada’s first drive-in post office. _etters
dropped by motorists into its “‘box’’ chutes are
carried by conveyor belts to the sorters for imme-
diate attention.

Five miles of conveyor belts replace the cus-
tomary mail carts. Some of its 179 conveyor belts
operate vertically, taking incoming loads of mail
directly from the second floor to the fourth floorfor distribution.

it has a $1,900,000 underground tunnel con-

every minute
necting it with the Canadian Pacific Railway station
about half a mile away. Ten feet high and eight
feet wide, this tunnel runs at levels of 15 to 40
feet below the hustle and bustle of some of VWan-
couver’s busiest streets.

Tne tunnel does away with the familiar loading
and unloading of mail trucks. in fact, it eliminates
both trucks and drivers, and permits the exact
scheduling of mail because bags of letters on the
tunnel conveyor belt are unaffected by adverse
weather or traffic conditions.

The building's air conditioning system exhausts
1,000,000 cubic feet of air per minute. Conform-
ing with its massive, yet smart exterior, the air
intakes have been designed as attractive grilles on
the face of the building.

A city minister even lauded the new Post Office
ina sermon. “The postal service is the most
personal industry in the world,”’ said Rev. T. D.
Barnett. “After all, we all want letters. We treas-
ure the love they bring us.”’

Yes, this latest major installation for Vancouver
—Canada’s City of Destiny— is certainly Canada’sfinest. And it will bear favorable comparison with
the grand post offices in major American cities.
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(me Passing of a
COMPAN Y
TOWN

HREE years ago the Powell River Company sold
the townsite area, with more than 400 homes,
to local residents.
And so, almost with a stroke of the pen, the

townsite of Powell River——which had been started
by the Company in I91I1 and maintained and
extended for 44 years—passed out of existence as
a “company town.” it is now a unit tn the wider
and enlarged Corporation of the District of Powell

Gradually, over the whole extent of this con-
tinent, the “‘company towns” are disappearing in
similar fasnion and are being absorbed in the new
municipalities, villages or districts.

ln many people's minds, the word “companytown’ had a sinister connotation. This feeling was
too often fostered by left-wing politicians and
others with special axes to grind.lt is true that in certain localities and with
certain companies some ‘“‘company towns’ are
deserving of the approbrium so often turned on
them. There was something depressing about this
type of town, hastily erected, ill-equipped, its
houses constructed without design or relief andlooking, for all the world, like a rigid row of
Prussian jack-booted hussars on parade.

But the normal company town, built by pro-
gressive companies, nas a definite and honored
place in the history of our nation. Who else but
a private company would invest in the hundreds of
Nomes necessary for employees, equip them with
modern conveniences, and rent them at figures
below the cost of the usual town or rural dwelling?

Powell River was always considered a model
town, as were scores of others erected all over this
continent. And now that the company has yielded
its interest in the townsite, and is administered by
the municipality, residents nostalgically recollect
the “‘good old days” when Powell River was com-
pany-owned.

They remember how their rents were among
the lowest in the province; how they didn't have
to pay any house and school taxes (they were
absorbed by the company). They wistfully recall
that garbage and water bills were unknown, and
then they think of the days when they peremp-
torily called the townsite office to fix a leaking
tap, a defective light bulb or a shattered window.

Now that they have to pay for the jobs of painting
their houses, they sometimes wonder why they ever
thought the company was making a fortune out
of townsite rents.

Yes, anyone who has lived in a well-maintained
company town—and there were hundreds scattered
across the nation—will agree that few municipali-
ties or cities provided the services, the low rents,
or the general advantages offered to the company-
town dweller. Recreation fields, tennis courts,
community halls “all went with the rent.”

One of the worst fallacies by the “‘company
town’ baiters was the lack of freedom enjoyed by
residents. While, again, this may have been true
in some instances, it certainly was not true of the
hundreds of towns built by progressive companies.
The residents had every freedom, with far less
rigidity and rules and regulations enforced in them
than in most civic areas.

Most of us will agree that the passing of the
company town in a modern and well-developed area
is probably good for society. Particularly since
residents, who for 30 years have, more or less,
lived in supine indifference to civic affairs and
who had no conception of what the responsibilities
of assuming their own home entailed, now have to
assume responsibilities for taxation revenues, school
and recreation facilities, and other services.

Powell River residents are finding their feet,
and recovering consciousness of the meaning of
municipal rights and privileges. But today there
is scarcely a resident of the “‘old company town”
days who doesn’t look back with Kind and even
fond memories to the free and easy days when we
were a company town—and when the company did
everything for us.
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How Powell River did
last year

THREE-MONTHS’ strike that shut down oper-
ations from November 14, 1957, to February
4, 1958, was a key factor in a $3,200,000

drop in Powell River Company net earnings for
last year. Other contributing reasons were cur-
tailment of contract orders, continued weakness in
iog and lumber markets, and the high discount of
U.S. funds, which averaged two-and-one-half timesthat of 1956.

Net earnings for 1957 declined from $10,906,-
108 to $7,762,377 —or from $2.60 to $1.85 a
share.

Capital expenditures, while cut in half from
the peak of $17,781,690 in 1956, were still
substantially high at $8,383,758. The major ex-
penditures were in connection with Number 9
machine and other expansion projects at Powell
River.

The report outlined principal developments and
operations during the year, including the following:

Pulp and Paper—WNewsprint capacity was sub-
stantially increased when Number 9 machine
entered production in February. The increase,
however, was offset by strike losses and cancella-
tions of contract tonnage. Production was at 85%
capacity, with newsprint output at 394,070 tons,
or 9,000 tons less than the previous year. The
marketing outlook for 1958 is not encouraging,
and it is not anticipated that the operating ratio
will be any higher than in 1957.

Subsidiary Operations—T he demand for lumber
products continued its adverse trend in 1957 and
severe competitive conditions were encountered in
all grades. increased costs and lower prices re-

duced earnings drastically. No real improvement
is anticipated for the first six months of 1958 at
least.

Martin Paper Products sales and earnings were
both up and exceeded those of the previous year.

Research and Development—Number 9 machine
nas measured up to expectations, and speeds of
2,000 feet per minute have already been attained.The new Number 16 boiler construction wos
delayed by the strike, but is now in operation (see
page |>).

Major expansion facilities at the New West-
minster container plant were completed in 195/7,
placing the Company in a sound position to take
care of increasing business.

The program of modernization at the Brooks-
Scanlon plant in Bend, Oregon, showed good prog-
ress and was largely completed in April of this year.

intensive research is continuing in various
Divisions with special emphasis on general improve-ment in all products. Investigation into the
manufacture of new wood products has shown
encouraging possibilities and some tangible results
are expected in 1958.

Labor contracts entered into during the year
have had an important bearing on operation costs.
Contracts for employees in sawmill and logging
divisions were renewed for one year and provided
for a wage increase, liberalized vacations, and
other fringe benefits. Settlement was only reachedafter the intervention of the Provincial Government.

Negotiations with pulp and paper workers broke
down after the union’s refusal to accept a Con-ciliation Board offer. A strike was called which
lasted for 12 weeks. A contract was finally signed
for two years with a seven and one-half per cent
wage increase for the first year to June 30, 1958,
and two per cent for the second year to June 30,
1959. The strike, which brought gain to no one,
was most unnecessary and unfortunate, and had
serious and far-reaching effects on the economy of
the province.
Summary:

Net Earnings................$ 7,762,377
-Farnings per Share...... $1.85Number of Employees 4,144 4,476
Wages, Salaries, etc.....$19,081,000 $21,226,000
Working Capital..........$11,566,747 $13,934,254Dividends .................... $1.50 $1.80

1956
$10,906,108

$2.60
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By Ron McDowell
Quality Engineer, Research and Development

Division, Powell River Company

OR several years up to 1957 the demand for
newsprint was greater than the supply. During
this period the newsprint manufacturers did

everything possible to increase production. New
paper machines were installed, changes were made
to existing machines to increase production, and
the paper machines at Powell River were pushed
to maximum capacity.

lm sucn periods of demand and expansion, when
so much emphasis is on quality, there is always
the danger that the quality of the product might
be adversely affected.

While the demand for newsprint is still high,
there has been a levelling off and the supply has
now caught up with the demand. riow long this
condition will last is unknown, but the Powell River
Company is taking advantage of this breathing
space to make a detailed study of every phase of
product quality.

Newsprint quality may be defined in two parts,
namely: “mechanical quality’ “—that is, the ability
of the newsprint to run on the printing press with
the minimum of web breaks; and “printing qual-
ity, which refers to those paper characteristics
affecting appearance and reproduction.As a part of a program to do everything
possible to produce a newsprint which would meet
the requirements of the consumers in all respects,

RY POOLS SSR ae RS SR ET SOME TCS Se REN

Powell River technicians test pulp and paper at every stage of their
manufacture. This machine enables operator to measure the porosity,

smoothness and softness of newsnprint.

ewsprint QUALITY
training sessions were held for the operators and
supervisors, and the extreme importance of elim-
inating any defects which affect the mechanical
quality of the sheet was stressed. At the same
time, on-the-job training was undertaken’ by
supervisors to correct any practices that could
affect the mechanical quality of the sheet.

Attention was also given to core manufacture,
wrapping and capping, warehousing and _ roll
handling. A survey of all the equipment in the
mill to determine the possible effect on newsprint
quality was carried out by the Engineering Depart-
ment, with special attention being given to the
winding and finishing equipment.

Finally, more rigid tnspection of all rolls of
newsprint was carried out before the newsprint was
wrapped for shipment.

The mechanical quality of the sheet is import-
ant, not only because of its effect on the running
characteristics of the paper, but also because of
its effect on the printing quality, since it is not
MARCH - APRIL, 1958

possible for the pressman to set the ink for a given
make of newsprint if frequent web breaks occur.

At Powell River, newsprint is manufactured on
nine paper machines, and during the investigation
into quality it was found that there was some
variations in sheet characteristics from machine to
machine which could affect printability.

it was therefore decided that the first step in
improving quality should be to bring the production
from all nine machines into line with the produc-
tion from tnat machine which was considered to
produce the sheet with the most desirable printing
characteristics. This has been done and further
steps have been taken to improve the smoothness
and brightness of our newsprint sheet.

But the struggle for quality is a never-ending
one and, because of the competitive pressures from
other mass communications and advertising media,
the newsprint manufacturer and the newsprint
consumer will be faced with a continued need for
the highest possible quality of the finished product.



Micturergue Sites ca
HE Powell River district has always enjoyed a
reputation for its well-kept homes and attractive
gardens, as well as for its scenic beauties.
And in Powell River, as elsewhere, the centre

of home-building gravity has been moving away
from the original townsite area. As the population
grows, the surrounding areas of Wildwood, Cran-
berry and Westview are becoming the meccas for
new nomes. In Westview, particularly, overlooking
the tree-clad isles of Malaspina Straits, hundreds
of new homes have sprung up.

With the development of road and air trans-
portation the area is thus going metropolitan.
Many residents prefer the wider spaces of the stil!
undeveloped districts on the fringes and outside of
the immediate municipal limits. As a_ result,
available Jand in and south of Westview and on
the lofty eminences of Wildwood have come in for
spectacular developments. Some of the finest
views in British Columbia may be seen from many
of the new homes erected in these localities.

A few years ago anyone living beyond the three-
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Here are some modern dwellings dotting the Powell River
district (shown in centre oval). At right, the type of
Sea-and-mountains view enjoyed by many Powell River and

Westview residents in the summer months.



howell Kiser
mile Jimit was considered buried in the ‘‘sticks.”’
Today, as the old order changes, hundreds of plant
employees commute over distances up to |0 miles
and even beyond.

Scores of new and attractive homes now dot
these districts, and within the next decade the
entire area flanking the Vancouver Highway from
Powell River to Jervis Inlet will be taken up by
local householders or by people from _ outside,
attracted here by the mild climate and the scenic
beauty of the Sunshine Coast.
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Skilful first-aid can prevent minor accidents from
becomina “‘lost-time.”

Interested employees and supervisors are
the answer.

By Stuart Slade, Powell River Company Safety Supervisor

HETHER at home, on the highway or on the job,
accidents are a continued and costly problem. But
in industry, at least, they can be held down to a

minimum despite tne introduction of faster, bigger and
more complicated machines.

We in industry can take some small comfort that
although our accident rate is far too high and the death
toll of fathers and husbands still a tragic story, we have,
over the last 30 years, substantially reduced accidents.

One reason for this reduction is the recognition that
the machine must be designed within the physical and
mental limits and capabilities of the worker. Fifty years
ago they tried to change man to suit the machine.

The most important factor in accident reduction has
been an honest acceptance of responsibility for accident
prevention by business management itself.

Management has undoubtedly stumbled and made its
mistakes. Yet it has guarded every piece of machineryit has. it has tried all manner of contests, and practically
everything from money prizes to fines have been tossed
into the vortex. The results, however, have not always
been satisfactory. Often they have been only temporary
in ettect.

Management now realizes that the final and only
answer to tne problem of making people take care of
themselves is the education of the line supervisor, and
the recognition of his personal responsibility for accident
prevention in his own department.

In Powell River our safety analyses amply emphasize
this point. Whenever we have had a department or shift
with a low accident rate, we have found a supervisor or
superintendent in that group who is sincere and conscien-
tious in his efforts to reduce accidents. Such supervisors
have convinced employees of their group that it is possible
to prevent accidents, and that it is good workmanship and
good business to “take care’ at all times.

is a PROBLEM, but...
Public appreciation and recognition of outstanding safety performances encourages others.



Functional yet imposing lines characterize the new plant.
Inset, The Gazette Telegraph’s former home.

At the foot of Colorado's famed Pike’s Peak stands

The Gazette Telegraphs $1 Million Plant
NSTALLED in its imposing million-dollar plant,
Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph today looks
back on /4 years of progress that bears a striking

similarity to the history of Colorado Springs itself.
The Gazette Telegraph began as a semi-

literary magazine called “Out West’ only six
months after the founding of Colorado Springs in
July 1871. lt was designed for circulation in the
Eastern States and England to attract new residents
to Colorado Springs.

When its publishers, the Out West Publishing
and Printing Co., decided the monthly wasn’t going
too well, they started the weekly Gazette and EI
Paso News, the latter name being carried in small
print.

The Gazette went daily on May IJ, 1878, when
the town’s population was nudging the 4,000 mark.
The change necessitated a move from the origina!
two-storey frame structure to the substantial four-
Storey “Out West” building which became its home
until the First World War.

On May 1, 1923, the morning Gazette was
purchased by the Evening Telegraph, which had
been founded in 1891. Consolidated, the two
papers occupied the [elegraph’s brick building on

Pikes Peak Avenue (see inset picture) until last
July, when. they moved into their present modern
plant and offices on South Prospect Street.

Of brick and concrete construction, the new
plant has a total floor area of 50,000 square feet,
28,000 of which are devoted to the various produc-
tion departments and offices on the main floor.
The remaining 22,000 square feet on the lower
level accommodate the lower portion of the 112-
page seven-unit Metropolitan Duplex Super Duty
press, the reel room, storage facilities for 50 car-
loads of newsprint and an inside loading dock.

Since 1946 the Gazette Telegraph has been
owned by R. C. Hoiles, president of Freedom News-
papers, Inc., and publisher of the Santa Ana, Calif.,
Register, and by his sons, Clarence H. Hoiles and
Harry H. Hoiles, both of whom are vice-presidents
of Freedom Newspapers, Inc. The Santa Ana
Register is another user of Powell River newsprint.

Harry is publisher and editor of the Gazette
Telegraph, while brother Clarence is general man-
ager of Freedom Newspapers, which publish 10
other papers in Colorado, Texas, New Mexico,
California and Ohio.
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Return of the Three Musketeers

Powell River lads trave!
to South America,
learn an ancient truth

Glad to be home after their fruitless search for work in Venezuela
are Ross Graham, Vic Coje and Len Bryce—all sons of Powell River

Company employees.

Editor's Note: The following article appeared
recently in [The Powell River News.

LTHOUGH employment offices, which advertise
in the men’s adventure pulp magazines, paint
South America as a “land of milk and honey’’

for the Canadian workman, three Powell River
youths are ready and willing to argue the point.

The three, who recently returned from a one-
month excursion through Mexico, Panama and
Venezuela, then over the Carribean, up to New
York, Toronto and across Canada back to Powell
River, are slightly discouraged about the outcome
of the trip. ‘But,’ they admit, “it was an ex-
perience.’

Plans for the trip were formulated in Vancou-
ver, where the trio heard there was plenty of work
in the oil fields of South America. “We talked
it over,’ states Len Bryce, “‘and decided that
Venezuela would be the best place to go. We knew
the American Oil Company was down there, and
we thought it would be the richest country.

“We went down to see the Venezuelan consul,
asked him about work in the country, and he told
us there was plenty of work there, and that we'd
have no trouble at all getting a job. From the
information we received the employment picture
looked real rosy.

“We decided we might as well give it a whirl,
SO we applied for working visas in Venezuela and

got them a couple of days later without any
trouble.

The three lads left Vancouver on February 4
aboard a bus bound for Mexico City, made.a couple
of stop-overs along the way at San Francisco,
Phoenix, Arizona, and then spent a week in Mex-
ico City.impression of Mexico is not quite the
same as what travel folders say about the place,
and certainly not what we expected,”’ the boys say.
“The Mexican countryside, although quaint, was
not as glamorous as we were led to believe.”’

While in Mexico City they visited the University
of Mexico, which is reputed to be the most modern
university in tne world. “It was sure different
from the rest of Mexico,’’ the boys chorus, ‘and
we can really believe it is the most modern.’’

They were enthused over the murals which
cover the walls of the 40,000 student structure.
“Not only the murals, but the landscaping, the
modern architecture, and its swimming pools, base-
ball diamonds and full recreational facilities. ”’

Leaving Mexico City, they flew to Caracas,
taking a one-night stop-over in Panama City.

“While we were in Caracas, we went down and
saw one of the officials of Shell Oil to inquirewhere we could find work. He told us that there
would be very little chances of obtaining any work
that would pay any decent amount of money.

“It seems that the revolution down there has
Slackened off all American oil exports and there
are almost no jobs to be found. the official also
told us that in order to draw any decent salary we
would have to be qualified tradesmen anyway.

“We could have got laborers’ jobs, but we
could not have existed under their wage scale. A
laborer there makes about $6 per day and the cost
of living is about 65 per cent higher than the U.S.
We were told we could try getting work in Mara-
ciabo, but that it would be a very unlikely chance.“It was. We couldn‘t get any work there either
and, seeing that our funds were running low, we
nad to wire home to get our return fare.”

After one month and two days of barnstorming
in search of their fortune, the young musketeers’
only comment is: “There’s no place like home!’
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Vital parts of No. 16 boiler, now covered w'th heavy insulation, look
impressive in their nakedness. The new boiler produces 275,000

pounds of steam per hour at 600 pounds pressure.

Newest boiler raises our
steam plant's output to

1,000,000 LBS.
EVERY HOUR

FiE final installation in Powell River’s recent
expansion plans is the placing into operation of
Number 16 boiler. This $1,250,000 project is

now running smoothly and efficiently.
Completion of the installation was held up by

the three-months pulp and paper strike, when con-
struction workers refused to cross union picket lines.

The boiler was finally set in during March,
when preliminary tests were successfully completed.

The new Riley type Foster-Wheeler oil-fired
boiler replaces three older, smaller boilers and two
turbo-generators which were removed before the
erection of the six-storey addition to the Steam
Plant commenced a year ago.

Rated at 275,000 pounds of steam pressure
per hour, the compact Number 16 features a
pressurized furnace and the largest steam drum
ever installed in the Powell River plant. Weighing
3342 tons, the drum is 66'%4 inches in diameter
and its plate thickness is 334 inches at the tube
holes.

Its companion ““‘mud’”’ or lower drum, set some
20 feet below, is 50 inches in diameter, with a plate
thickness of 2'4 inches. lt weighs 25 tons stripped
and can hold |0O tons of water.

The two drums are connected by a maze
(1,820 by actual count) of 22-inch tubes reduced
to 2 inches at their ends.

Steam leaves the top drum through forty-seven
24-inch tubes leading to a single pass superheater.

With the installation complete and the boiler
in operation, the drums, superheater and the hun-
dreds of tubes and their headers are now concealed
by heavy insulation.

Fired witn oil and operating as expected,
Number 16 is a welcome addition to Powell River’s
Steam Plant with its 25 million pounds of maximum
daily steam output.
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VIARTIN announces

a new box plant for Regina
ONSTRUCTION of an $800,000 plant to

produce a complete line of corrugated con-
tainers for the Saskatchewan market wi!] be

started late this spring at Regina by Martin PaperProducts Ltd.
Covering approximately 40,000 square feet on

a seven-acre site in the northeastern industrial
section of Saskatchewan's capital city, the new
plant is expected to go into production late this fall.

it will employ some 45 persons at the start,
with preference being given to local residents.
Only key personnel will be brought in from outside
the province.

Addition of the Regina plant will create an
unbroken chain of Martin plants from Manitoba
to British Columbia. Jointly owned by Powell
River Company Limited and MacMillan & Bloede!
Limited, Martin now operates similar plants in
Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver.

Kraft containerboard for the new plant will
be supplied, for the most part, by MacMillan &
Bloedel from its Port Alberni mill on VWancouver

Island. Some raw material will also be brought
in from Ontario mills.

In announcing plans for the new plant, Martin
vice-president and general manager, George B.
Hills, Jr., said the decision to build it in Saskat-
chewan was based on the province's rapid economic
growth and the bright outlook for continuing
development.

“We felt that the growth of diversified industry
in Saskatchewan warranted the establishment of a
Martin plant in Regina,’’ he added.

Of the parent companies, MacMillan & Bloedel
is the biggest lumber and plywood producer in the
British Commonwealth, and is prominent in the
fields of pulp, newsprint and _ containerboard
production. >

Powell River Company also has substantial
logging and lumbering operations in British Co-
lumbia, in addition to operating tne world’s largest
Single newsprint mill.

Martin Paper Products Ltd., with head office in
Winnipeg, is today the leading corrugated container
manufacturer in Western Canada.
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Paul Hosmer Enjoys
Harold Foley's Gift
T’S a real privilege to present to our readers
this typical picture of Paul Hosmer, editor of
Brooks-Scanlon Pine Echoes at Bend, Oregon.

Paul has won a national reputation for his stories
on logs and loggers. He is also an outstanding
photographer and his “‘shots’’ of natural scenery
throughout Oregon have been widely published.

Here we see Paul wearing the Indian sweater
presented to him by Harold S. Foley, Chairman of
Powell River Company's Board of Directors. Des-
cribing the scene, Paul, in his own inimitable style,
says: “| got mad at sawmills, noise, dust, etc., and
decided what | needed was a period of strict quiet.
So | put on the new sweater, packed the grub box,
called the dog and spent two days all by myself
cruising around the mountain roads. Every time
| came to a place where the sun was warm and
the wind wasn’t blowing, | got out, built a fire and
cooked up a batch of pancakes. | practically ate
my way through the Cascades.

“It was only 20 above the morning the picturewas taken, but | didn’t know it. That sweater
weighs three and three-quarter pounds and is as
thick as a horse blanket. It’s the best piece of
wearing apparel | own!” (Which seems to confirm
our article on Indian sweaters carried in our last
issue. )

a Pease

The one-and-only Paul Hosmer tries out his favorite camping apparel.

Len Murphy Named
g

Harry Grant Leaving
Powell River Company

EONARD A. MURPHY has been appointed
Plant Engineer at Powell River, succeeding the
late Gilbert D’Aoust, who passed away in

February.
Len is an Engineering graduate of the Univer-

sity of British Columbia. He joined our Company's
Engineering staff in 1951 and, prior to his latest
appointment, was Project Engineer on Number 16
boiler. He had previously been attached to the
Industrial Engineering Department and became
Industrial Engineer in 1954.

He first came to Powell River in 1948 as an
engineering student, selected for the Company's
special Undergraduate Development Program. He
worked for three summers in the plant prior to
graduation, then joined the Company after re-ceiving his degree. An
outstanding student, he
has made steady progress
in the Engineering Division
during the past five years.

L, A. Murphy

HE hundreds of friends of Harry H. Grant in
the Company and in the industry will read
with regret that he is leaving Powell River to

enter business in Florida.
Harry, who joined Powell River in 1935, was

for many years Executive Secretary in the Van-
couver office and enjoyed wide contacts throughout
the pulp and paper industry.

in 1952 he left Powell River to take over the
post of Executive Vice-President of the Foley Lum-
ber Company in Jacksonville, Florida.

He returned to Powell River Company in
Vancouver in 1956, after the sale of Foley Lumber
Company to other interests. For the past year he
has been carrying out special assignments in the
industrial and Public Relations Department.

All of his old friends in
Powell River and through-
out the organization will
wish Harry and his wife,
Betty, every success in
their new undertaking.
H H. Grant
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Powell River hockey fans had plenty to shout about all winter and in
the local play-offs, but sutfered a let-down in the Coy Cup series.

(See story).

LUCKIES'’ LUCK WAVERS
Powell River Luckies climaxed their bang-up

season by edging Vancouver Pilseners three games
to two in the Pacific Coast Amateur Hockey Asso-
ciation play-offs to win the Black Ball Ferries Cup.

But the pride of Willingdon Arena tans fell
apart before the aggressive play of Nanaimo
Clippers, three games to one, in the opening play-
downs for the Coy Cup, emblematic of B.C.
intermediate hockey supremacy.

Full-house crowds attested to the keenness and
excitement of the post-league series, as Powell
River went hockey mad.

UNSEEDED RINKS WIN
Three unseeded rinks triumphed in the men's

curling bonspiel at Willingdon Arena on April 1.
Evans Furnival’s rink posted an |8-11 win over

Tommy Layton’s foursome to take the Hudsons
Bay Company event. Despite a near successful
last rock effort by Jim Shelton, Dr. Jerry Francis’
rink won the Beach Gardens trophy. And Al
Campbell’s rink was victorious in the R. M. Cooper
even>§.

The ladies held their bonspiel in late February,
Mrs. A. E. Drader’s rink winning the Beach Gardens
grand challenge trophy ina thrilling extra-end Tina!
against Mrs. Ella Upton’s rink. Mrs. Percy Mat-
thews’ rink captured the prized Bob Muir Memorial
trophy for league play.

CENTENNIAL CALENDAR
Highlignted by the visit of the Vancouver

Symphony Orchestra on April 23, Powell River's
B.C. Centennial events for the next few months
will include: Provincia] Museum and Archives’
Historic Caravan, May 12 and 13; Centurama on
June 12; Canadian Navy's visit, June 30 to July 2:
Dominion Day parade, sports, etc., on July 1, and
labor Day festivities on September 1.

Home-Coming Week has been scheduled for
September 14-20, during the Powell River Exhibi-
tion; and Mart Kenney’s famous orchestra will play
here on October 27.

The Bob WNiuir Memorial Trophy was pre-
sented by Wirs. Muir, left, to Mrs. A. E.
Drader, representing skip Mrs. Percy A.

Viatthews (see story).
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EXCEED THEIR QUOTA
Ever ready to back a worthwhile cause, Powell

River university graduates and residents at large
contributed more than $7,000 to the U.B.C. de-
velopment fund, easily exceeding their quota of
$4, 000.

The B.C. Government is matching every dollar
contributed to this fund up to $10,000,000.

GOOD START, LADS!
Powell River Company's pipe band made an

auspicious start in mid-March when it successfully
retained the miniature band championship at the
B.C. Pipers’ Association annual indoor competition
in Vancouver’s Seaforth Armouries.

in addition, the quartet and several individual
awards were picked up by the various talented
members of our colorful kilted contingent.

University of Washington students Dick Hovey and Rocky Bauer cycled
up from Vancouver to see the world’s largest single unit newsprint

mill. They weren't disappointed.

Retired Company electricians were honored at a dinner by the
present Electrical Department staffers.

BEARDS SPROUTING, TOO
British Columbia’s Centennial fad of growing

“he-man’’ beards of yesterday has found scores,
if not hundreds of followers around Powell River.

Most accurate records of their hairy progress
are naturally kept by the Company’s Engineers,who even maintain a meaqsurement chart for al|
to see and be convinced.

UPSET OF ALL TIME
In one of the greatest election upsets of all

time, the Hon. James Sinclair (Liberal), former
Minister of Fisheries, was defeated at the March
31 federal polls in the Coast-Capilano riding (of
which the Powell River area is a part) by the
Progressive Conservative candidate, W. H. (Bill)
Payne, of West Vancouver.

The new M.P. was one of 208 reasons why the
Conservatives, who had been out of office for 22
years, were returned with the greatest majority
ever accorded either party in the 265-member
House.

STORK BUSY AROUND TOWN
Keeping up with the Jones’ kids is a real

problem for our school trustees.
No sooner nad they completed new schools

throughout the municipality and district, than the
youngsters outnumbered the school seats. As a
result, a $268,000 school building referendum to
Powell River ratepayers was successfully presented
by the school board on April 26.

The money will provide additions to Westview’s
new Max Cameron High School, and Edgehill,
Grief Point and Wildwood elementary schools, as
well as a brand new two-room school and a four-
room teacherage at Kelly Creek. The added
accommodation should be adequate for the next
three years.

Last year’s school costs for the Powell River
district approximated one million dollars.

POPULAR MINISTER PASSES
One of Powell River's largest church congre-

gations paid tribute to the late Rev. James Russell,
who died suddenly on April 2.

lt was under his inspiring leadership that
Powell River Anglicans built the outstanding St.
Paul’s Church three years ago.

Local hunters, lixe Arnold Plaquin and Julien Laforce, below, didn't
nave to go far to find their quarries.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



Looks like we didn't
get away with it!

E have been properly and adequately broughtto task for an historical error in our last
issue of The Digester. in one of our captions

we stated that the Douglas fir was named after
Governor James Douglas, first Governor of Brit-
ish Columbia.

The man. with the carving knife was our old
friend Bob Chandler, publisher and editor of The
Bend Bulletin at Bend, Oregon, and his correct
criticism follows:

“The: cutline is erroneous. This error is all
the more surprising because the editor of The
Digester is Jock Lundie, a true Scotsman if there
ever was one.

“The Douglas fir—which is not a fir at all,
but that is another story—-was named after David
Douglas, a Scottish botanist, who did the first
definitive work in classifying Oregon flora.
Douglas, David that. is, came to Oregon in 1823,
went to British Columbia and then to Hudson's
Bay. In 1829 he went to Northern California
and then into British Columbia’s famous Fraser
River country. He died in the Sandwich (Hawai-
ian) Islands in 1834, nine years before Douglas,
Sir James, founded Fort Victoria.

“Sir James was not unknown in Oregon Ter-
ritory, having served at Fort Vancouver. But the
Douglas fir was not named after him.”

We apologize to Bob and to all our readers
for this error. And we thank Mr. Chandler for
his interest in and knowledge of British Columbia
history.
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VISIT THE ARBORETUM
E suggest that if any of our readers are in
Vancouver during this Centennial Year they
visit Queen Elizabeth Park on Little Mountain.

This beautiful area, now one of the show places
of the city, will have a special interest to members
of the newspaper and allied trades, whose future
depends on the growth of trees.

In 1939, during the Canadian visit of His late
Majesty King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, the
now Queen Mother planted the first tree in the
Arboretum, conceived and still maintained by the
Canadian pulp and paper industry. The Arboretum
was initiated as part of the industry’s public edu-
cation in forest growth and conservation. Today,
tne result of a decade of scientific care of trees
may be seen.

The entire park has been transformed from an
ugly rock quarry and untended hillsides into an
artistic vista of lovely sunken gardens and beauti-
fully terraced slopes, resplendent with colorful
flowers and velvet lawns. Ihe view from the top
of Little Mountain provides the visitor with an
unsurpassed panorama of Vancouver and vicinity.
it is very similar to the picture that confronts the
tourist from the top of San Francisco’s Twin Peaks.

Queen Elizabeth Park and the Arboretum
should be a must for every Vancouver Centennial
visitor as should Butchart’s Gardens when visiting
Victoria (see opposite page).



Bere

of many “star” attractions that delight visitors to Butchart Gardens is this Star Pond with its illuminated fountain.

| Butchart Gardems
a worked-out stone quarry that became
a showplace of the Pacific Northwest

ITH the Centennial Celebrations attracting
thousands of tourists to British Columbia,

our capital city of Victoria, with its old-world
charm and unique setting, will be a mecca for
visitors.

Victoria has much to commend it to the visitor
—climate, scenic beauty, and scores of attractions
that fascinate. and intrigue. And yet part of Vic-
toria‘s fame at home—and more particularly
abroad—comes from the famous Butchart Gardens.

Mr. Butchart, after whom the gardens are
named, was operating a profitable cement plant in
Owen Sound, Ont., as the present century dawned,
when a report reached him of a fine deposit of
limestone at Tod Inlet, a nice little cove tucked
into Saanich Inlet. He came west to look it over.
He was not only impressed with it, but he was sold
on the West, and as a result founded a cement
empire on Vancouver Island, now known as the
B.C. Cement Company Ltd.

While Mr. Butchart watched his crushers break-
ing ‘up the limestone at one end of the line and the
velvety dust, cement, flowing out the other end,
Mrs. Butchart was eyeing with horror the ugliness
of the ever-expanding quarry. One afternoon she
told her husband that something must be done to
beautify the place. She was an amateur horticul-

turist and had been growing sweetpeas and plants
around the residence.

Soon Mrs. Butchart had an industry of her own.
Her husband showed an entire disregard for ex-
pense in the matter and allotted workmen from his
plant to transform the quarry. Thousands of loads
of earth were hauled into the big hole and a good
base for the growing of lawns, plants, shrubs and
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Symphony concert in Butchart Gardens.



a two-lane concrete highway. By way of introduc-

Rose arbors, alpine rockeries, sculptured trees and shrubs combine to
make Butchart Gardens a “must’’ for Victoria. visitors.

trees was made. As the years passed, vast changes
were wrougnt, and when the First World War
passed from the scene the hole became known asthe Sunken Gardens.

Mrs. Butchart’s flair for beauty would not rest
when this work had been accomplished. She pro-
ceeded with the development of additional acresaround the home. More gardens appeared—first
the Japanese, then the Rose, then the Italian. A
delightful garden surrounded their front verandah
and picture windows were built in the house, re-
vealing the masses of varied and multi-colored
blooms. Then came the great greenhouse, with its
begonias. Everywhere there was beauty.

Mr. and Mrs. Butchart were delighted when
local and world travelers flocked to the gardens.
The three-mile dirt road from the main highway
into the gardens was inadequate for the amount of
travel, especially when the motor car came into
general use. So Mr. Butchart transformed it into

tion to the beauties of the gardens he planted
hundreds of imported cherry trees to: line this road,
which they named “Benvenuto,” Spanish for
“welcome.

Until the end of their life Mr. and Mrs. But-
chart continued enhancing their gardens. [hey
travelled all over the world searching for exotic
and. lovely plants. Botanical gardens and horti-
cultural innovators sent them precious seeds and
roots.

When they both passed away, anxiety was felt
by thousands for the future welfare of the gardens.
Fortunately their grandson, Mr. lan Ross, was able
to undertake the guardianship of this now famous
Spot.

Mr. Ross and his charming wife have the same
flair for horticulture and the same delight in pre-.
serving and extending the gardens. it was they
who developed the network: of concealed lights
which turn the gardens at night into a glowing
fairyland.

Mr. Ross launched another venture, original
and bold: the presentation of concerts by the Vic-
toria Symphony Orchestra on summer evenings in
his gardens. For the convenience of the concert
crowds he built huge parking lots and introduced
an efficient system of traffic control. Last year
6,500 people came to the last concert of tne season.

Butchart Gardens are located thirteen scenic
miles from Victoria, the capital city of British
Columbia, and an estimated half-million photos
are taken there each year.

The Butchart Gardens are open the year ‘round.
For half a century they have welcomed a constant
stream of visitors from all over the world. Fach
season brings fresh glory ... as the multi-colored
trees, shrubs, plants and flowers mature and
blossom. |

During the summer season, light lunches and
afternoon teas are served in the restaurant, located
in the fine old family residence, ““Benvenuto,’’ over-
looking the stately Italian Garden.

On even a short visit to Victoria, The Butchart
Gardens are a ’’must. *

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
Florentine statuary enhances the beauty of the Italian Garden sheltered by the family residence.
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Will fomorrow’s logging camps house their crews in

MOBILE HOMES
HE mobile home or trailer, as it is commonly
called, is becoming more and more a part of
our continental life. Thousands of people live

permanently in trailers all over the land. Many
construction camps are practically trailer courts,
and the mobile house owners are steadily increas-
ing. Today, well over 2 million people live in house
trailers with a total value of 500 million dollars.
There are probably close to 17,000 trailer campsin Canada and the United States.

In British Columbia the trailer court and the
trailer owner are naturally less common than in the
more populous and often more accessible areas of
the United States. Yet here, too, the mobile house
is flying on-stronger wings, although there is one
significant area of industry—the logging camp—
that has not yet felt its tmpact.

The logging industry, however, is casting flir-
tatious—if not yet serious glances—at the possible
advantages of installing trailer housing in its
camps. Surveys have been taken in selected log-
ging areas, and the idea appears to exercise
considerable appeal.

According to John Wilfert, an Assistant Log-
ging Manager for. the Powell River Company

Logging Division, there are certain definite advan-
tages in the. trailer court idea.

First, he claims, there would be a definite
financial saving to the company. it would give
logging companies access to a new labor force and
enable workers to bring their wives and families
to the camp, with consequently greater stability in
operations. It would allow increased mobility in
changing locations of operations, with no problem
of disposal or removal of famliy houses. The fire
hazard would be less and there could be possible
decreases in both cookhouse losses and labor turn-

+OVeT..
It would also be advantageous to the employee,

adherents of the mobile house theory claim. it
would be a convenience to his job, it would be less
expensive than owning a home in town and paying
additional board costs in camp. The trailer is fully
modern, can be easily financed, and requires less
upkeep and maintenance. Above all, it enables a
man to live in camp with his wife and family.

All these are sound arguments and are worth
thinking about. Perhaps someday — despite its
rugged terrain—B.C. will have its logging camps
on wheels.

MAY-JUNE, 1932



CUIDEPOSTS TO

either case you can't lose —if you like fishing
you'll enjoy yourself.

Canadian Customs regulations allow a non-
resident to enter the province with his fishing and
other equipment, but the necessary angling licence
must be obtained at the nearest issuing office, as
tourists cannot carry fishing tackle without the
required licence.

in severai cases licences may be obtained from
the Canadian Customs officer at the port of entry.
To be absolutely sure, however, a non-resident can
secure his angling licence by forwarding the neces-
sary fee (see below), with his full name and address,
age, height, weight, color of hair and eyes, to the
ars Commission, 26/7 Burrard Street, Vancouver

F the ten Canadian provinces, British Colum-
bia is in many respects unique. its climate
ranges from the mild regions of the southern —

coast to the high, dry central plains and the var-
iants of the Rocky Mountains. it is a country of
logging and fishing, of farming and mining and
growing industries.

For the sportsman, however, it is a country of
bountiful water.  Innumerable lakes and rivers
thread the land, and thousands of bays and inlets
indent the coast: and from the waters of British
Columbia come game fish which have made this
province famous for its sport fishing throughout
the world.

lf you want to see British Columbia at its best,come in the summer and try your luck on the
Spring salmon, or travel inland to the country of
the fighting Kamloops trout; or for an off-season
vacation, come for our winter Steelhead run. in

Fees for a non-resident angler’s licence are $7
($1 for minor under |6 years). A Canadian resid-
ing outside B.C. is required to pay $3.50 for his
non-resident licence. The licence is valid during
the calendar year in which it is issued.

Fishing in British Columbia lakes is year ‘round.
Since even those anglers with the best inten-

tions sometimes run up against the Game Warden,
it is well to keep the following regulations in mind:

The size-limit for trout and salmon is 6 inches,
except in certain areas where the size-limit is 8
inches. Ihe length is determined by measuring
from the point of the nose to the centre of the tail
of the fish.

The possession-limit of fish throughout the
province is three days catch-limit, except in the
Kootenay District, where it is two days’ catch-limit.

More than one rod and line may not be used
for angling. A person alone in a boat may use two
lines for trolling, but if there is more than one
person in a boat, they may not use more than oneline each.

The sale of trout caught or taken by means of
angling is prohibited.

The use of torches or of artificial lights of any
kind, or of spears, jigs or snares for the capture of
salmon, trout, steelhead or whitefish is also pro-hibited.

Spear-fishing for fish other than salmon, trout,
steelhead or whitefish is permitted. But trapping
or penning fish on their spawning-grounds, or in
the rivers or streams leading to them, is prohibited.

Canning or bottling trout is not permitted un-
less it is done at the residence of the angler as
shown on his angling licence.Remember that the use of live bait or the
transfer of fish from one water to another in the
province is prohibited.

The foregoing information was extracted from
an attractive booklet entitled “Sport Fishing in
British Columbia,” available for the asking from
the Department of Recreation and Conservation,
B.C. Government Travel Bureau, Victoria, B.C.

You will find it full of autnentic descriptive
material on the fish that have made British Colum-
bia famous——and what better time to try your luck
than in our Centennial Year.
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Princess Margaret Visits Us!
RINCESS MARGARET arrives in July!
That is the dominating highlight of British
Columbia‘’s Centennial ceremonies, which have

been proceeding with accelerated pace in recent
months. Outstanding sport events have been held,
including the great mile race in Vancouver on
June 7; old wagon trains have traversed the pioneer
roads of the province, bringing to city dwellers the
romance of the gold trail and the struggles of our
pioneers. Scores of additional attractions will be
featured throughout the province in the months
ahead.

But high above them all stands the visit of the
popular Royal Princess to Vancouver and other
adjacent and Interior cities. Undoubtedly the
Centennial Committee scored a major scoop in
linking Princess Margaret with our 100th Anni-
versary. Her appearance will draw thousands trom
many and widely extended points.This will be Princess Margaret's. first visit to
Canada, and the first occasion that a sister of a
reigning monarch has toured our nation. While
visits of Royal Princesses to Canada have not been
unknown, they have not been common. Her sister,

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, toured Canada first
before ascending the throne in 19050).

it was not until the visit of George VI to Canada
in 1939 that a reigning ‘sovereign of the Common-
wealth travelled to this continent. But in recent
years, with the development of Commonwealth
relations, members of the Royal Household are
travelling to all corners of the globe. Princess
Margaret: has visited Africa and the West Indies;
the Queen opened the Canadian Parliament. in
person last year, and the Duke of Edinburgh has
moved widely about the Commonwealth as_ its
master good will ambassador.

And now comes Her Royal Highness, Princess
Margaret. British Columbia will welcome this
gracious and popular Princess, whose presence will
re-emphasize our Centennial Year and the prestige
of our province in the world.

Public appearances to be made by the Princess
in B.C. include the opening of the new floating
bridge at Kelowna, and the International Nava!
Review at Esquimalt.

Welcome to British Columbia, Princess Mar-
garet!

MAY-JUNE, 1958



Southern Pacific's first trans-continental
“piggy back” shipment of equipment was for

Ohe Santa Ana (Cal.) Henister
HE REGISTER, home newspaper of Freedom
Newspapers, Inc., is the largest of I] news-
papers in the organization, and headquarters

for the chain in Santa Ana, California.
Published daily and Sunday, circulation is

approximately 30,000. Growth has been steady
during the 52 years of the publication’s existence
since its first issue on December 1, 1905, when a
few papers were printed on a hand press.

R. C. Hoiles, Ohio newspaper publisher, bought
a half-interest in The Register in February, 1935,
and later that year obtained complete control. ris
son, C. H. Hoiles, is now co-publisher of The
Register.

Three years later the paper moved into a
12,000-square-foot building at Sixth and Sycamore
Streets, Santa Ana, and in 1949 an annex was
added to the building and an 80-page Scott press
was installed. With the new press the first Sunday
edition was printed.

Within six years, as the circulation of The
Register nearly doubled and the number of em-
ployees tripled, plans for the present new 78,000-
square-foot newspaper plant at Sixth and Grand
were underway, readying for the fifth move of
Orange County’s ““Home Newspaper.”

The new building for The Register was not only
built from the ground up, it was built flat on tne

ground by the tilt-up construction method. Con-
crete walls were poured in a horizontal position,
cured and then each section was raised, tied to-
géthtér with steel rods and cemented.

The $500,000 building contains about 2,710
cubic yards of concrete and 200 tons of steel, and,
windowless, it is fully air-conditioned.

Equipment is valued at another $2 million.
The Register’s press units, four of them new

in the new building, were brought to Santa Ana by
novel means. Trucks containing the equipment
were loaded on flat cars, then shipped across the
United States to Santa Ana “piggyback.” This was
the first time that a trans-continental “‘piggyback’’
shipment was made by the Southern PacificRailroad.

The San Francisco Wall Street Journal followed
The Register by a few days in a trans-continental
press shipment by the new method.

The Register carries Associated Press, United
Press, International News and photos, NEA features
and AP newsfeatures in addition to news gathered
by nine full-time staffers in bureaus throughout the
fabulously growing Orange County area who report
via the paper's own teletype network. Twenty-three
other editorial department personnel round out the
news-gathering organization of The Register.
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“Cooperation Key to Prosperity as

President Addresses

25-Year Club

bd OU men joined the Company in the depth of
the depression. Now some of you are won-
dering if there is going to be another.”’

These challenging words formed the core
around which President M. J. Foley based his ad-
dress.to 500 Company employees and their wives
at the annual meeting of the Powell River Com-
pany’s Twenty-Five Year Club on May 6.

“We have today a standard of living never
before attained in the history of the human race,’
Mr. Foley told his audience. ‘This standard has
been made possible by great advances and achieve-
ments, largely unknown in 1933. Since that time
penicillin has alleviated suffering and prolonged
life: synthetic rubber has enabled us to expand
personal and household comforts; television has
come to our homes: refrigeration has brought new
delight and variety to our lives. We have seen air
travel develop into a routine business, and achieve-
ments in rockets and electronics have pointed new
paths to the way of future, peaceful living.

“All these,””, he continued, “point to a bright
future and a better life for everyone.

“But | ask you, how did these things come

New Club Members—Left to right—Art Button, Ross Black, Tommy Burke,
Jr., Jack Graham’ Walter Patrick, Bill Tyler, Joe Biasutti (Charter Member),

Stan Lloyd, Dave Davidson, Bert Southcott, Walter Cavanagh absent.

President Foley, centre, congratulates a father-and-son team, both of
whom are members of-Powell River's 25-Year Club.

about? By accident or by just happening? No,
they became realities because of human effort, by
people working hard, together. Today, perhaps
one of the reasons for our present economic set-
back is that everyone of us is trying to take a
little more out than we are willing to put in. In
the last war we knew we had to work together and
work hard for our own survival. Under this threat
or stimulus, tremendous things were accomplished.

‘‘The present slow-down in activity can be par-
tially, at least, traced to the fact that we are no
longer working together. We are not pulling to-
gether on the oars—everyone is pulling in his own
direction. We have become indulgent and even
selfish.

‘‘There is no magic formula for prosperity—
progress comes from effort. To get back on the
right path requires that all of us take a little less
out and put a little more in.”

Mr. Foley emphasized that 25-Year Club mem-
bers knew these facts because they had come
through the ups and downs of the last quarter of
qa century.

“You men, better than anyone else, can act as
a stabilizing influence in these difficult times,” he
conciuded.

Commenting on the probable business outlook
for the year, Mr. Foley stated there were no defi-
nite trends apparent. ‘“At Powell River we are
continuing to operate at around 85 per cent capa-
city. There is no real improvement in the lumber
business, either in volume or price. And no clean-
cut trend has developed as far as we can see at
present.”
MAY-JUNE, 1958



Here's the ECONOMIC answer to Newspapers’
Color Rotogravure Supplements:

SUPERTO
By R. McDOWALL

Quality Engineer Research and Development
Powell River Company

Next week-end when you receive
ook at the bright, attractive magazine

section printed in full color. More thanlikely you will find that your paper’s
week-end supplement was printed bythe rotogravure process on specially-
prepared rotogravure newsprint.Such “super” newsprint ls manu-
factured by the Powell River Company
under the descriptive trade name of“Supertone.” A rotogravure newsprint
of the highest quality, it is supplied tomost of the rotogravure printers onthe U.S. West Coast. Developed pri-
marily to meet a demand for an
inexpensive paper suitable for roto-gravure printing, it also enjoys an
increasing demand by publishers and
jobbing printers who wish a “super”
newsprint for special editions.

The development of Supertone is an4H

interesting example of what can be
achieved by close liaison between the
manufacturer and the user of a proda-
uct. When a request is received for a.paper for a particular type of printing
operation, a member of the Company’sTechnical Department, conversant
with both printing and paper manu-
facture, is sent to the pressroom con-cerned to investigate the printing
operation.Next, preliminary investigational
work is carried out in the Company'slaboratory at Powell River to deter-
mine the aper formula best suited tothe specific printing process.

After the laboratory studies arecompleted, a machine trial-run is car-ried out in the mill under controlled
conditions. The trial paper manufac-
tured is shipped to the pressroom anda member of the Technical Depart-ment may follow the paper to its
destination, to be present when thepaper is run on the press. Printingresults are carefully analyzed and, if
necessary, changes are made for thenext trial run. This process is re-peated until a thoroughly satisfactory
product is provided.Each week printed copies of maga-zine sections from the varrous users
of supertone. are received at the lab-oratory in Powell River, where the
quality of the printing is evaluated.Continuous research is carried out to
improve the printing and mechanical
qualities of the newsprint sheet. Re-
cently an entirely new groundwood
system was installed to improve the

pour vane a cee porosity of the Supertone sheet, re-sulting in an improvement of ink layon the sheet which is so essential to
gond rotogravure printing.Supertone differs from standard
newsprint in that it contains a super-fine white china clay which is spe-
clally imported from England. This
clay improves the brightness, smooth-
ness and opacity of the sheet, givingit that slick feel which you noticewhen you run your fingers over the
pages of your newspaper’s magazinesection.

Retention of the clay in the Super-
tone sheet is aided by a bonding agentmanufactured at. Powell River. The
Company has provided special equip-ment on the paper machines to clean
the clay and remove any particleswhich might score or scratch the
printing cylinders on the press.

Manufactured to rigid specifications,
Supertone is tested and its qualitycontrolled by competent technicians
assigned to the testing stations in each
machine room.

avery ree’ of paper dstested as soon as it comes off the
paper macaine, the results of theseests enabling the papermaker to
make whatever adjustments are ne-
Cessary.

Proving that the search for Super-tone betterment is never - ending,
several alterations, including the in-stallation of a new headbox and other
equipment, have just been made on
the paper machine which roduces it
at Powell River. Thus a still furtherimprovement in its quality can be ex-
pected by Supertone users everywhere.An idea of the growing importanceof the weekly rotogravure sections in
American newspapers can be had fromthe following statistics:

here are fifty independently-owned
and edited ’gravure magazine sectionsin the United States. Their combined
circulation exceeds 22,000,000 a week.
And between them they carried a total
of $80,000,000 worth of advertising last
year.

So next weekend, when you look at
that attractive magazine section which
has ‘been tucked into your newspaper,
give thought to rotogravure newsprint
on which it is printed. Visualize howscientifically it was conceived, devel-oped, manufactured and controlled.

you do, we Know you will appreciate
your newspaper’s Sunday supplementmore than ever.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Among newspaper rotogravure supplements printed
on Powell River's Supertone are This Week Maga-
zine, American Weekly, Sunday Home and Sunday



Wartime huts are used on the U.B.C. campus to counteract shortage
of lecture rooms.

bl N extraordinary response from all the citi-
zens, industries and communities of British
Columbia,” is how University spokesmen |

describe the contributions made to the U.B.C. De-
velopment Fund, which officially closed its books
last month.

Under the chairmanship of Mr. Paul Cooper,
the Fund Committee set out to raise $6 million for
badly needed additions to University equipment,
accommodation and facilities, and to date a total
of 84 millions has been subscribed.

The British Columbia Government agreed to
match dollar-for-dollar the amount raised up to 10
millions. An intensive three-months campaign was
carried out—a campaign which canvassed. every
graduate and every community within the boun-
daries of B.C. Alumnae in all parts of the world
were also contacted, and all rallied to the cause.

Each community in the province formed its own
Development Fund Committee, canvassed gradu-
ates, held public meetings, approached citizens and
community organizations.

Responses from provincial corporations and
Crowded conditions will be alleviated with new development program

special personal donations were most generous and
contributed about two-thirds of the total amount
raised. But the outstanding feature was the co-
operation received from the ordinary citizen and
the graduates scattered far and wide across the
world. The genuine interest of people in the Prov-ince toward facilities for advanced education
amazed many veteran observers.

in Powell River the Development Fund was
headed by Dr. John Keays, Superintendent of Re-
search and Development for the Company. Lis
committees doubled the quota originally set by the
tJ B.C. Committee. The success of the canvass
locally was all the more impressive as it was held,
for the most part, while the pulp and paper strike
was in progress.

The initiative of the Development Fund means
that the University of British Columbia, with the
Government’s matching grant, will have nearly $20
million of guaranteed income over the next five
years.

B.C. boasts one of the most beautiful campus sites on this continent.

Powell River's U.B.C. Fund was
neaded by Dr. J. L. Keays.
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Historic exhibits from the
Provincial Museum and Ar-
chives interested Powell River

children and adults alike.

Powell River

B.G. GENTENARY
FF to a flying start, British Columbia‘’s Cen-
tenary is rolling in high gear, with added
momentum being supplied it by small com-

munities, such as Powell River, in every corner of
the Province.

High spots on the Centennial route run the
gamut of international musical festivals, trade
fairs, sports and entertainment extravaganzas,
military tattoos and naval manoeuvres, mainly in
the Greater Vancouver area.

In Powell River itself Centennial observances
have included the lighting of a huge bonfire to

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Cultural Events vie
with Sports, Shows
to mark Province's
first 100 years

This sign sprung up in front of Powell River's High School.



its part in

LEBRATIONS
*

Se #signal the official start of the Centennial Year—a

parades, symphony concerts, local appearances of
B.C.’s historic caravan, an automobile show and
several sports events.

June brings the R:C.M.P. Marine Division and
Royal Canadian Navy to Powell River for specia!
visits, as well as the B.C. Centurama—da profes-
sional, stage, water and aerial show built againsta background of the Province's early days.

In short, B.C. and Powell River are in for a
Year of Celebrations.~~ _- DAF ... wm ’Won't you join us?

For many in Powell River the Centennial tour of Vancouver's Sym-
phony became their first ‘live’ symphony concert.

Bonfires throughout the Province sig-
nalled the official start of the Cen-
—, on Willinedon Roti wasEe
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

PRODUCES PACIFIC COAST

EDITION IN SAN FRANCISCO

Powell River newsprint rolls in Journal's stock room.

Press room and stereo equipment.

ONEY makes news. And the Wall! Street
Journal, most famous of American financial
papers, made news last September when the

company for the first time began publication of its
Pacific Coast Edition in new and enlarged quartersin San Francisco.

All San Francisco departments of the Journal,
including the Dow Jones News Service, are housed
in the new three-storey building. These quarters
not only provide ample facilities for recently en-
larged news, advertising and circulation staffs, but
permit future expansion. Mechanical and produc-
tion facilities include a larger and faster press,
additional typecasting equipment of the latest de-
sign and automatic mailing machines.The Pacific Coast Edition of The Wall Street
Journal, started nearly 28 years ago, was the first
step of this newspaper towards regional production
to serve subscribers better and to make available
regional as well as nation-wide advertising coverage
for those who want it. This was the first time an
American newspaper had set up a printing plant
for regular operation in a city far removed from
its main headquarters.

About ten years ago another regional edition
was started in Dallas, followed nearly seven years
ago by the Midwest Edition in Chicago. The most
recent new printing plant was set up in Washington
in late 1955.

By modern, automatic typesetting methods, the
basic news content of a copy of The Wall Street
Journal is the same, no matter where it is printed.

Simultaneous publication of the Journal in its
five widely-scattered printing plants is made pos-
sible by the largest network. of leased wire circuits
operated by any newspaper. One network links the
five Journal publication points and |2 other full-
staffed news bureaus in principal cities of the
United States and Canada. Four staff bureaus In
Europe and the Far East are served by commercial
cable. !

When the Journal first began publication in
San Francisco in 1929, papers were printed on an
eight-page flatbed press with a top capacity of
about 4,000 an hour. its new plant has a mod-
ernized, semi-cylindrical, 32-page press equipped
with flying pasters which change newsprint rolls
without slackening speed. Top capacity is 92,500
per hour. Automatic mailing machines are capable
of folding, wrapping and addressing more than
20,000 papers an hour.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



Totem being loaded on Furness, Withy Line ship “Pacific Unity’ at Victoria for shipment to England.
&

Queen’s Cotem Shipped to England
N May 7 a colorful ceremony was held in
front of the Legislative Buildings in Victoria
to mark the departure for England of B.C.’s

centennial gift — the 100-foot totem pole — to
Queen Elizabeth.

|Indians dressed in ceremonial robes performed
“spirit’’ dances to mark the successful completion
of the totem, a choir of 500 school children sang
national songs, and two school bands played lively
marching music.

The totem was carved from a giant log donated
by the Powell River Company Ltd.

Its chief carver and designer was Chief MungoMartin, the last of the old-time artists of the
Kwakiut! tribe on northern Vancouver Island. |

The chief and his assistant, Henry Hunt, took
nearly a year to carve the pole from a 600-year-old
red cedar which stood on the Queen Charlotte
Isiangds. It weighs 27,000 pounds and is five feet
in diameter at the butt. The totem is believed to

Chief Mungo Martin, totem carver, uses microphone to ask for the blessings
of the spirit world for the Queen's totem.

be the most ““massive’’ ever carved by Indians.
It was shipped to England aboard the Furness

Withy liner Pacific Unity shortly after the send-off
ceremony. it will be erected in Great Windsor
Park, near London, in the presence of the Queen
this summer.

The proud chief held in his hands an old copper
shield, one of the most prized possessions of his
family. The shield with the chief's family crest,
will also be presented to the Queen.

Speaking through an interpreter, Helen Hunt,
his granddaughter, Mungo told the gathering that
the totem represented all the Indians and people
of British Columbia. It was a symbol of the prov-
ince, he said.

Premier W. A. C. Bennett, who attended the
Victoria ceremony with five members of his Cabinet,
said the totem would be an additional link binding
British Columbia and Canada to the British Com-
monwealth of Nations.

The Queen's totem is original in style and isauthentic. it is not a copy. It displays ten figures,
each of which is the crest of one of the Kwakiut!
clans. Each figure represents the mythical an-
cestor of the clan and often these are shown in
animal form before they were created as men.

The ten figures starting from the top are a
man witha cedar hat, a halibut, double-headed
snake, whale, raven, sea otter, thunderbird, old
man, beaver, and man with a large hat.

For the hundreds of people at the ceremony,
the pole was more than an Indian symbol. It rep-
resented the forests of British Columbia, the most
valuable single indigenous resource of the province.
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Despite the frustrations
inherent in it, the Safety
Supervisor has an

‘Interesting Job
HE life of a safety supervisor in a plant as large
as Powell River may not always, like the police-
man’s, be a happy one. But it is never dull!
With safe workmanship a main beacon light in

the modern industrial world, safety is big business.
And the man or men responsible for carrying out
and directing safe working and safe thinking pol-
icies have a real job on their hands.

At Powell River, for example, the first and
prime responsibility of Safety Supervisor Stuart
Slade is to keep the plant accident-free—or to keep
lost-time accidents at a minimum. With a total
exposure of 4 million man-hours each year, and
with 2,000 employees working at hundreds of dif-
ferent jobs daily in a heavy industry, the problemiS not academic!

Each month there are over forty Safety Com-
mittee meetings held in the plant. These could be
divisional or departmental, and many of them the
safety supervisor attends in person. But he must
study and analyze the reports of each and every
meeting.

Investigations also play a big role in the daily
life of the supervisor. Every lost-time accident
must be investigated and studied to avoid future
repetition. Dozens of other accidents, even if no
lost time is involved, are often investigated—as
they may involve dangerous or unsafe working
practices. in the analysis of such problems the
safety supervisor frequently must talk to several
men, including departmental or divisional super-
intendents. Each investigation involves several
hours—-and in some instances may run into sev-
eral days.

Tne safety supervisor is responsible for the
maintenance of the Company's first-aid station,
and for follow-up action on minor injuries. in
Powell River employees are under strictest instruc-
tion to report every accident——however small—and
to seek first-aid treatment for the sliaqhtest scratch.
On an average, this means 60-/0 men going
through the first-aid station every 24 hours.

The eternal problem facing the safety super-
visor is to provide all possible mechanical protection
equipment, and at the same time canduct a safety
education program on safe working habits, rather
than complete dependence on mechanical safe-

guards. He receives scores of reports weekly from
satety committees calling to his attention that a
smali hole is in the floor here, a ladder rung
missing there, an accident hazard somewhere else.
The tendency of employee safety committees is to
emphasize the mechanical rather than the mental
protection against accidents. This requires a species
of almost Machiavellian tact on the part of the
supervisor to keep things on an even balance.

Then, too, the safety supervisor has to exercise
equal tact and diplomacy in his relations with fore-
men and superintendents. riere, again, a delicate
balance must be maintained. Sometimes a harassed
foreman, faced with production difficulties or re-
pair deadlines, can be excused if he considers the
replacement of a ladder rung second to the loss
of thousands of dollars worth of production.

Keeping of records alone gulps up a big piece
of the safety supervisor's time. Records of each
individual accident, records of first-aid cases, de-
partment records and comparison statistics on
severity or frequency, analyses of times and types
of accidents. An unending chain of facts and
figures pour in and out of his office weekly.

On many occasions the safety supervisor is
dragged out of bed on a hurried call to the mill.
Any serious or near-serious_ accident, whether by
day or night, necessitates his immediate presence.

Scarcely a day that he doesn’t make the rounds
of the mill or a goodly portion of it. He has to
know and understand every operation and he pokes
his head into back corners of the plant that 90
per cent of the employees have never seen.These few items snatched at random trom the
daily life of the safety supervisor suggest that this
fellow has to be a combination of a mountain goat,
technician, paper maker, diplomat and trouble
shooter to keep the safety flag flying.

So the next time you read of shop safety cam-
paigns and safety programs just remember that,
like accidents, “‘they don’t just happen.” Someone
is doing a lot of hard work behind the scenes.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



Full re-equipment program
tollows plant remodelling at

THE DAILY REPORT
of ONTARIO-UPLAND

HE DAILY REPORT of Ontario-Upland, Califor-
nia, has written ‘thirty’ to a two-year $170,000
remodelling and re-equipment program.
Under the direction of Publisher Jerene Appleby

Harnish, the 30-year-old newspaper plant was mod-
ernized inside and out and outmoded mechanical
equipment was replaced.

Floors, ceilings and wall coverings from the
front door to the composing room were changed
completely. New office desks, counters, files and
chairs were installed. Heating, cooling and lighting
equipment of the newest type were added.

The original stone facing was removed from
the building facade. It was replaced by a brick
screen to frame the pattern of new windows in the
Dusiness and advertising block. Aluminum window
wall units were combined with spandrels of por-
celanized metal.

Former balconies, which had never been put to
full use, were closed in to provide additional office
“pace. South of these, on what was unused roof
area, were built personnel lounges.

One of the features of the remodelled building
is the lobby ceiling. A sheet of translucent plastic,
it provides a luminous overall source of light.

Beige quarry tile forms the floor of the news,
advertising and lobby areas. The walls of the down-
stairs offices are sheathed in sandblasted plywood.

The remodelling was completed last year. i+
was followed by a re-equipment program, only

Publisher Jerene Appleby Harnish discusses a Daily Report edition
with Advertising Director J. A. Downey, centre, and mechanical

superintendent W. Axley.

recently finished, which included the addition of
bookkeeping machines, three typesetting machines,
a page proof press, saw, storage cabinets, new press
roll arms, and a metal furnace with elevator.

The Daily Report has the largest evening cir-
culation in San Bernardino County (which, in area
size, is bigger than the nation of Denmark or theisland of Formosa). This circulation is concen-
trated in the west end of the huge county, around
the communities of Ontario, Upland, Fontana and
Chino. Fight years ago 10,000 families were sub-
scribing to The Daily Report. Today the paper
serves twice that many.

Mrs. Harnish took over as publisher in 1936,
following the death of her husband, Frank Bell
Appleby. The Applebys came to Ontario from La
Grande, Oregon, where they had published the
Fvening Observer. Their two sons, Carlton and
Andrew, are now active in the newspaper operation.
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Press foreman W. Trough and pressman 0. Riggs check
one of the Daily Report’s two tubular presses before

Starting the run.



Mrs. Rene Salama
at Vancouver teletype machine.

To serve publishers better
Powell River Sales Corporation
relays orders, messages by

FLETYPE
By A. L. Foxall

Powell River Sales Company Limited

HE necessity of having closer and faster li
between Powell River Sales Corporation:
United States and Powell. River Sales

Limited and Powell River Company Li
at Vancouver and Powell River, has re
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ISITORS from widely extended areas called inat Powell River in recent weeks. Making their
first trip to the district were Lord and Lady

Dudley Gordon, on tour from the United Kingdom.
Lord Gordon is Chairman of Hadfield’s Ltd., Mills-
paugh Ltd. and J. E. Hall Limited.

Lord Dudley's father, The Earl of Aberdeen,
was Governor-General of Canada before the turn
of the century—and his mother founded the Vic-
torian Order of Nurses in the Dominion.

Another interesting group included The Hon-
orable A. C. Kuziak, Minister of Natural Resources
for the Province of Saskatchewan, and his deputy,J. W. Churchman. This visit was also a ‘‘first’’ to
Powell River for the Saskatchewan ministers, who
evinced keen interest in the operations of our plant.
They were accompanied by Mr. John Burns and
Mr. Bert Gayle of the Vancouver office.

AMONG OUR RECENT

VISTTORS
Representatives of the pulp and paper industry

included Mr. Jonn Price, of J. H. Price & Associates
Ltd.; Dr. J. Edwards, of the same firm; two Belgian
technicians, Messrs. Hachez and Gestuin, and Mr.
George Tucker. The visitors were welcomed by Mr.
R. M. Cooper, Vice-President.

In the past month we have also been pleased
to welcome from Jacksonville, Florida, Dr. and
Mrs. T. M. Irwin and Mr. Justin H. McCarthy, of
St. Regis Paper Company.

Representing the British Columbia Legislature
was The Honorable Leslie Peterson, Minister of
Education, who was in the district for a school
opening on Texada Island.The British Columbian business world was well
represented by Mr. Ralph Baker, President of
Standard Oil Co. of B.C. Fle was accompanied by
Mr. D. P. Parry, Union Steamships, New Zealand.

We were also honored by a visit from Mr.
Fred Shannamon, President of Pensalt Company,
Tacoma, Wash., and Mrs. Shannamon.

“Left to right—Dr. Joe Edwards, J. H. Price, Mr. Gestuin, Mr. Cooper,
Mr. G. Tucker, Mr. Hachez.

Dr. and Mrs. Irwin
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Winner D. Forsyth, left, receives his prize from Vice-President
W. C. R. Jones (see story).

ANOTHER LAB VICTORY
Research physicist David D. Forsyth won the

1958 Powell River award for the best technical
paper submitted by non-supervisory personnel in
British Columbia’s pulp and paper industry.

Rolf Serenius, research chemical engineer, was
the first Powell River man to win the annual book
prize and $/5 two years ago. The Company insti-
tuted the qward in 1952.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY DONATES
RECREATIONAL AREA

The Honourable Earle C. Westwood, Minister
of Recreation and Conservation, recently announced
that Powell River Company presented an area of
recreational potential to the people of British Co-
lumbia for provincial park purposes.

The presentation of the area was made upon
behalf of the Company through Mr. J. E. Liersch,
Vice-President.

The new recreational reserve is located on
Cusheon Lake in the vicinity of Ganges, on Salt
Spring Island. The tract consists of approximately
30 acres fronting upon the lakeshore.

It is NOT slated for immediate development
but is an acquisition for the future.

In accepting the gift for the Government, Mr.
Westwood paid high tribute to the Powell River Co.
Ltd. for their generous and public-spirited action.
He stated that it displayed a fine concern for the
well-being of our people and was a most practical
gesture towards the continuing use and expansion
of our provincial park system.

CAN’T ALWAYS WIN
Powell River’s first-aid team failed to retain

the B.C. pulp and paper mills first-aid champion-
ship it won last year and in 1955.

Composed of Captain Bert Grundle, Gordon
Menzies, Ray Falconer, Ron Gahan and Dimitri
Tetarenko, and coached by Jim Cockrill, the Powell
River quintet placed third behind Port Mellon (Ca-
nadian Forest Products) and Crown-Zellerbach’‘s
Richmond plant entry.

BANDSMEN BUSY
Powell River Company's internationally famous

Pipe Band is having a busy time this spring and
summer within the confines of British Columbia.

The Band’s biggest date will
be B.C.’‘s Centennial Military
Searchlight Tattoo in Vancou-
vers Empire Stadium from June23 to July |, when Powell
River’s drum-sergeant, GeorgePryde (at left), will lead the
massed drums.

Other coming Vancouver ap-
pearances for ourBand are the Cal-
edonian Games in
July and the Paci-
fic National Exhi-
bition in August.

The Band‘s out-
of-town perform-
ances in May in-cluded New West-
minster’s May Day
celebrations and
Courtenay _ Kins-
men’s Carnival.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



STRIKE HURT ARENA, TOO
Financial fortunes of the Willingdon Arena

dipped with the rest of the district as a result of
last winter's union strike.

Despite 30,000 paid admissions (18,612 of
them for week-end ice hockey games), the publicly-
owned arena ended $2,275 in the red for 195/.

ALL SORTS OF SPORTS
Aided by sunny spring weather, local baseball

(senior and Little League variety) and softball
teams swung into regular action in recent weeks.

Golf, lacrosse, track, tennis and even roller-
skating devotees also came out of hibernation.

The May sportlight, however, was stolen by
Powell River junior and senior soccer squads on two
foreign fronts. Cranberry Lake Hotspurs won the
B.C. title for Division 7 (under 12 years) at the
Vancouver Sun‘s tournament of soccer champions
in Nanaimo. on May 3 and were judged the out-
standing team of the entire two-day competition,
in the bargain.

“Safest worker’ Joe Biasutti, second from left, surrounded by
management, union and safety representatives (see story).

Tom Chisholm, captain of champion Cranberry Lake Hotspurs, with
the Cromie Trophy (see story).

SAFE WORKER HONORED
To screen tender Joe Biasutti, who had not had

a single accident in his 44 years with the Company,
appropriately fell the honor of inaugurating the
1958 Forest Products Safety Week in Powell River
on May 12.

In advance commemoration of this event Mr.
Biasutti received a special award from President
M. J. Foley at the 25-Year: Club presentation
banquet.

“JOCK” VISITS HOME
Vice-President J. A. (Jock) Kyles got off to a

good start on his long-deferred trip to his home in
Scotland, where he intends to sample all brands of
Scottish hospitality. Flying the “Polar Route,”’ Jock
left on May 23 and was met in Scotland by Mrs.
Kyles, who had left earlier and went via New York.
After a stay in Scotland, Mr. and Mrs. Kyles will
travel through the British Isles and the Continent,
with the Brussels Fair included in their itinerary.

MAY-JUNE, 1958
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A portrait of Captain

‘ . Captain W. G. Dolmage

who steers Kingcome
Navigation Company—
a Powell Subsidiary

NATIVE son of British Columbia, a. follower
of the sea and the ways of the sea since the
age of 15, an expert on the tides and cur-

rents, the bays and inlets of British Columbia—
such, in bold outline, are the background quaolifi-
cations of Capt. W. Dolmage, Vice-President of
Powell River Company’s marine subsidiary, King-
come Navigation Company.

Captain “Bill’’ Dolmage, who joined Powell
River in 1956, is one of ritish Columbia’s best
Known tugboat executives. He has been in the
business of directing the operations of. log-towing
tugs through the inlet-gashed waters of the westcoast since 1925.

Bill built up the largest towing company on
the coast over the years. The Dolmage Towing
Company was high on the roster of famous tugboat
names on the Pacific Coast.

A self-made executive, Capt. Dolmage started
to work as a youngster of twelve running errands,
working in a butcher shop and between times filling
in as bellhop on C.P.R. boats.

From 1921-1925 he served his apprenticeship
in marine engineering, and on completion of this
training, started his tugboat career, working on
tugs along the coast. He soon went into business
for himself—and by the outbreak of war in 1939,
his company was well known in the trade.

it was only natural that, with his sea back-
ground, Bill would join the naval services of Can-
ada. He enlisted in 1940—and was immediately
loaned to the Royal Navy for special assignments.

He was officer in charge of salvage and rescue
tug operations on the east coast of. England in
1941, Iceland from 1941-1943, and in Western
Italy 1943-1945, on loan to the American Navy.

In recognition of outstanding war service he
was awarded the O.B.E., the American Bronze
Shield and was twice mentioned in despatches.

On his return from overseas, Capt. Dolmage
immediately took over his old business—and in the
next decade buiit it up to the largest tug towing
company on the coast——the only company capable
of towing from Hope and Yale on the Fraser River
and from Alaska.

.

In 1936 he sold his business and. joined Powell
River Coffipany as Vice-President of Kingcome
Navigation Company.

Today, from his office. at dockside in Van-
couver, he directs the movements of the fourteen
tugs and smaller work vessels engaged in the
transportation of logs, newsprint and pulp for
Powell River Company.

And the “‘Kingcome Fleet,’’ with Bill Dolmage
at the helm, is in safe and highly experienced
hands.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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BC. Centennial’s

spectacular military
display excells its
Edinburgh counterpart



its eight-night stand in Vancouver's Empire Stadium. Replica of historic Fort Langley supplied backdrop for 900 performers in $188,500 show.

Biggest Searchlight Tattoo
( ( OR sheer grandeur, color, and variety it even

surpassed the world famous Edinburgh
Tattoo!’’ This was a fair consensus of more

than 125,000 spectators who visited Vancouver's
Empire Stadium for the Centennial Searchlight
Tattoo, June 23 - July 2.

Undoubtedly, this tremendous spectacle —
which attracted visitors from many widely extended
areas of this continent—will be recognized as the
outstanding highlight of British Columbia’s Cen-
tennial Year.

Over 900 performers participated in the most
dramatic military pageant ever seen in Canada.
Twenty bands, including the Royal Marines from
England, the United States Marine Corps from San
Francisco, and the Royal Canadian Navy were
there. . There, too, were the kilted pipers trom
Canada’s greatest Scottish bands — the Queen's
Own Cameron Highlanders, the Argyll and Suth-
erlands, Essex and Kents, Calgary Highlanders,
JULY-AUGUST, 1958

Vancouver Seaforths and others. And last, but by
no means least, was Powell River Company's pipe
band, whose sergeant-drummer George Pryde led
the massed drummers on the field.

The magnitude of the undertaking was em-
phasizedwby the presence of Brigadier Alisdair
MacLeaéff,@vho last year organized the Edinburgh
Tattoo, and who is considered a world authority
on military parades and reviews.

The entire tattoo was run off with clock-like
precision, as Navy gunners fired salutes; as bands
marched and countermarched through an intricate
pattern of manoeuvers; as invaders from outer
space, complete with flying saucers, landed in the
stadium and fought mock battles with defending
troops. Brigadier MacLean was the only dissatis-
fied onlooker. He complained in broad Scots
dialect that, on the opening night, the two-hour
Program ran 48 seconds over time!

As the sun dipped below the rocky silhouettes



Among the 20 bands and military units
performing in the Centennial Tattoo were
the crack Royal Marines from England.
ang detachments of the Royal Canadian
Navy, shown on parade in front of Van-
couver's Court House. Representing the
U.S. armed services was the smart Marine

Band from San Francisco.

Below — Stirring Highland music and
dances proved popular features of the
two-nour spectacle. Powel! River Com-
pany's Pipe Band was the only non-

military band in the Tattoo.

of the Coast mountains across the inlet, the
Stadium was in complete darkness. The giant
searchlights probed the oval and brought into sharp
focus the special performers or marching groups.
To the men in the Tattoo, the crowd in the stadium
could be sensed but not seen.

Out on the searchlight-spattered oval were the
massed pipes of the Highlanders, over 180 in all,
swinging with kilts a-whirling, to the tunes of“Highland Laddie’” and ‘Scotland the Brave.”
tven the most hardened Sassenach in the audience
experienced tingles of the spine as Canada’s world-
famous kilted bands swung past.

Rivalling the Highlanders were the bandsmen
of the Royal Marines (Her Majesty’s ‘JJollys’’), the
U.S. Marines, and the Royal Canadian Navy, as
they marched by in quick step, turned and man-
oeuvered with flawless precision. It was one
gigantic maze of color and rhythm. The ‘VJollys’
in their red tunics; the deep blue, red-trimmed
uniforms of the U.S. Marines, and the royal blue
of the Navy lads, with their pipe-clayed belts and

gaiters, mingled in a dream of cohesive movements.
The superbly-trained contingent from the Royal

Canadian Navy was another high spot in the ten
days’ entertainment. Long weeks of precision
exercises behind the scenes were in evidence as
the Navy staged a performance that the Grenadier
Guards might have envied.

Nothing like it has ever been seen in the West.
The thousands of American visitors who flocked
in for the Tattoo had nothing but praise for what
they described as the most thrilling spectacle theyhad ever seen. Visitors from across the border
were particularly pleased when on Saturday, June
28, the State of Washington Day was recognized.
On that day Rear-Admiral Bledsoe, 13th Naval
District, Seattle, took the salute. and Warrant
Officer Al Becke of the U.S. Marines Corps Band
neaded the massed bands in review.

it was a tremendous, thrilling and inspiring
display —a fitting tribute to British Columbia‘s
Century of Progress.



Two 13-year-olds
have fun exploring
Canada’s Pacific
tlagship during her
visit to Powell

Anne and Gordie
MEET A CRUISER

EFA-GOING vessels and Powell River have been
as closely linked as anchor chains ever since
our Company’s founders decided to build

British Columbia‘’s first newsprint mill in this
locality.

Seldom a day passes but logs and mill equip-
ment are brought to us by water, and our finished
product goes out in ships and barges.

Over the years, too—through war and peace—
Powell River has built up a close relationship with
the Royal Canadian Navy ships that periodically
drop anchor in our harbor.

Anne helped Gordie load a dummy 4-inch shell.
inspected other naval.and anti-aircraft guns.

When an opportunity to explore H.M.C.S.
Ontario, flagship of Canada’s Pacific Coast fleet,
presented itself during the ship’s Centennial visit
over the Dominion Day (July 1) holiday, two 13-
year-old youngsters fairly leaped at it.

Anne Swain, daughter of a mill carpenter, and
Gordon Lang, whose father drives school buses,
were among the selected group of Canadian Girls
In Training, Girl and Boy Scouts, Sea Cadets and
others who had given assistance in local Centennial
events, and were to be guests of the visiting cruiser.

Taken in tow by their obliging guide, Leading

They also Chicken dinner-to-be for 600 sailors was shown the youngsters
by one of the 30 cooks aboard the Ontario.



Though earmarked for motnballs, the towering ship and her 6-!1nch
The guns’guns looked mighty powerful to Gordie and Anne.

loading mechanism intrigued them, too (inset photo).

Seaman Ross Sinclair, Anne and Gordie got into
every corner of the 9,000-ton ship, meeting
friendly seamen, petty officers and naval “brass”
wherever they went.

Playfully they tested the ship's guns; joyfully
they tasted the ship’s appetizing food. Freely they
went about the various messes, ratings quarters
and officers ward-rooms. They sat importantly in
the commander's chair on the bridge, surveyingtheir town from above. Finally, with slight trep-
idation, they entered the captain’s own quarters
and thanked him for the ship’s hospitality.It was all exciting fun. And probably an

For who
could forget the simple parting words of Kev.
Horatio Todd, the ship's chaplain, as he shook
hands with them, saying: ‘‘God bless you, my

experience they will always remember.

children

Meeting the Ontario's commander, Capt. J. C. Littler, C.D., in
his cabin was a real thrill for the 13-year-olds.

Having climbed all over the 550-foot-long cruiser, they were
glad to relax with these friendly seamen.



From aboard H.M.C.S. Crescent (in circle), H.R.H. Princess Margaret watched 32 ships from Canada, the United States and Great Britain in their
Centennial review at B.C.’s naval base of Esquimalt near Victoria.

Princess Margaret Reviews International Fleet
FE last two weeks of July, one central figure
captured the spotlight of British Columbia’‘s
interest and affection.
In that period, Her Royal Highness Princess

~Margaret moved about the province formally and
informally. She visited the new oil fields of the
Peace River, rode a careening mail coach. down
the streets of Williams Lake, reviewed troops in
Vancouver and Victoria, opened a new floating
bridge across Okanagan Lake, attended garden
parties, symphonies and official balls in her honor,
and was a guest at many informal parties.

Princess Margaret's appearance was the big
highlight of British Columbia’s Centennial Year,

and this trim, gracious and smiling girl won friends
and influenced people wherever she went.

Outstanding among her official appearances
was the International Naval Review at Royal Roads,
outside Victoria. The Princess, aboard H.M.C:S.
Crescent, Royal Canadian Navy fleet class de-
stroyer, passed up and down the lines of the
thirty-two ships on review. Included in the largest
naval display ever held in Canadian waters were
the British cruiser Newcastle, seventh of the name,
and four United States ships, among them the big
33,000-ton aircraft carrier U.S.S. Bennington. The
flagship of the Royal Canadian Navy’‘s Pacific
Command, H.M.C.S. Ontario, stood at the head of
the line and behind her were destroyers and frig-
ates, whose names are now bywords in Canadian
naval history—Skeena, Cayuga, Athabaskan, Mar-
garee, Fraser, Antigonish, Miramichi and many
others.

All ships cleared lower decks and, as the
Crescent passed, each in turn cheered lustily and
the Princess waved a cheery welcome. | oudest
cheers came from the U.S.S. Bennington, to whom
Fler Royal Highness directed a special wave andSMmtiie.

Review were extended by the Princess (arrow).

For Victorians, proud of their British ancestry
and background, it was literally the Event of a
Century.

The U.S. Navy's formidable representative in the Centennial review
was the carrier Bennington, shown on arrival at Esquimalt.
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From picturesque Queen Elizabeth Arboretum, above, the tall evergreens of Stanley Park beyond Vancouver's downtown resemble a whale’s back beneath
the pedestrian bridge. The 35-acre Arboretum, with its samples of every native Canadian tree, was made possible by the Pulp and Paper Industry of

British Columbia.

Vancouver's unique attractions:
STANLEY PARK

By BRUCE RAMSAY

EEP down in the hearts of men, women and
children in Vancouver, British Columbia, there
lies a love—a spell, almost—which knows no

bounds. That love, that spell, is for the city’s
wondrous Queen of Parks—known officially around
the world as Stanley Park.

Statistically, this natural gem covers a thous-
and acres of loveliness, set in a primeval forest

less than a dozen blocks from the centre of the
bustling Pacific Coast metropolis with its towering
buildings and always-in-a-hurry attitudes. ButStatistics only tell a fraction of the story, for
Stanley Park is all things to all men, and the person

Ope.
There are pleasant walks and bridle paths

whom it cannot please is the man who is beyond

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



through forest glades whose stillness is broken only
by the chattering of impudent little squirrels and
chipmunks, and the chirping of birds. Criss-
crossing the park, tnese paths lead to secluded
lakes and glens and points of historic interest.

One of the many man-made charms of the
park is its rustic Pavilion, where an _ excellent
dinner, at very reasonable prices, can be had on
the verandah overlooking the flower beds, and thebronze statue of the first United States President
to visit Wancouver and Canada.

Less than a hundred yards away, amid the tall
evergreens, is the Malkin Bowl where each summer
evening top-line attractions, such as “South Paci-
fic,” ““Annie Get Your Gun” and “Oklahoma,” are
expertly staged by the Theatre Under the Stars.

Nearby, too, is the famed animal and bird zoo,
whose star attraction last year was one of tne only
two baby penguins ever to be bred and raised incaptivity. Vying for public attention are the
bears, the seals, and the mischievous monkeys that
sometimes make the seals life pretty miserable
with their monkey business.

In the Aquarium are many strange fish which
baffle the scientists as to their identity. Many of
the fishy creatures would have no chance whatever
in a beauty contest, but the throngs who pass
through the turnstiles love them despite their
ugliness.

For the children there is a special zoo which is
all their own, and no adult, unless accompanying
a child, can set foot inside no matter how hard he
tries. Working on the premise that few city-bred
youngsters have ever seen or played with farm
animals, the Parks Board brings in calves, colts,
piglets, lambs and other country dwellers with
which the youngsters can play. Besides these,
there are timid fawns who aren’t too bashful to
nuzzle up to a little boy or girl in the hopes of
getting a carrot.

Great ocean-going ships and coastal freighters
are continually passing by, and along the water-
front, which practically surrounds the park, there
are vistas which stagger the imagination. Rows of
snow-capped mountains, the vibrant blue waters of
the sea, the spider-web-like Lions Gate Bridge;
fierce, though primitively handsome totem poles

RBORETUM
are all part of the park’s every-day panorama. And
on Saturday afternoons there are cricket matches
on the green at Brockton Point, as well as archery
practices for modern Robin Hoods. For those who
like a quick game of golf, there is an 1!8-hole
course, “pitch and put,” as tricky as it is beautiful.

And as the shadows of evening begin to fall,
and the children are taken home after an exciting
day of swimming and romping about, a new coun-

meni Maa
Secluded trails like this abound in Stanley Park’s 1,000 acres of
forest loveliness. Located only ten minutes’ drive from Vancouver's
Dusy downtown, the park has something for everyone’s pleasure.
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Vying in popularity with Stanley
Park's public zoo is the nearby
children’s zoo (see below), featur-
ing farm animals and birds tor
city-bred youngsters. The baby
penguin at right, born in Stanley
Park last year, was one of only
two in the world procreatea in

captivity.

tenance descends on the park. The brilliant lights
of the city are reflected in the waters of the inner
harbour and the Lost Lagoon, while the outline of
the trees on the far side of a sweeping bay in the
park are silhouetted against the setting sun. Then
all becomes quiet, the silence broken by the whistle
of some passing steamer or the roar of the famed
Nine O’clock Gun, a relic of the days of Wellington,
which booms forth the time for every Vancouverite
to check it at will.

Rivalling Vancouver's Queen of Parks in min-
iature is the Queen Elizabeth Park Arboretum, set
on the highest point in the city. Here can be tound

First visit to the Stanley Park children’s zoo gave 2-year-old Marianne
Stockland of Princeton a chance to play with a young calf.

an example of every tree native to Canada, as well
as hundreds of specimens from lands around the
world. The Arboretum is the result of close co-
operation between the pulp and paper industry ofBritish Columbia and the Vancouver Board of Park
Commissioners.

What was a disused quarry until less than a
decade ago, has been transformed into a lovely
sunken garden, with bridal veil-like waterfalls,
rock-lined pools and streams, and sweeping lawns
studded with flower gardens.

From the top of the Arboretum an unforget-
table panoramic view of the city can be seen
against the stirring backdrop of Vancouver's re-
nowned harbor and the lofty, wooded mountains.

Yes, Vancouver is truly a city of delightful
parks and views.

Stanley Park’s timeless rose gardens look across Lost Lagoon at
modern apartment blocks in Vancouver's West End.



an unprecedented influx of Americans
moving into Southern California in the last
decade, the City of San Bernardino — like

many another city in a booming population area—
has received its share of new citizens. Anticipating
this post-war growth, publishers of San Bernardino’s
newspapers—the Daily Sun and the Evening Tele-
gram—used long-range planning during the war
years to make it possible for these newspapers to
keep pace with the increased demands.

In January, 1949, the editorial, administrative,
advertising, circulation and mechanical depart-
ments moved into a new two-storey building at399 -D Street in San Bernardino. The structure
comprised 40,000 square feet and at the time of
occupation was adequate for the publication of the
daily newspapers and the Sunday Sun-Telegram.
But again prudent planning had included an addi-
tional 20,000 square feet for an extension of the
1949 building. With the population continuing to
soar, the board of directors approved the purchase
of a new press. Work began at once on the con-
struction of the 20,000-square-foot extension of
the main building.

Today the Daily Sun and Evening Telegram
and the Sunday Sun-Telegram are the products of

James A. Guthrie, editor and president of the Sun-TJelegram,
Starts the new six-unit press, focal point of San Bernardino Sun

Company's latest expansion.

of color. A pressroom-length conveyor brings page
castings direct from the adjoining stereotyping

two tension-millers nave been added to the
stereotypers' |Q0-ton metal pot, which is complete
with electronic safety control.

The new circulation room, which receives its
newspapers from an overhead conveyor direct from

FOOT).

San Bernadino Sun-Telegram Expands
New press and ancillary equipment installed:
Movie theatre acquired for newsprint storage.

a new |86-ton six-unit Goss Headliner press which
prints 92,000 newspapers an hour.

The new press has brought the advantage of
paper-roll changing in the basement. To change
a roll of paper on the old Goss required stopping
the press. The new press is slowed to a ‘walking
speed’ when a new roll is applied.

Four four-color jobs up to and including 80
pages are no great task for the new press, which
also is capable of 96 pages with 16 single pages

Familiar purple-banded rolls of newsprint await reel changing
time in the basement pressroom of San Bernardino’s Daily Sun,

Evening Telegram and Sunday Sun-Telegram.

the press, has been equipped with the latest facili-
ties to expedite rapid deliveries. A new feeder,
pusher and tying machine speeds the newspaper
bundles to new conveyor belts which deliver thebundi!es direct to the trucks.

Tne Fox Theatre Building, which adjoins the
60,000 square feet of new building and pressroom,
was acquired and converted into a newsprint store-
nouse, making possible the storage of some 1,200
tons of newsprint.

Quite different is today’s circulation reports
from the one filed by the pressman back on No-
vember 7/7, I915, when the daily run on the old
flatbed press read 3,600 newspapers. The Daily
Sun's circulation today is more than 44,000. The
Fvening Telegram prints more than 1|!7,000, and
the combined newspapers in the Sun-Telegram
total more than 98,000.

The City of San Bernardino continues to grow
in the world’s largest single county, San Bernardino.
The publishers of the Daily Sun, which serves all
of San Bernardino County, and the Evening Tele-gram (the city’s daily newspaper) intend to
continue expanding their news and advertising
services to cope with the increasing demands of a
growing population.
JULY-AUGUST, 1958
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Explorer Simon Fraser’s epic 600-mile trip in 1808 down the river that bears his name was vividly re-enacted by three freight canoes to the cheers of
thousands all along the route. It was only one of many historic pageants for B.C.’s Centennial Celebration.

Russian jet airliner,
Chinese dragon,
historic pageantry,
music, drama, sports
attract thousands

he sh Co tiunbia 5

Authentic mail coach run from Vancouver Island to Barkerville of
Gold Rush fame contrasted strangely with modern venicular

traffic on nighways.

ENTENNIAL events continue to dominate the
news picture in British Columbia as a suc-
cession of colorful and dramatic pageants

intrigue thousands of provincial residents.
Only recently the Pattullo Bridge at New West-

minster was closed (in a rush hour!) to permit a
public welcome to Simon Fraser’s canoes, which
had travelled the entire length of the Fraser River.
Huge bonfires blazed on the surrounding hills and
thousands of people jammed the bridge to watch
the re-enactment of a famous incident in B.C.
history (see picture). These modern argonauts are
re-enacting the original voyage of Simon Fraser,
who first charted this great arterial waterway in
1808. All along the Fraser River special dances
and stage shows in early character greeted the
arrival of ’‘Simon Fraser’’ and his companions.

Smaller cities in the province, including Van-
couver Island, received a visit from the old Cariboo
Mail Coach: symphony concerts travelled to the
fringe of the Arctic Circle to provide performances
for northern residents. The touring vaudeville show,

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



Unusual sight of Russian jet airliner alongside the Boeing 707 greeted
throngs at the Centennial Air Show. Britain's Vulcan jet bomber added

to the excitement as it landed with the aid of a parachute.

Tired, but friendly, after their long trip, the Russian crew of the TU-104
were greeted at the Vancouver Airport by the city’s Centennial chairman,

Harold Merilees.

entennia irthday arly
has peregrinated throughout the
Drovince entertaining thousands. of spectators.

Another feature which caught popular imagi-
nation was the big Air Show in Vancouver. interest
was highlighted by the presence of the Russian jet
airliner TU-104, which flew direct from Moscow
for the occasion. Competing with the Russians
for public favor was the giant Boeing 707 and the
new R.A.F. Vulcan jet bomber. Over 100,000
people jammed the airport and its approaches to
view the aerial acrobatics. The crowds were almost
equally intrigued with the appearance of a French
Spad of World War | vintage.

The Russians were naturally the object of much
public curiosity and many comparisons were made
between the TU-104 and the Boeing /07. The
speedy Vulcans, which had broken existing speed
records in the ocean flight, enthused with their
speed and flashing silhouettes. Scores of planes
from the R.C.A.F. were in attendance, and—with
the international flavor to add variety—the display
gained the largest audience appeal to date for a
single day's event.

JULY-AUGUST, 1958

Vancouver Symphony's Centennial tour took them to all parts of
the province.



Vancouver Is justly proud
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of its great General Hospital—Canada’s largest and finest. Located in heart of city, it offers king-sized parking lot and 24-hour
services of a staff of 2,000. Key to buildings—1, Nurses’ Residence; 2, Infectious Diseases Hospital; 3, Doctors’ Residence; 4, Outpatient Department:
5, Semi-private Pavilion; 6, Outpatient Department of Health Centre for Children; Health Centre for Children; 7, Women’s Pavilion: 8, New 504-bed
Acute Block under construction; 9, Private Ward Pavilion; 10, Provincial Health Building; 11, Willow Chest Centre; 12, Main Building and Addition:

13, New Medical School: 14, B.C. Cancer Institute.

ITH the increasing pace of modern life, with
the vast expansion of new and heavy indus-
trial equipment, and with accelerated medical

Knowledge, first-class hospital facilities must be
provided in all key points of the land.

The Vancouver General Hospital is such an
institution. Today it is the largest general hospital
in Canada, with over 1,800 beds and a staff of
2,000 men and women providing 24-hour service.
More than 800 doctors are on the attending and
visiting staffs and the nursing department exceeds
200 registered graduates. in the hospital’s 17
operating rooms an average of 35,000 operations
are performed annually.

Vancouver General Hospital is one of the con-
tinent’s great medical teaching centers. It conducts

a ranking educational program for professional
and technical personnel for special assignments inthe medical field. Its education program is closely
associated with the University of British Columbia.
More than /00 students are enrolled in courses
for laboratory technicians, diagnostic radiology,
post-graduate medicine, obstetrical nursing, etc.

The School of Nursing at the Vancouver
General Hospital was established in 1899 with an
enrollment of 8 students. Today it is Canada’s |
largest, one of the foremost on the continent, with
over 500 nursing students.

Diagnostic and treatment services are provided
tor low-income citizens upon referral from a doctor
or welfare agency. About 8,000 persons receive
attention through this department annually.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



Founded in 1886, the hospital has tried to match Vancouver's
growth. In 1902 it had 50 beds. Today nearly 2,000 in-patients

can be accommodated.

The Vancouver General Hospital Health Center
tor Children gives emphasis to a program to keep
the little patients occupied and content. Parent
visitations are encouraged. tlective cases are ad-
mitted to play-therapy under a play-therapist. Over
3,000 admissions and in the neighborhood of
18,000 medical consultations are recorded each
ed.y

There are five divisions of the Pathology De-
partment — surgical, post mortem, bacteriology,
biochemistry and haematology. Around 500,000
examinations are performed in a year and the
service of the department is rendered on a province-
wide basis.

An additional 504 beds will be available when this $8,000,000
Acute Block is completed.

The hospital’s latest construction program will
provide a new acute block, emergency building and
laundry. Occupancy is scheduled for the latter
half of 1958, and when completed an additional
904 beds will be qvailable. ©

Inevitably in an institution of the size and
complexity of Vancouver General, elaborate and
strict accounting procedures are essential. The
staff of 63 is responsible for the regular prepara-
tion of payrolls for 2,500 employees and students,
billing and collecting of approximately 48,000 pa-
tient accounts and more than 40,000 Hospital
Insurance and Workmen’‘s Compensation accounts.
ina year, more than 100,000 cheques, 80,000
receipts, 135,000 requisitions and 600,000 tabu-
lating cards are processed. Hospital operation is
a big business today.

Upkeep of the Vancouver General is a business
in. itself. its staff consists of trade specialists,
engineers, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, etc.,
Operation of the hospital’s power plant required
aq consumption of 12,467.72 tons of coal and
95,097 gallons of fuel oil, producing 262,568,400
pounds of steam and 1,721,950 K.W.H. of elec-
trical energy last year.

The Vancouver General Hospital goes back to
the early days of Vancouver, in 1886, when a small
9-bed center was constructed by the Canadian
Pacific Railway. In the same year the city took
over the operation of the hospital and two years
later opened up a wooden building with 35 beds.
By 1902, accommodation was available for 50
patients. ;

In the years following, Vancouver has become
Canada’s third largest city, with a metropolitan
population of 600,000. Vancouver General’s facil-
ities have expanded to meet the growing needs of
the people of British Columbia. it enjoys a world
reputation for the quality of its equipment, the high
standard of its graduates, the skill of its medical
practitioners and its advances in surgical and med-
ical research and practices.

Hospital has largest Nursing School in Canada.
provides 539 bedrooms.

Nurses’ residence
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flow does a logging camp
Fire Warden go about

Located on high ridge overlooking timbered

PREVENTING
FOREST FIRES ?

Typical Company fire lookout.
areas, Tires are readily spotted.

RY, warm summers are welcomed by most
parents and particularly children on British
Columbia‘s coast, but continued hot, rainless

spells bring the spectre of forest fires dangerously
close to our doorsteps.

What do we do in the forest to prevent fires?
And, if we are unlucky enough to have a forest
fire, how do we put it out?

Every Powell River logging camp has a Fire
Warden whose important year-round job holds the
answers to these questions. For it is his respon-
sibility to look after all the equipment, help train
the men as firefighters, and—above all—make
sure that every reasonable preventive action is
taken so that fires have little or no chance of
Starting.

The Fire Warden keeps a daily check on hisweather station. Fe measures the relative humid-
ity, which tells him how much moisture there is inthe air. He checks the fuel moisture, which tells
him how much the slash has dried out: and he
notes the wind and rain. By recording all this
information on a chart, he can judge just how
dangerous the woods are getting because of hotSummer weather.

Should these readings show that the fire hazard
in the woods has become dangerous, the logging
camp goes on early shift. This means getting up
at 3:15 a.m. and starting work at 4:30 a.m. in
order to be out of the woods by one o’clock in the
afternoon. If conditions get even worse, then
logging ceases entirely. In this event, only rain
will decrease the hazard sufficiently to resumework. oo

In the Powell River camps there is as much as
$250,000 invested in fire-fighting equipment.
Each camp has one or more fire trucks and six or
more motor-driven pumps which will produce
almost 300 pounds pressure—enough to push water
to an elevation of 500 feet. There are usual!
over 15,000 feet of rubber-lined one-and-a-half-
inch hose kept in instant readiness in the fire hall
at each camp.

By Bert Gayle,
Chief Fire Warden, Logging Division

In addition, the Fire Warden looks after hun-
dreds of shovels, mattocks, axes, pails and numer-
ous other tools, all used for fire fighting.

In the spring he takes the tools out to the
donkey engines in the woods and puts them into a
red painted tool box, which is then sealed. The sea]
is not to be broken unless the tools are required
for fire fighting. He also checks the fire extin-
guishers on the machines and ensures that all the
exhaust pipes have proper spark arrestors.

All summer the Fire Warden keeps going from
machine to machine, talking to the men and en-
Suring that they are fire-conscious. In the fall and
winter he spends most of his time reconditioning
the hand tools, overhauling the pumps, making
protection signs, and generally getting things in
shape for the next fire season.

Fire preorganization is an important phase of
the Fire Warden’s work. He must draw up a plan
which details specific duties for every individual
working in the woods. As soon as a fire is spotted,
the donkey engineer blows the fire whistle, the
truck driver radios for more help, the head loader
takes charge of laying out the hose from the pump
to the fire, and the donkey engineer then becomes
the pumpman. The hooktender, of course, becomes
the fire foreman who directs the attack and sees
that men are working in the proper places and inthe most efficient manner.

This preorganization is tested from time to
time by using smoke bombs. The Fire Warden will
light up a smoke bomb seven or eight hundred feet
away and then see how long it takes to detect the
smoke, organize the crew, lay the hose, start the
pump and get water on the smoke bomb. The crew
at our Port Hardy logging camp has done it in less
than three minutes!

Fortunately, not every year is a bad fire season.
indeed, it is found that dry years are cyclic—
occurring once in every five to seven years. The
last bad season was 1951, and almost every year
since has been comparatively wet. 1958 so far
has been the worst on record.

in any case, all the camps are geared up to
fight fires quickly and effectively. In this way,
losses and damage due to fires should be held to
a minimum.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



HE beginning of modern papermaking on the
North American continent dates to 1820, when
the Fourdrinier machine was introduced into

tne United States.
in real development, the newsprint machine

nas been a product of the 20th century. in the
previous century many of the basic changes on
which the expansion of the industry were to be
buiit were invented or initiated. By the beginning
of this century, the endless belt had been intro-
duced. Machine speeds were slowly increasing
and, by 1912, when Powell River Company installed
its first machines, speeds of 660 feet per minute
had been achieved.

With increased speeds came the introduction
of the suction couch and additional dryers. By
1940 paper machines were running at speeds up
to 1,600 feet per minute, with as many as 48
huge J-foot-diameter dryers.

In the past fifteen years, engineering ingenuity
and productive essentials have introduced further New head box on number 8 machine.

Nothing stands still in modern industry. That’s why

Paper Machines Undergo Changes
major changes. The vacuum couch pickup, now
installed on all high-speed machines, was first
successfully installed in Canada on Powell River's
No. 8 machine. Without this installation, speeds
in excess of 2,000 feet per minute were almost
impossible. Its introduction was one of the most
important additions to the paper machine in the
past fifty years.

Changes in head box design have come with
increased machine speeds. Until recently, it
seemed likely that head boxes would have to be

Powell Rivers No. 8 was the first paper machine in Canada to
be equipped with a vacuum couch transfer for eliminating sheet

breakages at the couch roll.

Dullt higher and higher to gain sufficient water
Oressure.

But the modern design cast aside the water
pressure conception and introduced the air pressure
head box, enabling adjustments to be made by air
pressure instead of water, and actually reduced the
head box in size.

Yet so fast are design ideas changing that in
twenty years from now young papermakers will, no
doubt, gaze in utter astonishment at pictures of
those antiquated monsters that the old-timers of
the “30's had to put up with!

The changing designs and the increased speeds
within comparatively short periods have inevitably
resulted in temporary dislocations. And—-yjust as
inevitably—dquality has suffered at times during
the breaking-in periods. But these changes—the
vacuum couch transfer, the pressure head boxes,
the various screens for improving the furnish, and
other alterations—all make for smoother operation
and a more uniform and improved quality.

So there you have the modern newsprint
machine —a gargantuan mass of complicated
machinery, costing many millions of dollars, occu-
pying a width of some _ twenty-five feet, and
stretching for over 350 feet in length. it can
operate at speeds of 2,000 feet a minute or more
and produce 250 tons of paper daily. Yet only 70
years ago an output of 10 tons per day and speeds
of 100 feet per minute were in the “giant” class
of paper machines.

Thus does the pulp and paper industry march
olan
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Labor Minister Lyle Wicks (in double-breasted suit} is surrounded by B.C.M. supervisors and union representatives proudly displaying safety awards
recently won by this Powell River sawmilling subsidiary. Behind Mr. Wicks (without hard hat) is B.C.M.’s general manager, Stan Latoman.

Prized awards won by our subsidiary
RITISH Columbia Centennial safety certificates
are among the severa! safety awards which
have been gained by Powell River's sawmilling

subsidiary, B.C. Manufacturing Company.
Labour Minister Lyle Wicks presented the

special Centennial safety awards to B.C.M. em-
ployees and the |.W.A. local for passing the 138,/ 12
man-days target without a lost-time accident.

Gold certificates of the B.C. Satety Council

went to B.C.M.’s sawmill day shift and planer mill,
whose crews had worked safely for more than eight
consecutive years.

Winning safety awards is no novelty for B.C.M.,
which earned the highest possible safety honors
for sawmills in Canada and the United States in
1955-56 by working 1,000,000 man-hours without
q compensable accident.

Robert Bonaparte Joins Powell River Company
OWELL River Sales Company Limited announces
the appointment of R. L. (Bob) Bonaparte as
Marketing Manager. His responsibilities will

include all phases of marketing of newsprint and
other forest products.

Bob brings to his new position a wide and
varied background in the marketing field. He was
formerly with the management consultant firm of
McKinsey & Company, Inc., San Francisco, as
marketing and organization planning consultant.
His activities with McKinsey took him to all parts
of the continent and were mainly concentrated tn
the paper, lumber, plywood and packaging indus-
tries. Mr. Bonaparte also is well qualified in the
sales field, having served for many years as New
York Sales Manager of the United States Plywood
Corporation.

Bob attended Columbia College in New York
City, from which he graduated in 1947. He was

Chairman of the student body and class saluta-
torian: he represented the student
group at European conferencesthat summer. He also had an
outstanding service record, serv-
ing with the United States Navy
Air Corps and tne United States
Air Force, being awarded the AirMedal with three oak leaf clus-
ters tor his achievements as a
navigator.

Born in Connecticut 34 years
ago, Bob is happily married to the
former jtaonet Power of Balboo

Island, Calif. He and Mrs. Bonaparte are the
proud parents of two daughters and a son.

tie has started his Powell River Sales Company
Limited career with a review of the Company's
newsprint markets and its marketing policies and
practices.

R. L. Bonaparte

POWELL KIVER DIGESTER



Our many
recen?r
WISHTOKS occ

From the U.S. West Coast we welcomed J. Lilienthal and Mr. and Mrs. J. Mailliard, of San Francisco; Mr. and
Mrs. R. Bradford, of Vallejo; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Payne, of Vallejo Times Herald; Mr. and Mrs. R. W.

Meinburg, of Hillbro, and J. Merrifield, of Blake, Moffitt & Towne, San Francisco.

STEADY influx of old friends and new from
far and near has been sharing with us one of
the balmiest summers in Powell River.
Representatives of publishing and printing

houses on this and other continents, and other
guests included: R. W. Chandler, publisher of the
Bend (Ore.) Bulletin; Glen Hyatt, Evergreen Press;
A. W. Moscarella, publisher, Vancouver Province,
whose party included Mr. W. Manson, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Fraine, Mr. A. Gilbert and Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Jackson; Charles Bradshaw, Phoenix (Ariz.)
Newspapers; Wally Lewis, of Rocky Mountain
News, Denver; Col. J. L. Dampier, publisher trom
London, Ont., and a director of the American
Newspaper Publishers’ Association; Fred Gundlach,
Oakland Tribune: Arthur Marquardt, Lodi News
Sentinel: N. McCann, Los Angeles Dispatch; G.
Wood, Gdrden Grove (Cal.) News; Bill Taylor,
B.M. & T., Seattle; Bert Abrahams, Bellflower
Herald and C.N.P.A. president; Fred McPherson,
Santa Cruz Sentinel: John Edinger, publisher, and
Joe Van der Hoeft, business manager, of the Cen-

Among other visitors, in addition to those pic-
tured on this page, we were glad to welcome
Leonard Job, Chris Myburgh and L. Wayburne, all
of the South African Pulp and Paper Company;
Arthur Pollock, chairman Los Angeles Newspaper
Publishers’ Association; Thomas Wilson, bursar of
University College, Oxford, England; Jan Berg-
strom, Swedish Forest Products Research Labora-
tories, Stockholm; Jaakko Poyry, of Helsinki, Fin-
land: Mayor Don McKay, of Calgary; and several
senior officers of H.M.C.S. Ontario and H.M.C:S.
Athabaskan.

=

Hae eng aa eae nen wth Dy RF. Patteron (centro ma
=

0. QO anada, smo con a tether aie (centre), were

Miss M. Cullen (left), of Montreal, was guest of Miss K. Foley.
Between them: in photo, PL Te sinclair, president of Crown-Seay i Aictalia, oad fix feeeS.
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The kids came in all small sizes and so did their catches as the
Moose Lodge held its successful chitdrens Fishing Derby at

Westview Whart

FISH DERBY WINNERS
Three separate fishing derbies, featured by hot

sunny weather, gave local anglers of all ages and
both sexes something to talk about with elastic
hand gestures in June and July.

Restaurateur Al Mantoani won tne top prize
(camping outfit) in the Elks derby that attracted
some 100 boats to Powell Lake’s favorite fishing
spots. Al’s trout weighed 5 pounds.

Some 200 youngsters under 13 years competed
for a host of Moose-given prizes at Westview whart
(see picture), with just about every kid getting a
prize for participation. Nearly 350 fish were
‘weighed’ in, Raymond Richard getting the largest
at | pound, || ounces.

For contrast, IT. McLay hooked an 1/8 pound,
10 ounce salmon to win the Rod and Gun Club's
July derby for the district's fishing “masters, and
take home a valuable fishing rod as his added
reward.

NEW POST OFFICE OPENS
Westview’s new $60,000 federal building—

modern home for its postal and fisheries services—
was officially opened June 6.

Named the MacGregor Building in honor of the
late Lieut.-Col. John MacGregor, V.C., Powell

River's most decorated soldier, this third home for
Westview’s post office in 20 years is located at the
corner of 4th Street and Michigan Avenue.

A month later work began in earnest across
the street on the construction of a new telephone
building for Westview. Automatic equipment and
a plant office will be accommodated in this
structure.

Centennial beard-growing contest winners were visiting seaman
J. W. Lundie, Sandy Sanderson and Stan Slasoronko. Sanderson's
“pest beard’ award includes trip to Vancouver for the all-B.C.

beard championsnip.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



MORE “INTER-PORT’ SPORT
Powell River's rep teams have been doing nobly

to. date in summer engagements with out-of-town
soccer and baseball emissaries, but have taken a
back seat to Vancouver lacrosse squads.

Our soccer selects edged the all-German eleven
from Port Alberni by the odd goal in three at
Timberlane Park on June 22 in the opening of the
periodic inter-port matches with Greater Vancouver

clubs, then sank the H.M.C.S. Ontario.by a /-2
score in a Dominion Day exhibition.

Vancouver Wallace’s suffered a similar fate on
July 12 and 13, dropping 5-2 and. 4-2 decisions to
tne local soccerites.

On the hardball diamond, Powell River Rod-
mays turned back Vancouver Firefighters | 1-4 and
8-7 in mid-June: did the same double-header trick
to Vancouver's Boilermakers by close 5-4 and 3-2
scores in late June, and duplicated their feat by
shading Vancouver Longshoremen 7-6 and 5-4 in
early July.Not a fortunate were Powell River’s lacrosse
warriors as they took a 15-8 drubbing from the
powerful New Westminster Junior Salmonbellies on
July 12 at the Willingdon Arena.

In the local All-Stars’ only other appearance
this season they were nosed out 10-9 by the Van-
couver Lobbons.

Well, that’s the way the ball bounces!

Dedication of Legion colors, performed by Padre W. R. Stringer,
was attended by largest-ever gathering of Legionnaires in Westview.

UNUSUAL DELIVERY
By way of letting the Sechelt Peninsula and

Vancouver inhabitants know about Powell! River’s
active participation in the B.C. Centenary observa-
tions, two rolls of newsprint were delivered by truck
to Pacific Press (which prints the Vancouver Sun
and Province) by four members of the local Cen-
tennial Committee. They were Harold Macro,
George Terris, Gordon German and Tal Haan, who
were later introduced to the huge crowd at Van-
couver's Air Show by Alderman Frank Baker.

BIGGEST SHOW IN YEARS
An estimated two-thirds of Powell River dis-

trict's entire population saw the largest assembly
of holiday floats and marchers in two decades
when the Dominion Day parade was headed by theNaval band and hundreds of seamen from H.M.C:S.

Ontario as part of their Centennial appearancesere.
Willingdon Beach was crowded following the

street parade as tne Lions Club entertained with
novelty races, games, logging sports and aquatic

The same afternoon some 3,000 persons in-
spected the visiting cruiser and her escort, the
destroyer Athabaskan, at their moorings on the
Company wharf.

A soccer game and a dance in Dwight Hall,
featuring tne Centennial beard-growing contest
(see picture), rounded out the biggest Dominion
Day celebration in Powell River’s history.
JULY-AUGUST, 1958

Best Dominion Day parade of floats in twenty years had something
for every onlooker, including this spoof from Wildwood Heights.

He-man contests like log rolling delighted Dominion Day celebrants
at Willingdon Beach. Coincidentally, Powell River All-Stars sank
the visiting Navy soccer team, split a softball doubleheader in

Centennial sports splurge.



Portrait of
Alex Van Allen General Paper Mills

Superintendent at Powell

HE continued expansion of Company pulp and
paper operations on the Powell River properties
has developed an unusual system of plant ad-

ministration. With a capacity of 1,500 tons of
newsprint daily—and with all shipments waterborn
over the Company docks — supervision of these
extensive operations is under control of three Gen-
eral Superintendents, instead of a single General
Superintendent, as was the practice several years
Ogo.

Today there are approximately |!,800 men
working on an hourly basis in the mill. These are
exclusive of office and salaried personnel number-
ing around two hundred and fifty. The mill staffs
are divided into three clear-cut divisions — Pulp
Mills, Services, and Paper Mills.

General Superintendent of Paper Mills is Alex
Van Allen, whose jurisdiction includes the nine
paper machines, Beater Room, Finishing Room,
Warehouse and Harbor and Shipping.

(seneral Superintendent Alex Van Allen grad-

uated in Engineering from the University of British
Columbia in 1940 and joined Powell River Com-
pany soon afterwards.

Starting as a junior employee in the laboratory,
ne was successively promoted to Technical Assist-
ant and Assistant Sulphite Superintendent, and
later appointed as the Company’s first Industrial
Engineer. On the retirement of Mr. Fred Riley four
years ago, Alex was appointed to his present highly
responsible post.

Born in Gadsby, Alberta, he is a member of the
Professional Engineers’ Association and of the
Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper
industry. Hie is also management's direct repre-
sentative on the Powell River Hospital Board.

Alex has grown up with his job and with
his wide background of technical and operating
experience is highly qualified for the varied respon-
sibilities that are his as General Superintendent of
Paper Mills.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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With his back to the 13,260-foot peak, Chris Schiel photographed hi
10,000-foot level. In the background are peaks of the Marcus Smith Range.

s companions drying out the sleeping bags by their two pup tents at the
Below to the left, part of Tiedemann Glacier.

conquer B.C.s highest mountain
M, ‘the countryside in a comfortable car or ride

OST people today would rather drive around
sheltered waters in a sleek motor-boat than

expend energy climbing a mountain. But we all
become arm-chair alpinists when a truly daring
mountain climbing feat is performed by others—
especially if some of them happen to be our neigh-
bors or Dusiness associates.

That was precisely why Powell River residents
took special interest in the first conquest by a
Canadian party of Mt. Waddington, a 13,260-foot
ice-encrusted peak 100 miles north of Powell
River. One of the five daring young men who
braved the rugged glaciers, yawning crevasses,
sheer rock face, and a mid-August snow storm to
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1958

make Canadian climbing history, was Christian
(Chris) Schiel, of Powell River Company's Engi-
neering Department.

A sinewy six-footer at 26, Chris was introduced
to the joys of mountain hiking at an early age by
his family, who owned one of Rumania’s largestpaper mills at Busteni, sixty miles north of
Bucharest.

Schiel’s early experience in the Bavarian-
Austrian Alps provided ideal training for his as-
sault on Mt. Waddington, the highest mountain
in British Columbia.

Last February Chris and four other experienced
mountaineers, brothers Ulf and Adolf Bitterlich of
Alberni, John Owen of Vancouver and Swiss-born



By rappelling into the yawning crevasse, the mountaineers were able to
reacn a snow Dank on the opposite side and so cross what had previously

seemed an impassable obstacle.

Eg See ie GREE

top of Mt. Waddington’s main
peak Adolf Bitterlich probes snow
for evidence of previous climbers.

Bravo Glacier on Mt. Waddington’s approaches provided several challenges,
among them bergschrunds like this one.

Arno Meier of Campbell River, began planning the
all-out assault on Mt. Waddington.

In June Chris flew over Mt. Waddington for a
look at its approaches. And every available eve-
ning and weekend he spent climbing mountains
around Powell Lake with a rock-weighted pack in
preparation for the rigorous Mt. Waddington ad-
venture.

On August 7, the party flew to Ghost Lake, at
the 3,000-foot level, and made two six-mile back-
packing trips over a nameless glacier to their base
camp at the 5,000-foot level.

Dodging glacial crevasses, navigating temper-
amental rock ridges, the party made their high
camp at the 10,000-foot level near what appeared
to be an impassable crevasse.

Snow fell for two days and nights as the quintet
huddled in two pup tents. When it turned to rain,
they dug into the snow for better shelter. Then the
SUN came out.

By “‘‘rappelling’’ down the seemingly unassail-
able crevasse and crossing a snow bridge, the party
was able to cache its supplies only |,000 feet below
the formidable peak of Mt. Waddington before
returning to camp.

Early August 15, all five climbed over the same
route, despite low clouds and strong winds. It took
them from 7 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. to make the final
assault on the menacing rock face with its iced
“chimney.” Using pitons and ignoring the falling
ice ‘‘feathers”’ they finally reached the main peak.

What did they do on top of the mountain that
only three other groups—all from the United States
—had been able to conquer?

‘For about three-quarters of an hour we rested,
ate sardines, nuts, crackers and chocolates, and
took pictures wnen there was a break in the clouds
below,’ says Chris.

They also dug unsuccessfully for signs of the
previous climbers, and left their own names in a tin.

Sharp rocks made the “rappelling’’ descent
slow and difficult. Darkness fell to add to the
hazards.

Just past midnight, when the party was travel-
PQWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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Menacing mountains and glaciers surrounded the climbers on the final
assault of B.C.’s highest peak.

ling on a single rope, one of them slipped and all
slid and skidded 300 feet at tremendous speeddown a snow face. “The slope felt like sand-
paper,’ Chris recalls, ““and we were lucky to escape
with only a few skin burns and bruises.”

With the aid of a flashlight, which Chris had
miraculously retained in his bare hand during the
fall, the tired climbers reached their camp at
1-30 a.m.

A remaining hurdle on their 14-hour descent
was the crossing of the fast-flowing ice-cold creek
which feeds off Tellot glacier. Chris applied some
of his engineering know-how and elbow-grease to
fall half-q-dozen trees and use a mid-stream rock
for its successful crossing.

But still another vital problem had to be solved.
How to get back to civilization?

The climbers knew that a B.C. Power Commis-
“sion survey party was working in the area, Dut
exactly where they had no clue. That is, not until
they saw a plane land at the far end of a lake.
Excitedly they yelled and waved, but apparently
were unnoticed for the aircraft rose and disap-
peared.

Later a helicopter appeared on the scene, and
again they yelled in. concert. The whirly-bird
started to rise, but a man who had been left behind

-heard the shouts and signalled the ‘copter to return.

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1958

The ‘copter’s pilot brought food for them the
next day and radio-phoned for a float plane to takethem back.

Coincident with British Columbia’s Centennial
Year, their exploit also came exactly 100 years
after the arrival in the Province of Alfred Wadding-
ton, in whose honor the mountain is named.

Like thousands of California adventurers at
that time, Waddington—an English immigrant—
was attracted to B.C. by its fabled gold rush. rie
eventually became a merchant of Victoria, B.C.’s
capital city, and its first author. A _ practical
visionary, he was one of the leading advocates of
Canada’s transcontinental railway.

The tri-peaked Mt. Waddington is also known
as “‘Mystery Mount.” This name of respect was
bestowed upon it by the bate Don Munday, one of
Canada’s finest mountaineers, and his wife
Phyllis, one of the first two women to reach the
top of Mount Robson, the 13,700 ft. monarch of
the Canadian Rockies. In several daring attempts
the Mundays scaled Mt. Waddington’s ‘northwest
peak twice, but failed to conquer the main peak
only 60 feet higher.

First two men to solve the mystery of the main
peak’'s difficult ascent back in 1936 were famed
Fritz Wiessner and Will ‘House. German-born
Wiessner, a top U.S. authority on mountaineering,
who has climbed some of the world’s highest peaks,
considers Mt. Waddington the toughest mountain
of its size anywhere.

The only other two U.S. parties to scale Mystery
Mount were the amazing teen-age Beckey brothers
(Fred and Helmy) of Seattle in 1942, and six of
the eight members of the Sierra Mountaineering
Club of California led by Oscar A. Cook in 1950.

Such was the mountain that the five B.C. young
men conquered during the Province’s Centenary
celebration.

Two weeks after Chris Schiel returned to his
engineering job at Powell River, he was puttinghis climbing skill to a more practical, if less
spectacular, use. Along with another Company
employee, he was off on a snow survey of the
mountains surrounding Powell Lake, the vital
reservoir that supplies the Powell River mill with
all its water and nearly half of its hydro power.
That to Chris is living.

Chris Schiel engineered this ingenious bridge across icy Tellot Creek to
speed the party's descent.



Canadas communications get boost
from its inauguration of the

Worlds longest
Microwave net.
ANADIANS celebrated their Dominion Day on July 1
with the inauguration of the world’s longest single micro-
wave system.

Stretching from Sydney, Nova Scotia, to Victoria, B.C..
the trans-Canada microwave network officially opened with a
special program—— “Memo to Champlain’’—flashed from coast
to coast ina twinkling of an eye to reach thousands of Canadians
in their homes and mark a dramatic step forward in the
development of the nation’s communications system.

Engineered and constructed by the Trans-Canada Telephone
Ssystem—an association of Canada’s major telephone systems—
the microwave network comprises 139 relay stations across the
nation, carrying botn telephone conversations and television
programs 3,900 miles from Atlantic to Pacific coasts.

Decision to build a cross-country microwave network to
handle the ever-increasing number of long-distance calls had
already been made when the C.B.C. called for tenders to provide
network IV facilities linking Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.
In May, 1953, this link went into service carrying telephone
conversations as well as television programs. Contracts soon
followed to develop the relay system from sea to sea, and early
in 1955 the Trans-Canada Telephone System began theimmense task.

By June of this year, the B.C. portion was completed, making
tne final step toward the Pacific in readiness for the July 1
opening. British Columbia Telephone Company, as a member
of tne Trans-Canada Telephone System, undertook the task
oft constructing the Calgary-Vancouver-Victoria section of the
chain—by far the most difficult, with the province’s rugged

terrain presenting some of the most severe weather
conditions this country can offer.

There are 13 relay stations in B.C., the majority
being situated on mountain peaks, and the highest
of which is at Morrissey Ridge, near Fernie, stand-
ing 6,/00 feet above sea level.

To construct the radio relay tower on
Dog Mountain, near Hope, men and equip-
ment had to be flown in by helicopter to
first test the site. Once its suitability was

Set in typically rugged mountainous
B.C. terrain its this m'crowave tower
above Hedley, one of 139 relay sta-

tions across Canada.



established, an aerial tramway was built to carry
men and materials up the mountain slopes—
driving a road through to the summit and the
problem of snow clearance in winter presented
almost unsurmountable difficulties. The tramway
itself is one of the longest on the North American
continent, rising from 400 feet above sea level to
over 4900 feet. Construction men _ worked
throughout last winter, often in bitter cold, fog and
snow, to meet a tight schedule, and later finish the
task of erecting the relay terminal itself.

Plenty of other problems were encountered on
B.C.’s mountain peaks. At Hedley, the summit
measured only 65 by 75 feet, with precipitous drops
on either side. Tons of rock had to be blasted
away to make a suitable platform for the relay
Tower.

Access roads presented another problem. At
one site, one such road followed a switchback
course which had to be bulldozed up the slopes
over a distance of 12 miles.

In the 139 microwave towers, spaced an aver-
age of 30 miles apart in line of sight across the
nation, are some 20,000 vacuum tubes, in addition
to thousands of dollars worth of other complex
electronic equipment. On each tower are huge
horn-shaped antennas weighing up to 1,700 pounds
and speeding the microwave signals on their way
across prairie and mountain. These microwaves
are focused into a beam and aimed directly at the
receiving antenna on the next tower. Here they
are boosted to relay equipment in the terminal
building and again sent on their way. Travelling
at the speed of light—186,000 miles per second—
means that a telephone conversation carried by
microwave transmissions would leave Victoria, B.C.,
and arrive at Sydney, Nova Scotia, a mere |/30th
of a second later.

Aside from the network’s capacity to link the
nation more closely together through the medium
of television, there is the great advantage in car-

Horn-shaped antenna, weighing as much as a full roll of newsprint, beams
microwave signals to the next tower with the speed of light. Towers, like
this one on Dog Mountain, are set 30 miles apart in line of sight, and

contain valuable, complex equipment.

One of the longest aerial trams on the continent was needed to carry men
and materials to build the relay station on Dog Mountain. That's the

great Fraser River below. +

rying additional telephone circuits as the need torthem arises. These hundreds of additional voice
channels will make possible the continuing expan-
sion of the nation’s direct long-distance dialing
program that will, within a few years, enable tele-
phone users to dial direct to telephones anywhere
in Canada or the United States—more quickly than
calls can be completed today.

The trans-Canada microwave system has an
ultimate capacity of 12 one-way channels, with
one channel carrying up to 600 telephone conver-
sations or one television program. At present, the
basic complement is three channels in each direc-
tion, with one of these being used as a stand-by
in case of breakdown or emergency.

A complex alarm system is also built into the
network which automatically records and corrects
any troubles which occur on the network without
any delay in service. In addition, alarm centres
are set up across the country to rectify faults by
remote control. At the alarm centre in Vancouver,
scores of faults can be recorded on a main control
panel, and some of these are corrected by merely
pressing a series of buttons.

Such features ensure a high degree of reli-
ability despite the complexity and sensitivity of
the whole operation.

Over $50,000,000 has been spent on this proj-
ect, and perhaps the value of the new system has
best been summed up in the words of one telephone
executive who said: ’“The microwave network con-
stitutes one of the most significant advances in
the history of Canadian communications; it will
gugment tremendously Canada’s communication
resources so necessary for the continuing growth
and expansion of a country with such vast dimen-
SIONS.
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From daring wartime missions
to post-war industrial jobs
was a natural leap for

inspection time is reduced as frogman calipers anchor chain links with a
go-gauge while rising slowly to the surface. Eight such chains hold each
of the nine hulks forming Powell River's breakwater of ships. Note

divers spear gun, used to kill distracting fish.

ANY of the inventions initiated by accelerated
research during the last war are now being
used as normal and valuable instruments of

industrial progress.
One of such timely innovations was the devel-

opment of under-water operations by “‘frogmen’’—streamlined versions of the old iron-clad diver.
Today frogmen are extensively used by industry

in many capacities. For the past several years
Powell River Company, in its logging and news-
print operations, has utilized the agile, quick-
moving frogmen in many essential under-water
jobs.

Our logging camps have used them in the
salvage of sunken logs and boom chains and to
inspect pilings on numerous wharves.

increasing use of professional frogmen has
been made at Powell River in the past decade—
under-water inspection of tugs, checking dam gates
and water intakes and inspecting pilings under the
docks. They have largely displaced, in shallow-
water operations, the slower-moving and less adept
deep-sea divers of pre-war days.

One of the most recent jobs assigned by Powell
River Company, to the Island Divers Ltd. of Na-
naimo, B.C., was the repair of anchor chains which

Working in depths varying from 30 to 125 feet,
the rubber-clad “‘skin’’ divers cut corroded chains
with oxy-electric torches, and attached the dam-

aged links to a crane’s cable which hoisted them
onto a scow. There, Company millwrights aided
the divers in replacing the outworn links with new;
then the repaired section was lowered to its original
position and shackled in place by the divers.

Previously, maintenance of the heavy (50
pounds a foot) chains was carried out by means of
aq dredge, which necessitated raising the whole
chain and anchor to the surface for inspection at
the risk of breaking the chain and possibly losing
the 15D-ton anchor.

The divers obviated this by checking each link
with a go-gauge as they came up slowly from the
bottom to avoid the bends. Thus, what took hours
before, took only minutes—with resultant savings
in cost.

This is another example of how modern industry
utilizes scientific progress to maintain maximum
efficiency and economy of operations.

Thus, frogmen are normal features of the
industrial life around Powell River. Regular in-
spection of log and newsprint-hauling tugs brings
them to the area at frequent intervals and their
services are sought for the numerous underwater
jobs that play an essential part in the daily activ-
ities of a busy seaport.

nod the hulks forming the breakwater at PowellIver.

With diver Laurie McCracken, an Air Force veteran, calling the signals,
the damaged section of chain is raised by the crane operator. Previously
dredges hauled up entire chain and anchor at greater cost and danger.

%
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TO RITISH Columbia’s Centennial Year is. still
continuing in high gear. Special events have
piled one on top of another and yet the big

parade carries on with scarcely a pause. The great
Searchlight Tattoo is in the past. Princess Mar-
garet has come and gone; but these echoes had
scarcely died away when the great $50,000 Cen-
tennial Golf Tournament attracted thousands of
spectators to picturesque Point Grey Golf Course
in Vancouver.

Many of the world’s most famous golfers were
present, lured by the rich prize awards. Some of
the well-known Gold Trailers included Ken Ven-
tura, Stan Leonard, Ed Oliver, Arnold Palmer, Mike
Souchak, Bill Casper, Gene Littler, Chuck Congdon,
Jay Hebert, two of Japan's leading pros, Koichi
Ono and Haruyoshi Kobari, and a comparatively
unknown, Jim Ferree.

The first round was a normal, high-class tour-
nament with four leaders shooting creditable 63's.
Mike Souchak and the outsider Jim Ferree coasted
alon in second place with their 69's.

tically broke the back of every golfer in sight. At
the end of round two, Jim Ferree of Winston-
Salem, North Carolina, dropped into the clubhouse
with a record of eleven strokes under par. it was
the greatest display ever seen in Vancouver. Ferree

And then came the shattering round that prac-

had 13 one-putt greens, including an eagle three
on the 18th; and his card showed a phenomenal 61].

It was the writing on the wall, but even with
his almost incredible round, the record was nearly
erased by Bill Casper. Ferree shot rounds of 69,
61, 69 and 71 for a grand total of 2/0 to win over
Casper by one stroke.

Ferree’s win was a tremendously popular one.
He collected $6,400 for first money, with Bill
Casper taking home $3,600 for second place.

The tournament went a long way to putting
Vancouver on the map as a major golf centre.
Visiting pros were enthusiastic over the city's hos-
pitality, the quality of the course, and the size of
the crowds.

A total of 40,000 fans turned out for the
tournament, with nearly 12,000 witnessing the
exciting final day’s play. The tournament budgetwas $83,000, with $50,000 allotted for prize
money. With Vancouver's Stan Leonard, inter-
nationally known pro, as a basic attraction, local
fans are looking forward to an annual $25,000
tournament, in which the continent’s, perhaps the
world’s, greatest golfers will compete.

lf the Centennial Tournament is any criterion,
Vancouver will soon be a regular stop on the Golf
(sold Trail.

1 made it, exults Ferree. Ferree finishes with 6L.



Gordon Sloan, Forestry Advisor to the 8.C. Government, shakes hands
with Glypty while host Lloyd Rogers looks on proudly.

eontology, University of California, was commis-
sioned by the University in 1948 to travel to China
and report on the tree and its identification. Dr.
Chaney confirmed the fact that Glypty was still
in the land of the living. He brought back with
him some of the seed which he has distributed witn
a generous hand and some of which fell to the lot
of the Provincial Forest Service—and so from the
parentage of a few lone surviving trees in central
China, Glypty comes back to B.C. after an absence
of 202, 30?, or 40 million years. Two hundred
seeds, or rather seedlings, that came to the Forest
Service were to be distributed to test survival in
various focations. Most of them are already dead,
but a few have survived and prospered. Notable
amongst these latter is Lloyd's specimen near
Chilliwack.”

That’s why Glypty is not just an ordinary shrub,
and why distinguished visitors like The Hon. Gor-
don Sloan visit Lloyd Rogers’ home to inspect his
tree.

For Mr. Sloan anything in the way of trees is
of particular interest. As recently appointed Ad-
visor to the British Columbia Government on
forestry, he is a main arbiter on the many and
complex problems facing the forest industry in this
province. His gravitation from Chief Justice of
British Columbia to the forest industry has been a
natural and almost inevitable evolution.

Twelve years ago Chief Justice Sloan, consid-
ered as the province’s outstanding jurist, was
selected by the Government to study and make
recommendations for a continuing forest policy in

Glypty in distinguished company
(5 “in very distinguished company. For Glypty

LYPTY is back with us again—and this time

——variously known as ““Dawn Red Wood” or
Metasequoia Glyptostroboides—is a very special
specimen of tree; and the Hon. Gordon McGregor
Sloan, photographed with Glypty and Lloyd Rogers
of our Forestry and Logging Division, ts a very
special and outstanding citizen of British Columbia.

We first told about Glypty in a special Digester
article in February, 1954, written by Dr. C. D.
Orchard, then Chief Forester for British Columbia.
At that time, Dr. Orchard wrote:

“Forty million years ago, or thereabouts,
Glypty was a common tree in the forests of what
is now British Columbia, and | have taken fossils
of its twigs of about that age from a sandstone
formation in a cut on the highway along Francois
Lake. Then in 1944 a forester employed by the
Ministry of Agriculture of the Chinese National
Government, T. Wang, came upon a tree which he
couldn’t identify in the province of Szechuan in
central China. The find, none other than Glypty,
caused something of a _ sensation in scientific
circles. Dr. Ralph W. Chaney, Professor of Pal-

B.C. The result was the famous first Sloan Report
which for ten years was the guide book to forest
policies in British Columbia. Two years ago the
Chief Justice was again asked to review and make
further recommendations to serve as a basic policy
for the management of B.C.’s forest resources.

For nearly two years Mr. Sloan held hearings
throughout the province, received hundreds of
written briefs from companies and individuals, and
in 1957 submitted his second Report—‘‘Report on
the Forest Resources of British Columbia.’

lt was a comprehensive report, containing
broad, sweeping recommendations and changes in
methods of administration. It was challenging and
controversial and has provoked intense interest and
debate throughout the province. Powell River Com-
pany, as a leading forest products industry, was
vitally concerned in this report and the Drief sub-
mitted by the Company was one of the principal
documents studied by Mr. Sloan.

As Advisor to the British Columbia Government
on forestry, Mr. Sloan has the respect of the in-
dustry and the confidence of the people of British
Columbia.
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Impressive. facade of the enlarged and. remod-
elled Republic and Gazette Building—part

of the 22/2 million dollar expansion pro-
gram completed by Arizona's leading

newspapers.

Republic & Gazette Expand Facilities
NOTHER of Powell River’s old friends has just
finished a 2% million dollar expansion pro-
gram. The Arizona Republic and Phoenix

Gazette have just announced that the program,
started in 1955 and involving extensions to the
existing buildings, plus the addition of a third floor
and remodelling of two others, has been completed.

Biggest single expenditures were $1,000,000
for an additional 50,000 square feet of floor space,
and an approximately $1,225,000 for new press
equipment. The latter ranged from 8 new units
on the Scott press (making a total of 18 with color
auxiliary units), a new folder in the basement, new
bookkeeping and accounting machines, new office
equipment of all kinds and additional typesetting
and stereo equipment.

Mail room modernization accounted for a fur-
ther $100,000. In remodelling the building, two
new passenger elevators and a freight elevator

Unchanged items on the storage floor include purple-banded rolis of
Powell River newsoprint.

were installed and 100 tons of refrigeration capa-
city added to the air-conditioning system.

Additional space and facilities have now been
provided for all departments. The Business Office
has expanded into the old area formerly occupied
by Display Advertising; the two newsrooms moved
to the newly completed third floor, which also
houses the plant’s news services, photography,
women’s page, staff artists, editorial and executive
offices, etc.

Publisher Eugene C. Pulliman believes the new
expansion will take care of operations for some
years ahead.

The Arizona Republic and Phoenix Gazette
date back to 1880, when the Gazette, an evening
paper, was founded. The Arizona Republic was
founded in 1890 as a morning edition. loday tne
two papers have a combined daily circulation of
approximately 160,000 and. are among the oldest
established newspapers in the state.

Focal point of big expansion program is the new press equipment,
costing $1,225,000.



Virs. P. Deputy, Mr. P. Deputy, Kansas: Mrs. L. Dep-
uty, Mr. Levin Deputy (Dallas News).

Mr. and Mrs. E. Harding, Seattle; Mr. J. Tuttle (pub-
lisner, Valley Times), Mrs. Tuttle. daughter Barbara

and son Howard, Van Nuys, California.

Our Album of
HE past summer, with its long uninterrupted
weeks of sunny skies, has been ‘’guest weather’
deluxe. Throughout July and August old friends

and new from many parts of the world and from
widely separated publishing houses of this con-
tinent enjoyed our scenery, tried our lake and salt
water fishing grounds, and inspected the Powell
River plant and properties.

Among visitors from distant points were Simon,
Christopher and Mark Lennox-Boyd, sons of Great
Britain’s Colonial Secretary. The boys, making
their first trip to the West Coast, were accom-
panied by Mr. George Vale, Assistant General
Manager, Royal Trust. Visitors from India, South

Back row—Mr. C. Mill, Mr. J. Gius (editor, Bremerton
Sun), Mr. R. Giles, Mr. E. J. Munns, Mr. J. Rogers.
Front row—Mrs. Rogers, Mrs. Gius, Mrs. Giles, Mrs.

Munns, Gary Glius.
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panel” Back row—Mr. N. Hellis (advertising director, Los An-

geles Herald Express), Mr. R. L. Curry (editor, South
Bay Daily Breeze), Mr. J. C. Flagg, Mr. W. N. New-
ton (V.P., Bank of America, Studio City, Cal.), Mr.| §S. Koos. Front row—Mr. L. M. “Bert Miles (V.P..
Bank of America, Van Nuys, Cal.), Mrs. Curry, Mrs.

Newton, Mrs. Koos, Mrs. Miles.



Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fleharty, Mr. and Mrs. Carey
Guichard (Redding Record), [Ar. and Mrs. William Main,

Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Carr, all from Redding, Cal.

Summer Visitors
Africa, the Orient and Europe were included in our
guests or among tourists driving for the first time
up the “Sunshine Coast.’’

it has been a real tourist year for Powell River,
and for British Columbia in general. A consider-
able number of visitors coming to British Columbia
for Centennial ceremonies took the opportunity of
seeing the Powell River area.

The summer has been a full and interesting
one and we hope our visitors, particularly ‘’first-
timers,’” enjoyed their brief glimpse of western
scenery and western friendship.

Our Visitors’ Album records a few of the many
guests who looked in on us in this period.

Back row—Mr. A. Gerszewski (San Francisco News),
Mr. C. Cotes (Salinas Californian). Front row—Mrs.

Gerszewski, Miss Gerszewski, Mrs. Cotes.

Back row—Mr. F. D. Matthys (Honolulu Star-Bulletin),
Mr. E. Worth, Mr. J. L. Fournier (publisher, Renton
Chronicle, Kent News-Journal, Auburn Globe-News), Mr.
H. Mr. M. Smith, Denver. Front row—wMrs.
Matthys, irs. Worth, Helen Muir, Mrs. Edline, Wirs.

Smith.

Mr. G. Vale, Simon, Christopher and Mark Lennox-Boyd;
Vir. R. M. Cooper.



Wood researchers work closely
with industry in B.C.’s only

Forest
Products
Laboratory

Located at the University of B.C., this Forest
Products Laboratory is one of the only two in
Canada maintained by the Federal Government.

The other Jab. is in Ottawa, Ontario.

ULL utilization of our forests is one of the key
aspects in the modern development of the
forest products industries of Canada. All the

major wood-using companies of the Dominion em-
ploy large staffs of trained research men, whose
responsibility is the complete utilization of the
original timber and its integration into the opera-
tions of the Company.

Publicly-owned forests being within provincial
boundaries are administered by Provincial Govern-
ments, with the exception of National Parks, Indian
and Military Reserves and federal Forest Experi-mental Stations. Cutting rights on much of the
forest land are held by industry under licence, lease
or other arrangements, or by individuals or groups
of individuals through public working circles. Thus
industry and provincial governments are jointly
responsible for the management and administra-
tion of most of the forest lands in Canada.and above the provincial picture is the
work being carried on in forestry by the Forestry
Division of the Federal Government. The chief
function of this department is to provide informa-
tion and institute studies which can be used by
provincial governments and industry.
4 In British Columbia, where the forest products
industry is the backbone of the province’s economy,
the Federal Government maintains one of its two
forest products laboratories. The B.C. laboratory
is at the University of British Columbia, and the
administrative head is Colonel Jack Jenkins, one

of British Columbia University’s first forestry
graduates.

At the two laboratories—in Ottawa and Van-
couver—research is planned with a view to keeping
qg reasonable balance between essential funda-
mental research and applied research of direct and
immediate value to the industry. There are severa!
main categories of research, including:

1. Timber Engineering—Research into tne me-
chanical and physical properties of Canadian woods
and application of the resulting data to timber
construction and fabrication. Fundamental strength
values are determined as a basis for comparison
between the various wood species. Working stress
data for Canadian timber are compiled for use by
design engineers and in building codes.

2. Plywood—Research in the broad field of
manufacture, utilization and testing of veneers
and plywoods, and in developing techniques for
fabricating construction products by means of
glued, laminated construction. Work on the gluing
characteristics of Canadian woods and on the de-
velopment of improved methods of gluing. The
dielectric properties of wood and the application
of dielectric heating to wood bonding are also
studied.

3. Containers—Research dealing with the var-
ious factors involved in the design and use of
boxes, crates and other containers: The resulting
data are used in the improvement of standards of

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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Mr. George Bramhall conducting tests with Experimental Retort.

packing for shipment and in reducing damage to
goods in transit.

4. Wood Preservation—Research dealing with
treatment of wood with preservatives so as to in-
crease its service life. Studies of the effectiveness
of new preservatives, of the effect of different
methods of applying preservatives to such products
as poles, piling, railroad ties, bridge timbers and
fence posts, and the development of improved
techniques for testing preservatives and determin-
ing their effectiveness.

>. Timber Pathology—Study of fungi which
destroy, stain or otherwise affect wood includes
work on their identification, the determination of
their effect on the serviceability of timber and
methods of control.

6. Wood Paints and Coatings — Studies of
paint and other coatings applied to wood include
work on the effect of different wood species and
of variables in the wood such as moisture, knots
and resin streaks on the various types of paint,
and on fire-retardant treatments applied to wood.

Mr. Bill Hancock checking Weatherometer.

7. Wood Chemistry — Investigation of the.
chemical composition of wood and the chemistry
of its various components, of the utilization of
wood waste by chemical means, such as the pro-
duction of wallboards, and the chemical conversion
of sawdust.

8. Microbiology—Research into the utilization
of wood waste by microbial methods, and the study
of micro-organisms that grow on wood and of the
products of their metabolism. i

9. Logging and Milling—lInvestigations of var-
ious factors involved in the-harvesting of timber
and its manufacture into the finished-product. It
includes determination of the volume and char-
acter of wood waste q@ccurring during logging and
manufacturing processes, and of possible means of
reducing or utilizing this waste. Basic data on
lumber manufacture and on sawmill machinery
design are being collected. integration of wood-
using industries as a means of obtaining more
effective use of raw material is also under study.

10. Lumber Seasoning—Investigations into the
theory and technique of seasoning (drying) lumber
and other wood products and development of dry-
ing schedules, as well as studies in co-operation
with industry of means of reducing seasoning waste
and improving lumber quality.

11. Wood Technology — Research into the
micro-structure of wood and its relation to the
properties and behaviour of wood in service. it
includes the use of micro-structure in the identifi-
cation of the various wood species. Ihe effect of
silvicultural methods on the wood quality of the
growing tree is also studied, in co-operation withthe Forest Research Division.

The Forest Products Laboratory also undertakes
and plans field studies at selected logging opera-
tions, sawmills and furniture plants to develop
improved manufacturing methods for waste ma-
terial and recommend methods for closed integra-
tion of various wood-using industries.

Methods and techniques developed by the sec-
tion are being widely used. Former members of
its staff occupy key posts in forest air survey and
photo interpretation in the forest industry and
elsewhere, and its offices have served as a training
centre for representatives of forest industries, the
provincial forest services and others.

Vir. Steve Stighich operating High Temperature Kiln.
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irder ready

Queen Charlotte
logging crews
construct their

Setting In place.

First
Steel
Bridge

NTIL fairly recently, the logger and logging
camps, located often far from main centers
of transportation, have put up at least token

resistance to the swift rush of modern streamlining.
But even the logger is being forced to retreatbefore the irresistible tide.
Close-to-home example is found in the con-

struction of a new steel bridge at Juskatla logging
camp, one of Powell River Company’s main opera-
tions in the Queen Charlotte Islands, 500 milesnorth of Vancouver.

in November, 1957, the old wood bridge, built
by loving hands of the logger from logs located on
the spot, was washed out.

In its place was set the new steel bridge whichcrosses the small Mamin River with aq 1]01-foot
span. The bridge was designed by the Western
Bridge and Steel Fabricators, but the actual work
and construction was performed by camp crews
under Superintendent Andre Borer and Resident
Engineer Lawrence Hope.

The new steel bridge has a load capacity of
170 tons. Its 1Q1-foot length was shipped in two
pieces of 50° 6” each. Joined together at the site
the girders are supported on two steel bents with
reinforced concrete foundations on solid rock. The
decking is of 10°’ x 10” cedar ties and 4” x 12”
cedar planking.

The original bridge was constructed of cedar
at:

timber obtained at the site with two 30’ spans
erected on a pile-driven pier in the centre of the
river. When the pier was washed out all the ma-
terial at its base was also swept away. Only bare
rock was left—dand both from the viewpoint of
economy and durability a wooden structure of the
old type was inadvisable.

And so a new all-steel structure came to the
Queen Charlottes, those inverted isosceles triangle
islands, which for many years have been the pride
and joy of the old logger. The old hand-craft built
bridge is disappearing in the same manner as the
old logging locomotive yielded to the advance of
the modern logging truck. The steel bridge at
Juskatla marks another forward step in modern
logging in the northern islands of British Columbia.

Completed bridge.
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Sir Lloyd Dumas, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Advertiser News-
papers Ltd., addressed the crowd at the stone-laying ceremony.

Model of the Advertiser's imposing new building, set in its actual location
in the heart of South Australia’s capital. The 21/2 million dollar building

should be completed in 1960.

New Home for Adelaide Advertiser
] ceremonies in connection’ with the laying ofceremonies in connection with the laying of

the cornerstone for the $2,500,000 plant
being erected by the Adelaide Advertiser, one of
Australia’s oldest and best known newspapers.

Coincident with the cornerstone laying, the
Advertiser is also celebrating its 100th anniversary
as a newspaper—and prominent people from all
corners of Australia were in attendance. Layingthe first stone was Field Marshal Sir William
Slim, Governor-General of the Commonwealth of
Australia.
outstanding soldiers, and during the war he became
famous as commander of Britain’s |4th Army insurma.

The Governor-General was introduced by Sir
Lloyd Dumas, Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Advertiser Newspapers Limited. Sir Lloyd is an
old friend of Powell River and both he and Lady
Dumas have visited our plant. He has been in
Canada on several occasions as a representative
of Australian publishers.

The new Advertiser building will compare
favorably with any newspaper building on this

rield Marshal Slim is one of Britain’s
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continent. It has twelve stories and when
completed in 1960, will be one of the most modern
offices of its kind.

Sir Lloyd is looking forward with mixed feelingsto the introduction of commercial television in
Australia within the next two years. But the
Advertiser is set up for television and will probably
take this in its stride as it has had many other
changes and headaches during its 100 years as a
newspaper.

Australias Governor-General, Field Marshal Sir William Slim, laid the
cornerstone for the 12-storey structure.



N the modern newsprint mill—with paper ma-
chines racing at 2,000 feet a minute, and with
production problems becoming _ increasingly

complex and exacting — haphazard and rule-of-
thumb controls of operations are no longer possible.

Efficiency and quality output today are assisted
by many and widely diversified installations. ir
the past decade and a half, a vital feature in con-
trolling and regulating output and maintaining
quality has been the introduction of InstrumentControl.

In the Powell River plant there are over 1,100
instruments involving many miles of copper tubing
and wire, and scores of pressure switches, valves,
thermometers and pressure gauges.

Some idea of the importance of instrumenta-
tion may be realized by stating that the total valueof this almost unnoticed equipment is over
$1,000,000.

Instruments of one kind or other are installed
in every department of our plant. Ihey come into
the newsprint picture in the first stage of produc-
tion in measurement and control of temperatures,
pressures, flows and levels. Starting with raw ma-
terials, through their breakdown, through to the
formation of the finished roll, instruments are
helping to produce a better product.

For example, each of our 66 grinders has a
temperature controller, to measure the tempera-
ture of the groundwood pulp coming off the stone,

A million dollars’ worth of recording and controiling instruments assure a
uniformly good product at Powell River. Here an instrument mecnanic

checks a control panel in the steam plant.

1000 Instruments
help Powell River produce quality newsprint

By JAMES CALDICOTT, Instrument Supervisor

Steady pressures, vital to the maintenance of an even newsprint sheet on
the fourdrinier wire, are controlled by this panel near the paper machine's

._ h ead DOX.

and to control automatically the amount of coolingsnower water. In addition to protecting the stone
from overheating and possible damage, this regu-
lates freeness of stock, a factor of prime import-
ance when the stock finally reaches the papermachine wire.

In our Sulphite Department, raw molten sul-
phur is burned to produce sulphur dioxide (SOQ,),
the basis of digester cooking liquor. The ‘flow of
molten sulphur is regulated to the Durner Dy a
level controller and the SO, percentage is continu-
ously analyzed and recorded. Each digester cook
is instrument-control led. Chips are weighed and
acid levels and temperatures measured and re-
corded. Automatic control of tne cook, which
admits steam to a precise temperature curve, helps
produce better quality and more uniform stock.

Steam Plant production is extensively instru-
mented. Here, knowledge of temperatures, pres-
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sures and flow is essential to efficient production.
As steam is a costly item, all fuel flows, steam
flows and boiler temperatures are measured and
recorded and the data handed to our Statistica!
Department for analysis. The demand for steam
in a 9-machine mill is large and is subject to sud-
den variations. To handle the varying load, auto-
matic pressure control instruments regulate the
fuel fiow to the Doilers. Autcmatic combustion
control is performed by instruments which measure
the fuel and steam flows and provide just enoughair to the combustion chambers for efficient
burning.

In the Beater Rooms, where the machine stock
is prepared, tank levels are important. All stock
tanks have level recorders with high and low level
alarms to alert the operators to unusual conditions.
Stock consistencies are measured and regulated
by sensing the change in viscosity and controlling
the dilution water accordingly. This is done to both
groundwood and sulphite stocks, and finally, again,
to.the mixed stock ready for the paper machine
headboxes.

At the paper machines the flow of stock to the
wire is governed by the pressure, or head, in theheadbox. Here we have a sensitive instrument
which measures the static head in the box and

automatically regulates the delivery of stock to
the box from the fan pump. A variation in water
pressure of I” in 140° is considered too much!
Uniform pressure insures a steady flow to the wire
and materially helps in maintaining an even sheet.
As the sheet is formed and passed to the dryers
it is heated by steam which is controlled to the
exact amount required, by other instruments. Any
variation in sheet moisture entering the dryers will
vary the condensing rate, but the instruments
guarantee that the sheet leaving the dryers is of
an even moisture content. Paper machine speeds
are constantly recorded.

The paper as it comes off the machine is
under rigid inspection by the Control Department,
who check for basis weight, moisture, sheet
strength, thickness and brightness qualities with
instruments set to TAPP! standards.

The finished roll of quality paper is weighed on
Government-inspected weigh scales which are
maintained to an accuracy of 1/10 of 1%.

So all down the process line, instruments are
accurately measuring, efficiently controlling and
dependably warning operators of irregularities.
They do away with guesswork and remove much
of the drudgery, while helping to make a better
product.

Tank levels, stock consistencies, changes in viscosity and other important factors
in the complex newsprint manufacturing process are controlled and recorded by

instruments like this in the No. 9 paper machine room at Powell River.

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1958
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Queen of the 1958 Powell River Exhibition, September 18-20, was win-
some Diane Lanstrom, grade 12 student at Max Cameron High School.

She also competed in the Miss P.N.E. contest.

Powell River schools opened up on September 3
with a record attendance in all grades, Elementary
and High School, of over 3,000 children.

District schools now have a total of |06 class-
rooms and 113 teachers. The annual payroll for
teachers is now approximately $550,000.

Powell River's Labor Day, held under sunny
skies, drew a huge attendance to limberlane Park.
Children and adult races were, as usual, keenly
contested—and the games of chance heavily pat-
ronized—usually to the advantage of the operators.

A round robin soccer tournament, held over
three days, between Powell River and Vancouver
teams, resulted in a win for Jack Frame’s Powell
River eleven. Visitors from Vancouver were highly
pleased with the skill and color of the all-Indian
team from the nearby Sliammon Reserve.

(suest speakers at the celebration were VV. C. R.
Jones, Vice-President, Industrial and Public Rela-
tions for Powell River, and Henry Hansen, inter-national executive officer of the International
Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill
Workers. ,

Local 76 in Timberlane Park.
Featuring ter-town soccer tourney, sports for everyone highlighted

the September 1 holiday.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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Commercial fishermen weren't the only ones to have a
field day off the south B.C. coast this summer. While
Virs. A. Tomlinson, left, and Mrs. A. C. Snow (with
son Dennis) topped the menfolk at Powell with 32-
pound springs, others like Walter Carlsen, above, did
well at Phillips Arm, where “Swede” displays a 551/2-
pound and 435-pound salmon.

caught by Earl Kise of Redding, Cal.).
(The bigger fish was

With the Centennial Year, everything seems
bigger and better in 1958. This seems true, cer-
tainly, in local fishing circles. Big salmon and
cod are being hauled in regularly as the belated
salmon run gets underway.

Recently in Philips Arm, north of Powell River,
local fishing parties including Godfrey Wasp, John
Willis, “Swede’’ Carlsen, caught springs weighing
52, 48 and 46 pounds respectively. Closer to home,
two housewives showed the menfolk how to take
out the larger spring salmon. Mrs. Bud Snow and
Mrs. Alan Tomlinson each hooked a 32-pounder,
is the pictures prove. A number of good sized

20-25-pounders have been common.
words the fishing’s good.

. . In other

The feature of Powell River Centennial observ-
ances was Pioneers’ Week, held September 15-20.
Scores of former residents and company employees,several of whom were here when the first land-
clearing operations began in 1910, were present.
in all, nearly 500 men and women sat down for
the big banquet on September 16. Some had trav-
elled the entire length and breadth of the continent
to be here and a few crossed oceans.

Powell Kiver to Enter HA lake Board and ine Pp aper Fields
N OCTOBER 9, Mr. M. J. Foley, President of Powell River Company Limited announced
that the Company plans to build a flake board plant and a fine paper mill in British
Columbia. Cost of the two projects will approximate $8,000,000.
Engineering is proceeding on the fine paper mill and construction is scheduled to start at

the year-end, provided firm prices for plant and equipment conform reasonably to estimates.
No final decision has been made as to the location, but it is expected to be in the Greater
Vancouver region.
approximately 140 people.

The mill, the first fine paper mill in Western Canada, will employ
Detailed engineering is also under way and equipment is being purchased for the flake

board plant to be located near the Company's sawmilling facilities at New Westminster. The
plant will have capacity for about 100,000 square feet per day and employ 40-50 persons.
The flake board is manufactured by slicing thin wafers from wood and reforming them into
boards by bonding with resins. British Columbia cedar will provide the principal raw material.
This board is dimensionally stable, free from warping or twisting, is light and strong, and has.
a pleasing appearance.

No plant in Western Canada produces any similar product although boards of this type
nave been marketed successfully in the United States and Europe in recent years.

Principal uses are in furniture, veneer cores, flooring underlay, wall sheeting, cabinet and
counter work, doors, soffits, etc.

Further. details of the new construction projects will be covered in the next isue of The
Digester.



Mr. Ernest Kurth (second from right) photographed with group of Company and Southland officials during recent visit to Powell River. Left to right
are——Company Pilot, George Williamson; Mr. M. J. Foley; Dr. R. F. Patterson; Ray Fisher, Pilot for Southland Paper Mills; George Clarke, Vice-
President, Southland Paper Mills; Bill Book, Pilot for Ernest Kurth, Southland Paper Mills; Dick McHugh, Powell River Sales Co.; Mr. Ernest Kurth,

President, Southland Paper Mills; Mr. Harold S. Foley.

N SEPTEMBER we were privileged to act as hostto one of the outstanding pulp and paper
personalities on this continent—Ernest L. Kurth,

President of Southland Paper Mills Incorporated of
Lutkin, Texas.

Accompanied by his Vice-President, Mr. George
Clarke, Mr. Kurth was paying his first visit to
Britisn Columbia in 25 years. He was greatly im-
pressed with the expansion that has taken place in
the pulp and paper industry in B.C. during that time.

Mr. Kurth is a pioneer Texas business magnatewho staked his reputation and fortune on a
chemist’s idea—the manufacture of newsprint
from Southern pine.

His name has become almost legendary in the
pulp and paper industry of the United States. rie
surmounted doubt and opposition, overcame
obstacles that would have daunted anyone less
resolute than this tenacious Texan and ended by
confounding the experts in pioneering an industry,
which today is a major industry of the south.

At the age of 50, most men would have been
more than satisfied with his achievements and
contributions to his state and national progress.
But in 1936 he met Dr. Charles Herty of Savannah
who told him of his successful experiments in
producing newsprint from Southern pine. This was
all the challenge Ernest Kurth needed and he saw
the opportunity of putting new life into the indus-
trial activity of the south.

He plunged into the new and untried venture
with all his energy and skill. Along with other
members of the family, he invested heavily in the
project and then went about the job of interesting
other capital in his vision. This was no easy task
in view of pitch and other problems but Mr. Kurth
persisted and with the help of southern publishers
and Lou Calder who shared his hopes, the last hard-
won million was finally raised.

The Southland Paper Mills went into production
in 1939 with an annual capacity of about 75,000
tons. Their fourth newsprint machine will be in
production very shortly and will raise their annual
tonnage to some 300,000 tons.

Today, other companies have followed the trail
blazed by Mr. Kurth. Big Canadian, British and
American corporations have built mills in the area
and are turning out hundreds of thousands of tons
of newsprint annually—and Southland, the pioneer
has continued its growth and expansion.

This new and expanding empire can be attri-
buted to the vision of Ernest Kurth. Fie injected a
new and vigorous impulse into the economy of thesouth. Several years ago, as a tribute to his accom-
plishments, he was named ‘’Man of the South’’—a
distinguished honor.

We at Powell River, as the pioneers of news-
print in B.C., were privileged to meet and welcome
Mr. Kurth on his visit to our plant.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER





Busy shipping scene at Powell River docks.
Deep-sea ships and covered barges load
paper for North American markets.
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ones.

500 guests sat down at the Old-Timers’ Reunion in September. Former residents from all parts of Canada and U.S. were on hand.

Fyents Featured Centennial Year
RITISH Columbia‘s Centennial Year, now
drawing its last breath, has undoubtedly been
worth all the time and effort exerted by an

energetic and imaginative committee.
In the overall picture, it has aroused in British

Columbia an interest and pride in our own colorful
past, and created a new confidence and faith in
our destiny. |

Over and above the lavish and memorable
events originated by the Central Committee—
Princess Margaret's visit, Searchlight Tattoo, Naval

_and Air Displays, International Track Meets—the
less spectacular but prominent co-operation of the
smaller hinterland communities has caused quick-
ening of the public pulse in every corner of the
province.

Visitors travelling through B.C. in this Cen-tennial Year have remarked on the sudden—and
long overdue—-appearance of fascinating “‘histori-

dignified markers tell of this or that highlight in
the: history of the years—of Indian uprisings, of
forts founded, of rivers explored, of gold and min-
erals discovered. Citizens have dug into the
records and placed them on public view to the
greater glory of our province and the interest ofthe visitor.

NOVEMBER -DECEMBER, 1958

cal sites’ Glong their journey. | Attractive and

To Powell River, the Centennial Year has
brought an unsurpassed variety of entertainments,
educational programs and social pleasures.

Among these were the colorful fascinating
‘“Centurama,’’ the widely publicized ‘‘World of
the Wonderful Dark,’’ symphony concerts, stage
productions, the travelling Centennial Caravan and
many other outstanding performances.

Perhaps the most memorable event of this gay
exciting year was the reunion of old-time residents
who had lived in Powell River prior to 1923. Hun-
dreds of pioneers—some of them from as far away
as India and Australia—were present at the big
Reunion Banquet. Others who had seen the first
dawn of the Powell River Townsite in 1911, joined
the gathering. Still more came from all parts of
the United States and Conada.

And behind all, was the ambitious project of
the local Centennial Committee—the building ofa Senior Citizens’ Home at a cost of around
$60,000. The new building was opened in
October.

The Centennial Year is over but its memory
will live on in the form of hundreds of perma-
nent projects, organized and completed by scoresof cities and hamlets in all parts of British
Columbia.



Powell River's Centennial project was construction of a Senior Citizens
Home. Reeve Ray Weaver hands over the keys to Mrs. Devaut at the

official opening.

The chorus line of “Centurama’ was a popular Centennial!
importation.

“World of the Wonderful Dark,’ a hit throughout the Province, entertained
Powell River audiences.

Ann Meraw, famous Canadian swimming champion, an ex-resident of
Powell River, turned up for the Centennial dinner.

And, of course, the always obliging R.C.M.P. were on hand, and two of
their patrol ships attracted many visitors.



A FAVORITE SYMBOL
OF THE ANCIENT DRUIDS WAS

Lf) SUR 9 ter NA Ah =

riE mistletoe is one of the most romantic and traditional
symbols associated with the Christmas season. Just what
Kind of tree is the mistletoe? Why is it so much an emblem

of the festive period?
It is something of an oddity that most of us living in British

Columbia have never actually seen a true mistletoe tree in itsnative haunts. Practically all, if not all, of the mistletoe that
lures the blushing maiden or bashful youth to a strategic spot
below tne mantlepiece is imported. Our particular variety has
its origin mainly in the central or southern United States.

The mistletoe proper, one of twenty varieties of the species
is native only to Europe. It is a parasitic plant, deriving its sus-
tenance from both evergreen and deciduous trees to which it .
clings like the oyster to a rock.

in England the apple tree is the favorite of the mistletoe—
and the apple orchards of Hertfordshire, aided by those of Nor-
mandy, supply the bulk of the boisterous mistletoe market in the
United Kindom. Poplars, willows, the lime tree, mountain ash
and maple attract the fancy of this home searching shrub. -

Propagation of the mistletoe family, like that of most flowers |
or shrubs, is through the medium of birds—but by a more novel
and unusual method. The bird which has just plucked a mistletoe
seed wipes its beak, to which the seeds adhere, against the bark
of another tree on which it has alighted. The viscid pulp soon
hardens, affording a protection for the seed, and attaches it tothe tree.

The distribution of mistletoe as a Christmas symbol is most
popular and widespread in England; and the tradition was prob-
ably imported to this continent via the Pilgrim Fathers and the
British soldiers and settlers wno entered Canada in the |]/7th and
18th centuries.

Even before the dawn of the first century of the Christian
era the Druids at Stonehenge and other centres used the mistletoe
as an emblem of their religious faith. The ceremony of ‘Culling
the Mistletoe’ is mentioned by Roman historians of the first andsecond centuries. Huge masses of the plant were gathered—

and in the ceremony the weak and anemic specimens were
discarded, leaving only the strong full-flowered shrub on
the altar. These were distributed throughout the tem-

ples and to homes of the Druids to protect them
against evil influences. [he mistletoe, in the Druid

ceremony represented purity, protection and
safety. And so it has remained. The Druids
and Druidism declined and disappeared—but the mistletoe remained. From a semi-

religious symbol, it is now the good
luck flower of Christmas, the flower

whose presence brings praise and
harmony to the household and
protects its inmates againstthe evil spirits of the

outside world.



Senior Director and Powell River Pioneer

ROBERT H. “BOBBIE” SCANLON
N Friday, November Robert H.

Scanlon, Senior Director of Powell River
Company, passed away in San Francisco

in his /Oth year.
Many of the more recent residents of

Powell River knew him only by name. Some
Knew of him as director of the Powell River
Company; some had heard of him through
their fathers and mothers, or had seen him
on visits to the district.

But to the older resi-
dents, to the pioneers
of Powell River, Bob
Scanlon was a personal
friend and advisor. in
the story of the be-
ginnings and subse-
quent development of
Powell River and the
Powell River Company,
his name stands highon the honor roll of
unselfish service to the
community and to his
fellow men.

We was a son of
the late M. J. Scanlon,
one of the original
founders of the Com-pany and a senior
partner in the widely
extended Brooks-Scan-
ion empire.

From the time of
his arrival in Powell
River in 1910 until his
departure in 1931, his
life was dominated bythe idea of public
service and community responsibility.

Old-timers will recall Bobbie as the town-
site's first safety inspector and the man who
laid the foundation of the present safety
policy of the Company. They will recall the
days when he was the generating spirit in
the social and welfare life of the community.
They remember that, despite his handicap of
a permanently disabled leg, he played on the
community's first baseball team in 1911; they
remember how he organized picnics and social
gatherings and initiated a concrete program
of employees’ welfare. 4

Today the Powell River-Vancouver High-
way is a reality. As first president of the
Powell River Automobile Association, Bobbie
Scanlon was the originator and organizer of
the original Powell River-Vancouver Highwaycommittee in 1928. He faced, in those days,
disinterest and even ridicule, but the spark

which he lighted burned steadily over the
years.

As Townsite Manager between 1917-1922
and as Assistant Resident Manager, 1926-
1931, he was responsible for the direction of
most of the big townsite construction pro-
grams, which resulted in the district being
labelled a model town by the public of BritishColumbia.

After directing the
Company’s sales pro-
gram in California in
the early 30’s he re-
tired to enter private
business in San Fran-
CISCO.

As a resident and
business executive in
that city, Bob’s interest
in Civic and community
work never flagged. He
identified himself vig-
orously with the work
of the San Francisco
Boys’ Club, of which he
has been President for
the past five years.
Two years ago he wasawarded a_ special
medallion for his out-
standing work on be-
half of the Boys’ Clubs
of America. Hundreds
of youngsters, now suc-
cessful businessmen in
the area owe much tothe efforts of Bob
Scanlon and his Boys’
Club associates.

In San Francisco, where he was often vis-
ited by old Powell River friends, the name
“Powell River’’ was open sesame to his home
and office. Powell River was always close to
his heart—and he returned regularly to what
he always referred to as ‘my old stampinggrounds.”

On Monday, November 24, he was buried
in San Francisco, as the flag on top of the
Company office stood at half-mast and scores
of residents mourned his passing. But his
memory and his achievements are indelibly
recorded in the history of Powell River and
in the hearts and minds of the hundreds of
old-timers who knew and loved him.

To directly mourn his loss, he leaves his
wife, Mrs. Alfreda Scanlon, of San Francisco,
and his sister, Mrs. Helen Scanlon Sample, of
Naples, Florida. To them The Digester, on |
behalf of his many old friends and associates,
extends deepest sympathy.
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FINE PAPER MILL AND FLAKE BOARD PLANT
S announced in our last issue, Powell River has
taken another step forward in product dWer-
sification with entry into the fine paper andflakeboard fields. The fine paper plant, to be

constructed in the Vancouver area, will be the only
one of its kind west of the Great Lakes. The rap-
idly expanding economy of western Canada will
provide a market within easy economic range.
Raw materials are easily available and quick trans-
portation by railroad or water is at hand and
advance surveys indicate favorable reception byconsumers in Western Canada.

The introduction of fine paper production into
Powell River Compan operations is one which has
been under review, off and on, for many years. In
the last two years, with the rapidly expanding
population of the west and the accelerated indus-
trial development of British Columbia, outlook for
this type of plant appeared favorable.

The flakeboard plant°also represents a newventure in British Columbia and Western Canada.
Tests of this product have proved very satisfactory.
Attractive in appearance, it is expected to find
favor in interior finishing.

An outstanding characteristic of flakeboard is
its non-warping quality —a consideration which
renders it tremendously attractive for many phases
of construction. This field has almost limitless
possibilities—and the use of flakeboard has al-
ready aroused wide interest in construction and
home building circles. The plant, which will be
immediately adjacent to Powell River Lumber
Company mills in New’ Westminster, will use cedarflakes manufactured trom sawmil! trim. it is a

- Closely-knit, economical: operation.
When these two new installations are com-

pleted, Powell River will have taken another big
step. in complete utilization of its raw materials.

For the first quarter of a century, operations
of the Company were confined solely to production
of newsprint. The departure from straight news-print started in 1937 with the installation of a

-Kamyr machine and a Flakt Dryer for the man-
ufacture of unbleached sulphite pulp for export.

In the forties closer integration of logging
operations began. Long range wood conservation
policies were introduced —and timber reservesbuilt up. in thid pagy the Company acquired
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extensive logging properties, including O’Brien
-ogging Company, Kelley Logging Company, AliceLake Logging Company and many others. Depend-
ence on outside wood sources was reduced and
today the larger portion of wood used in our op-
erations is cut on Company-owned limits.

Further integration followed in 1951 when
Powell River entered the sawmilling industry by
the purchase of the B.C. Manufacturing Company
plants at New Westminster, B.C. These properties,
now amalgamated under the name of Powell River
Lumber Company, cut around 80,000,000 feet of
lumber annually.

In 1954, Powell River purchased the Winnipeg,
Calgary and Edmonton properties of Martin Paper
Products, paper box manufacturers. A _ fourth
plant was constructed at New Westminster in
1956, and a fifth is now under construction in
Regina. Today these operations are jointly owned
by Powell River Company and MacMillan &
Bloedel.

And now the movement into the fine paper
and flakeboard fields greatly widens the scope of
operations. Technical personnel and research staffs
have scarcely paused for breath before continuing
their ceaseless study of new and extended uses
for wood.

The two smaller samples show oak veneer applied to a flakeboard core,
and standard flakeboard. The larger sample is surfaced with an integral

face of ‘fines’ to give a smooth finish.



John Cooper with his
own telescope views the wonders

of the sky from his own back yard

This is the moon, photographed by Bob Metcalf, through John Cooper's
telescope.

OON rockets, moon space ships, moon gazers
—everybody is mooning around in these
hectic days of inter-planetary exuberance.

And Powell River residents have not been exempt
from bites by the moon bug.

Currently, John Cooper of the Company’s elec-
trical staff is the local authority on the cut-ups ofthe moon and stars. Out in his Westview home,
John has built himself a home-made telescope.
Many of his leisure hours are spent gazing through
the lens of his brain child and charting the starsin their courses.

An outdoor man, he has always had just more
than a passing interest in astronomy. As an elec-
trician, his scientific curiosity was whetted by
reports of moon rockets, Sputniks and other space
travellers.

Recently, as a spare-time hobby, he decided to
try his hand at telescope manufacturing to sup-
plement his reading by practical observations of
the planetary world from his own back yard. He
started to grind and polish an 8-inch parabolic

mirror, but his impatient curiosity forced him to
settle for a 6-inch mirror with 48-inch focal length.
He bought or found other necessary components,
which he built in and assembled into what is now
a fine amateur instrument.

John has a selection of eye pieces, giving a
range of magnifications from 38 to. 250 power.
(The accompanying picture of the moon was made
with the help of a 38 power).

The. telescope is mounted on an equatorial
mounting of his own design and fabrication. it
is complete with a crank drive which enables the
viewer to follow the movements of stars. This is
particularly useful, he states, because the orbiting
of the earth tends to roll a star out of sight quickly.
The mounting is rigid, a 134-inch solid steel shaft
rising from a concrete-secured base.

Photographer Bob Metcalf met up with John,
who thought professional photos of his “findings”
would show better results than his own private
camera. The almost inevitable sequence followed.
Bob became interested and has been spending
most of the starry nights with Jonn and his scope
—using different cameras and films and trying for
bigger and better shots of the fascinating plane-
tary universe. Hie states that so far he has not
been able to transfer to a film the finer detail he
can see through the Cooper scope.

Meantime the two star and moon gazers—
professional photographer and amateur scientist—
are feverishly following out each phase of the moon
—collecting more data and trying for new pictorial
effects. -

Electrician John Cooper shows his impressive home-made “moon telescope.”
RS
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HOBBS NEWS-SUN MOVES
TO NEW QUARTERS

New modern home of Hobbs News-Sun.

N 1928 oil was discovered in the southwestern
part of New Mexico, close to the Texas border.
Out of what had hitherto been a desert area has

emerged a new and prosperous county, with the
city of Hobbs, 30,000 population, as its hub.

Today, Powell River has the privilege of serving
this energetic community through the medium of
the Hobbs News-Sun, whose subscribers number
one-third of the city’s population.

The News-Sun started operation in 1936 as one
of the younger dailies of the southwest. With a
growing circulation of 11,000, it is moving into
new and commodious quarters—a $250,000 build-
ing complete with all modern appointments and
equipment.

Pressroom provides space for future expansion.

Among the new features in the building are 21
plastic domes in the roof which provide a maxi-
mum of natural sunlight for employees without
glare. Fach dome actually is three plastic shells
for a soft, natural overhead light source set within
aq square of indirect fluorescent lighting.

Employing an “open design’’ for the working
space of all front office departments, the interior
of the building presents an impressive simplicity.
Along the walls of the main office area are coun-
ters, some with doors and others with drawers, all
of natural birch finish. These provide storage for
business, circulation, advertising and editorial de-
partments. Publisher Robert Summers estimates
at least 50 four-drawer filing cabinets would be
required to provide equivalent storage areas.

The composing room, covering 2,600 feet, all
maple floored, contains five typesetting machines,
seven advertising and editorial makeup counters
and all the other equipment necessary to produce
a modern newspaper.

The paper is printed on a 2Q0-page Duplex
tubular press in a pressroom with ample space for
a twin press when future growth calls for expan-
SION. Adjacent to the pressroom is a storage area
for 250,000 pounds of newsprint.

Adjoining the pressroom is a mailing room
where a screened-off section separates carrier boys
from moving machinery.

Other facilities in the building include refrig-
erated air conditioning, central heating, an em-
ployees’ lounge and coffee bar and a separate
ladies’ lounge.

At a recent open house, more than 5,000
persons visited the plant.
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Many Exciting
and

Memorable Events
are recalled as

Jack Harper completes
His Centennial Wall

Sn eee ome
Merchant and amateur architect Jack Harper puts the finishing touches on his Centennial Wall.

An Historical Record in Concrete
NE of the most interesting private Centennial
projects undertaken by a Powell River resi-
dent is now a permanent feature at the home

of Jack Harper of Westview. The project, known
as. the “Harper Centennial Wall,’’ was designed
and carried out by Mr. Harper himself.

The Harper Wall, as it stands today, records
some of the main events in the history of British
Columbia, and in the growth and development ofthe Powell River crea. Starting with that exciting,
fabulous year 1858, when the Crown Colony. of
British Columbia was formed, and the great gold
rusn to the Cariboo was in full swing, amateur
architect Jack Harper, by word and symbol, has
traced the principal events of the province and
district, and outstanding incidents in his own lifeon his concrete wall.

In many of the spaces he has used his own
particular symbol to supplement the name and
date. A shovel and pick suggests the gold diggers
of the Cariboo: the linked chain, the union of the
Drovinces. For the key date of 190/, the year of
his arrival in Canada, Jack has imprinted a thistle
in one of the corners, the maple leaf in the other.

Jack’s notation for 1888 also represents an
historic milestone in the story of British Columbia.
On that date, off lofty Prospect Point which gazes
proudly across the Narrows to the bustling north
shore, with the rugged heights of the Coast Range
standing as protective sentinels, the S.S. ‘““Beaver’’
was wrecked.

The name ‘Beaver’ is famous on the Lower
Mainland of B.C. She was the first steamer to
churn the waters of the Pacific Ocean. She rounded

BA

Crown Colony, 1858, to the first Telephone Company in the area are recorded below.



FURTHER HONORS

FOR HAROLD FOLE

friendly human touch”

HUMAN RELATIONS AWAR
THE CANADIAN COUNCH OR

CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

AROLD SCANLON FOLEY, K.S.
FOR HIS OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION IN -:

OMOTING UNDERSTANDING AND CO-OPERATION
APORG THE PEOPLE OF CANADA.

EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL AND INFLUENTIAL, HE H
_

MAINTAINED THE FRIENDLY TOUCH, DEMONSTRATIN
THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN UNDER THE FATHERHDO

Or GOD, NOT ONLY BY PRACTICING TT IN Hi5
PERSONAL RELATIONS BUT INSPIRING OTHERS TO 50

BECAUSE HE. HAS BELIEVED IN BROTHERHOOD
AND HAS LIVED IT,

ADIAN COUNCIL OF CHRISTIANS AN
BtSTOWS UPON

HAROLD SCANLON FOLEY, K.S.

NOTHER recognition of outstanding service has
been conferred on Harold 5S. Foley, Chairman
of Powell River Company Board of Directors.
Recently the Canadian Council of Christians

and Jews presented Mr. Foley with a special plaque
of recognition of “his contribution in promoting
understanding and co-operation among the peopleof Canada.”’

The citation plaque reproduced above empna-
sizes the ““human” touch, which has been a

FS GASPE BEAUBIEN, ¢.B.E., D.5C
PES a8

characteristic of Mr. Foley’s approach to the many
and widely spread industrial, social and personalactivities in which he is interested.

‘Because he has believed in brotherhood and
has lived it, the Canadian Council of Christians
and Jews bestows this Human Relations Award.”

Cape Horn in 1836 and for nearly 40 years carried
furs, lumber and supplies for Hudson’s Bay Com-pany. She was the first steam ship to enter
Burrard Inlet, to the present Port of Vancouver.
Her lifeboat is now a museum piece in Vancouver's
Stanley Park.

On the Centennial Wall, two events of special
interest are recorded for the year 18/1. The first
recognizes the entrance of British Columbia into
Confederation. The second is a reference to Col-
onel Israel Powell, Superintendent of Indian Affairs
in the Provincial Cabinet and the man after whom
Powell River was named.

Other memorable markings include the arrival
of the first transcontinental train at Port Moody at
the head of Burrard Inlet in 1885. Jack recalls
that steel did not reach the coast of B.C. until

fourteen years after the Province joined Confed-
eration.

!in the midst of these stirring chronologica
memories, Jack modestly introduces the year 1921.
This announced his arrival in Powell River and the
incorporation of his own company, Harpers Lim-
ited, the oldest incorporated mercantile company
still doing business in the district. Other local
milestones including the first bank, the first fra-
ternal order, the inauguration of outside telephone
communications, the completion of the Vancouver
Highway and the incorporation of the district into
a municipality are all preserved for posterity on
the Harper Centennial Wall.

The project has aroused widespread interest
in the district. it is also gradually becoming one
of the “‘sights’’ tourists must see.

Special events in local history are all saved for Posterity.



Spawning grounds of sockeye are the gravel bars of Adams River, world’s most valuable acreage.

By BRUCE RAMSEY

riE Fraser and Thompson Rivers in British
Columbia these last few months have been oa
“highway to death,’’ but not in the same sense

as usually referred to by safety people.
For the first time since a great slide blocked

Hell’s Gate in the Fraser Canyon about 1912, the
great Adams River sockeye run has returned in
full force to the spawning grounds far inland from
the sea where they had roamed mysteriously for
four years. Millions, yes, millions of fish uner-
ringly headed for the little stream where they were
born with but two purposes in mind: to preserve
the species and then to die.

For weeks Adams River, known as “‘the world’s
most valuable acreage,’’ ran red with fish and the
air was heavy with the pungent aroma of dead
salmon as the determined sockeye fulfilled their
destiny. Since the time they left their deep-water
rendezvous they had not eaten, and by the time
they reached the spawning grounds, after battling
the furious Fraser and Thompson canyons for
nearly a month, they were bright crimson.

Why and how these millions of fish were led to
the very same stream where they were born is one
of the great mysteries of nature, and man will
probably never know their secret. But man has

been responsible, in a very large degree, for their
safe arrival. A few years ago the International
Pacific Salmon Commission designed a series of
fish ladders to permit the salmon to pass through
Hell’s Gate with comparative ease, and thus re-
Stored the run to at least pre-slide standing.

In other ways, too, man has proved ingenious
in dealing with all these salmon; he has learned
to count them—da simple thing to learn to count,
for sure, but when the subject is fast-moving, as
well as being in the millions, it is just a little too
large to count on your fingers.

But the fisheries scientists have a pretty good
idea how many fish arrived in the Adams River
area in October—not down to the last fish, but
pretty close.

A mathematical system has been evolved,
using a relatively simple formula that proceeded
the figures so necessary for accurate spawning
information.

A scientist and a crew of four assistants stand
knee-deep in the chilly water placing tags on the
dorsal fins of a selected number of fish taken
from a net spread across the river near its mouth.

As each fish was taken from the net, a small
metal numbered tag was quickly implanted on its
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dorsal fin, and after the number and sex of the
fish was recorded, it was tossed back in the stream
to proceed on its way. riundreds of sockeye were
thus tagged daily.

After the fish have spawned they float down
the river and die and their bodies are cast up on
the bank. Another crew then count the number
of dead fish, recording the percentage tagged.

The statisticians then go to work applying theirformula. For example, say a total of 10,000 fish
were tagged, of which 3,000 were recovered deadon the river bank. If 600,000 dead fish are
counted, it can thus be seen that the proportion
of untagged fish is 200 to one.

Thus, by multiplying the 10,000 tagged fish
by 200, it is easy to compute that the total re-turning run must amount to about 2,000,000
spawners.

Another little trick the salmon scientists have
learned is to be able to tell the life story of any
particular salmon they choose. By scraping off a
bit of scale and putting it under the microscope,

biologists can tell you where a fish was born four
years previously, what it has eaten, and more or
less what it had been doing since it left the little
stream for the big outside world. The rings on the
scale are the clue which unlocks the story, but not
all: the question arises, wh did the fish return to
exactly the same stream where it was born? Only
the sockeye knows, and he isn’t saying.

The fishermen and the canneries along the
lower Fraser River, where the great wealth was
brought for processing, have harvested a bumper
crop from the sea this year, far greater than any-
one could possibly visualize. Tied in with the
Adams River run was the sudden lifting of British
currency restrictions for the first time in 20 years,
and within 24 hours of this announcement the
entire surplus of this year’s pack was bought up.
lt amounted to /00,000 cases with a total value
of $26,000,000.

“It came as a miracle,’’ one canneryman said,
and so, twice this year, a miracle has been created
in British Columbia.

Now, what of the future?
There will not be another big run to Adams

River for another four years, but next season there
is expected to be a bumper catch of pink, or hump-
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To count run, fish are netted and tagged:

back salmon, which may also break pack records
for that species.

The Fraser sockeye catch will be relatively
small, the fisheries people declare, coming chiefly
from the lesser Adams River and lesser Chilko
Lake run.

riowever, both these runs are expected to be
larger than that of their last cycle year, which
was |195D.

The following year, 1960, will see a big run

anticipated.
of sockeye from Cnilko Lake, and in 1961, a huge
return from the Quesnel and Stuart Lake runs is

Millcons of sockeye fill Adams River.



35,000 fans tilled Empire Stadium for Canada’s greatest sports spectacle.

Grey Cup — 1958
WINNIPEG 35 — HAMILTON 28

HAT’S the end result of this year’s Grey Cup
battle—by all odds, Canada’s greatest sport
spectacle of the year.
The favored Hamilton Tiger Cats blustered in

from the East to meet Winnipeg Bombers, the
pride of the West in ideal football weather before
a strongly Western partizan crowd at Vancouver's
Empire Stadium.

Hotels in downtown Vancouver were jammed
with visitors from all parts of Canada. The party
spirit held sway as the annual Grey Cup fever
swept the city; and the enthusiasm reached a pitch
when the popular (though not the betting) favorite,

Colorful floats formed two-mile parade .. .

Winnipeg, brought the silverware back to the West.
The game, preceded by a monster parade of 95

floats, was one of the most exciting on record.
Until the last minute, the result was in doubt, as
first one team and then the other went into the
lead. Hamilton was up 14-0 in the first ten
minutes, but the Bombers settled down and went
into a 20-14 lead at the half.

Winnipeg quarterback Van Pelt hung up a new
Grey Cup record in making 22 points himself—two
touchdowns, two field goals and four converts.

It was undoubtedly one of the greatest and
most spine tingling cup games in Canadian history.

Football Queens of Canada were featured.



FIRMS

Former British Columbia Manufacturing plant, now part of Powell River | Lumber Company.

N October, Powell River Company announced a
new name for its sawmilling subsidiaries—Powell
River Lumber Company Limited.

Powell River Lumber consolidates under a new
and now readily identifiable name, the present
sawmilling plants at New Westminster, B.C. The
two plants, Westminster Shook Mills and B.C.
Manufacturing Company, with production of 80
million feet of lumber annually, nave been sub-
sidiaries since 195].

It was a natural and inevitable evolution. The
name Powell River Lumber Company definitely
links these firms with the parent company.

Both these companies were acquired in Sep-
tember, 1951, and represented at that time a
major step in Powell River Company’s integration
Drocess. Both Westminster Shook and B.C.
Manufacturing, at the time of their acquisition,
had enjoyed a long and honorable association
with the sawmilling industry of British Columbia.
Their products were shipped to all corners of the
world and the B.C.M. brand was well and favorably
known in the industry.
‘This was one of the reasons why the B.C.M.
name was maintained for the first eight years. At
the end of this period the connection of the two
companies with Powell River was widely recognized.
{t’is now felt that the name Powell River Lumber
Company more truly represents the realities of the
‘position, and is sé understood in the industry and
by consumers of these two companies’ products.

The B.C. Manufacturing name dates back to
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1903, and the plant was and still is internationally
Known for its variety of cedar products.

The Westminster Shook Mills, situated near
the B.C. Manufacturing plant at New Westminster,
was also a pioneer producer of box shooks and
other specialty lumber products. The plant is today
one of the main manufacturers of cypress lumber.

In the past eight years further modernization
of facilities at the two plants have been under-
taken by Powell River Company—and their opera-
tions are closely integrated into the overall family
picture.

And so, after many years, the names British
Columbia Manufacturing Company and West-
minster Shook Mills depart from the industrial
scene in British Columbia. But the quality of
their products and the high business reputations
of the companies will be carried on under an
equally respected name in the industrial historyof western Canada.

Powell River Lumber Company now includes the plant and properties of
Westminster Shook Mills.

on
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Includes new press and ultra-modern appointments.

New Quarters for San Luis Obispo
OQ west coast Canadians the name San Luis
Obispo has always had a romantic connotation.
ln our minds we associate it with the days of

Spanish occupation — and picture the city and
country as the custodian of many historical records
and churches.

In the case of Powell River the name has a
special significance. For San Luis Obispo is the
home of the San Luis Obispo Telegram-Tribune,
aq regular user of Powell River newsprint.

Today the city, while. retaining many of the
ancient Spanish landmarks, is an active industrial
center of 17,000 people. It is the home of the
California Polytechnic College, and its industries
include canneries, fertilizer works, brick and tile
plants, oil wells, dairy stock and fruit farms and
a thriving vegetable produce business.

The Telegram-lribune, one of the pioneer
California dailies, was founded in 1869. Today,
with a circulation of 12,000, it is the voice of San
Luis Obispo County. Published every evening ex-
cept Sunday, the morning and afternoon Telegram
was consolidated in one plant in 1925; and became
the Telegram-Tribune in 1939. An independent
journal, its editorials have exercised a potent in-
fluence in the life of the city and county.

Keeping abreast with expanding circulation
and modern outlook, the Telegram-Tribune has
just completed a new, modern plant at a cost of
$225.000.

The two-storey building contains 21,000 squarefeet with additional room provided for each
department. All mechanical operations are on the
lower level along with the circulation department,

while the upper floor is occupied by the editorial
and business departments. Custom-made desks
and other modern appointments have found high
favor with the staff.

The design of the building is the result of much
“work flow’. study and incorporates many time
and labor-saving features. The move from the old
and bursting-at-the-seams building, occupied for
many years, was accomplished over the weekend of
September 6, with everything essential installed
and operating on Sunday afternoon, September 7.

The new 64-page capacity Goss Octuple press
which went into operation October 20, prints
15,000 papers an hour.

The Telegram-Tribune is a member of the Jonn
P. Scripps Newspapers group.

James L. McLain, business manager, left, and Robert W.- Goodell, editor,
review steps taken in planning the newspaper’s new home.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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Top row (left to right); W. Calvert (Mesa Tribune, Arizona); J. Boes-
senecker (Santa Maria Times); H. Hansen (Goss Printing Press Co., San
Francisco). Front row: Mrs. Calvert, Mrs. Boessenecker, WNirs. Hansen.

ITH the tang of late fall and early winter in
the air, the steady stream of visitors to Powell
River on “The Sunshine Coast’ has all but

subsided. Holidays are over—and at this period
oF tne year vacationists are heading south, notnort

This month's visitors’ page will probably be
our largest until the spring and summer months
roll around again; and the cool sunlit waters of
Powell River sparkle ‘neath western skies, and all
that.

i.Meanwhile we hope the hundreds of old and
new friends who visited us this year enjoyed their
trip as much as we enjoyed having them. Season's
Greetings to you all—and look in on us soon again.

Top row (left to right}: R. M. “Phil” Knox (San Francisco Examiner);
C. J. Belitow: R. Morrison (Publisher, Missoula Publishing Co.); A.
Warden (Publisher, Great Falls Gazette). Front row: Mrs. Knox, Mrs.

Behlow, Mrs. Morrison, Mrs. Warden.

Glynn Morris, C. Tarbuck, C. C. Krisko, Norm Kelly.
Front row (left to right): R. H. Stevens, C. B. Mortimer, Orr Dunsford.

Clyde Dunn, M. Campbell, L. Milsted, M. Haggard.
Mrs. Dunn, Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. Milsted, Mrs. Haggard.

NOVEMBER- DECEMBER,

Vir. M. Markham, President of Van Nuys Publishing Co.; Mrs. Markham;
Sob Bonaparte, Powell River Sales Co.

1958



SCHOOL BUSES
There are approximate! 1,600 school students

in the Powell River area. f these nearly 600 are
taken to and from school in the seven buses sup-
plied by the local school board.

CENTENNIAL AWARD FOR SAFETY
Powell River has shared in many achievements

chalked up.in this Centennial Year. Outstanding
was the presentation of the Centennial Safety
Award to the Powell River Company plant for sur-
passing by 7,000 man hours the safety standard.
The plant operated for 76 consecutive days without |
a lost-time accident, rolling up a total of 97,000
man-days. Powell River’s accident ratio for the
year is far below the industrial average for theProvince of British Columbia.

THE FISHING’S GOOD
With the bite of late fall and near-winter in

the air, some of Powell River’s more hardy fisher-
men have found things much to their liking—
Chuck Hodson, for example. While most of his
friends were enjoying the comforts of week-end
television in their homes, Chuck drove out to
nearby Haslam Lake, tossed in his six-pound test
line and shortly afterward drove home with the
three specimens. pictured here. One sleek cut-
throat 8 pounds and 26'% inches long, another
6-pound, 24-inch specimen and the little fellow—
5 pounds and 2] inches from tip to tip.

Chuck and Mrs. Hodson proudly display his catch.

SENIOR CITIZENS’ HOME
The new Senior Citizens’ Home—Powell River's

Centennial Project—-was completed in the fall and
is now in occupancy. Several of our older folk
find the home a congenial place to meet old
friends, and economically it means substantial
savings in rent, fuel and upkeep.

IT’S GREAT EXERCISE,. GIRLS!
The hula hoop craze, now “over the top” and

on the way down, has caught Powell River as it
caught every hamlet and village on the continent.
But it is still a source of amazement to many
older people and to husbands and wives who find
wiggling and bending a bit more difficult now, to
watch these swivel-hipped, apparently boneless
youngsters from three to eight years indulging in
gymnastic contortions. Most interesting phase of
the craze was watching the middle-aged lassies
sneaking out to the back yard and trying it out as
an inexpensive reducing medium.

They're doing it in Powell River, too!
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Impressive ceremonies again marked Armistice observations at Powell River Cenotaph.

Es

ARMISTICE OBSERVANCE

~ £
Cenotaph Guard of Honor—represented by Navy, Army, Air Force and

R C.M.P.—stand with reversed arms as “Last Post” is sounded.

HOCKEY CONTINUES POPULAR
ice hockey and curling continue

to dominate winter sports in the
area and Powell River Regals are on
top of the Pacific Coast Amateur
Hockey League by a wide margin.

An exhibition game was played
against Kelowna Packers, the Cana-
dian team which recently toured
Sweden and Russia. The locals were
defeated in an interesting 10-6
battle. Attendance at Saturday
night games. in Powell River has
averaged around -|,200—which is
over ten per cent of the population
of the area. This is probably a
percentage record unsurpassed in
Canada.
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Powell River Armistice observations were among
the most impressive ever held in the district. Vet-
erans of both wars turned out in large numbers.
Sea Cadets, Air Cadets and Cadettes, Canadian
Legion members were out in full strength. Dwight
Hall was crowded to capacity as the residents
heard the memorial address by the Rev. Stegens.
Close to three hundred members of veterans and
several groups were in the parade.

The Cenotaph bodyguard, consisting of amember from each of the three services and an
R.C.M.P. in ceremonial dress, stood with reversed
arms as the Last Post sounded and the pipers
played the Lament. William Bell, President of the
Canadian Legion, deposited the veterans’ wreath
on the Cenotaph.

Kelowna Packers’ Bugs Jones, Bill Shwarbrick and Harry Smith on eve of departure for Europe.



From Raw Material to Finished Products

Conveyors Carry the Big Load.
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Plant view from waterfront, shows the importance of the conveyor system in operations.

HREE and a quarter miles of conveyors. That's
the mileage of conveying equipment used to
move wide varieties of materials in the Powell

River plant.
Conveyors are the life stream of the modern

pulp and paper mill. Few people, even paper
people themselves, appreciate the vital role that
conveyors play in the operation of a newsprintpliant.

Our accompanying picture helps to illustrate
this point. The view shows a section of the plant
from the waterfront—a section which is completely
dominated by a series of conveyors.

Conveyors are extensively used both on the
exterior and in the interior of the Powell River
plant. Much of the raw material passing over the
wharf or landing in the harbor is carried to its
plant destination via the conveyor route.

Each day of normal operation, the newsprint
process chews up about 600,000 board feet of logs.
This entire footage proceeds from the log pond to
the barker, chipper and sawmills by conveyor.

The thousands. of pounds of chips used in
chemical pulp are carried direct to the chip silos
and back to the digester bins in the same way.

Powell River, in 1928, pioneered the use of
sawdust or hog fuel in its boiler operations. loday,
regular shipments of hog fuel—500 units daily—

the equivalent of 1,000 barrels of oil, move the
same way.

For the transportation of 64-inch logs from the
sawmill to the new groundwood plant, an elaborate
conveyor system is in operation. The logs are car-
ried up a steel conveyor into a flume carrying them
to the groundwood plant.

Practically every product on the exterior of the
plant moves by this method. The interior of the
sawmill is one vast conveyor with cants tossed and
moved across and along conveyors. In the machine
rooms all finished newsprint is shipped along the
conveyor trail——to the wrapping drums, to the
lowerator adjacent to the truck pick-up points.

In short, conveyors are the backbone of ma-terial movement from the raw to the finished
product. From the time a log leaves the storage
pond until it returns in a purple-banded roll of
newsprint the greater part of its lifetime is spent
on CONVeYOFrs.

Powell River is perhaps more conveyor minded
than many mills—due in part to its hillside loca-
tion—and part to expansions of production over
forty-seven years of steady operation.

So up the hill and over the street they go—
carrying the vital raw materials to their source—
and conveying them away as they start out as
finished products to the markets of the world.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER



M. J. Foley — Board Chairman
R. G. “Dick” McHugh New President

R. G. McHugh

N October |l6th, the Board of Directors of
Powell River Sales Company Ltd. announced
several new appointments.

Mr. M. J. Foley waselected Chairman of the
Board of Directors and
R. G. “Dick” McHugh,
President. Mr. Roy Foote
was re-appointed Vice-
President, with Harry
Chambers moving up to
Comptroller and Assist-
ant Secretary.

The new President,
R. G. McHugh, former
Manager of Powell River
Sales Company, has been
in the newsprint salesfield since 1937.

Dick joined G. F. Steele
R W. Foote & Company, New York,
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in that year, and between 1939-1944 represented
them in Texas. The company, at that time, were
representatives for Powell River newsprint, and
Dick became widely known in the Southwest. In
1946 Powell River Sales Company purchased G. F.
Steele & Company to form the Powell River Sales
Corporation.

In 1951 he was appointed Manager for Powell
River Sales Company in Vancouver. As President,
he brings to the Sales Company a background of
experience, and a wide and intimate association
with the publishing houses of the continent.

Roy W. Foote, Vice-President, has been with
the Sales Company since its inception in the thir-
ties, and has had an unrivalled background of
personal experience and contacts in the pulp and
paper industry. He has spent a total of 46 con-
secutive years in the industry, first with Powell
River Company and later with Powell River Sales
Company. in addition to his present duties Roy
will concentrate on the export field.

riarry Chambers, Comptroller and Assistant
Secretary, succeeds Alex Stewart, who is retiring.
A University of British Columbia graduate in
commerce, Harry joined the Company in 1942.
He served with the R.C.A.F. as navigator from
1943 to the end of hostilities. Harry filled several
positions In various de-
partments of Powell River
Company and two years
ago was acquired by the
Powell River Sales Com-
pany. Possessed of a
friendly personality, he
has already made many
friends in the’ various
newspapers of the Pacific
Coast.

Other officers included
Mr. O. F. Lundell, reap-
pointed as Secretary, with
Mr. Robert L. Bonaparte,
Marketing Manager, be-ing named Assistant
Secretary.



PORTRAIT OF
A KEY MAN Ross M. Black

General Superintendent of Services

Ross Black provides all services
E was christened Ross Muirhead Black, which
suggests a sound background of Gaelic an-
cestry in the family tree. He was born in

Fort William, Ontario, but his parents—like many
others from the East — followed the beckoning
light of the West, and brought themselves and
Ross, as a youngster, to the Pacific Coast.

Even in those early days his interest in mechan-
ical gadgets and how motors ticked pointed the
way to his future career. Ross attended Technical
High School in New Westminster and carried on
into the University of British Columbia to emerge
with a Mechanical Engineering degree.

About a year after graduation he came to
Powell River. This was in 1933. The depression
was at its height. Jobs were scarce and Ross
found odd work around the area, tinkering with
radios, repairing cars, doing any chore he could
pick up. +

In 1935 he started in as a laborer with Powell
River Company. He was transferred to the Paper
Machines as a helper, and subsequently to the

Mechanical Department as a millwright’s helper.
He was promoted successively to lubrication fore-
man, assistant master mechanic, mechanical
superintendent and, finally, to his present position
as General Superintendent of Services, one of the
top management posts at Powell River.

Ross and his wife Evelyn have three sons.
David and lan are attending University of British
Columbia, and another son Peter has just gradu-
ated from Grade 13.

Mechanics in every form have always beenRoss chief nobbies. He has won awards in gadget
competitions, and many installations in the plant
are directly due to his inspirations. Motor boats
have been his particular hobby. He built his own
speedboat, installed all the machinery, and for
several years held the unofficial speedboat record
for the Salt Chuck Mariners Club.

With Superintendent of Services Ross Black
the mechanical conception of history is the key to
world progress and industrial development.

POWELL RIVER: DIGESTER





“This spectacular chipper machine at Powell
River converts a two-foot diameter log into
sulphite chips in thirty seconds.
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